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I hope you all have 
a great offseason, 
and the rain stays 
away. I look 
forward to seeing 
you all back in 
2023 for another 
great year for the 
mighty Dragons.

AARON PALMER • PRESIDENT
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

This was a year everyone was waiting for, a year 
with no covid or interruptions. Unfortunately, the 
weather had other plans and we had a significantly 
rain affected season. The rain didn’t dampen our 
spirits and we were all just happy to see the kids out 
playing footy again even if it was in puddles.

We had 39 teams this season and 27 made the semi 
finals and we came away with 6 premierships which 
is a fantastic achievement. Congratulations to all the 
teams for a great season. The Mini Dragons program 
ran again, and we had a great turnout once again.

This year we started our Mental Fitness for Life 
Program, and it was a great success. We managed 
to run specific courses for different age groups to 
help with understanding, responsibility, guidance 
and help with mental health, social media, tomorrow 
man, tomorrow woman and team bonding issues. 
We also held a girl’s league tag camp for mental 
health and team bonding.

A special thanks to all our sponsors this year. 
This was our biggest year ever for sponsorship with 
plenty of money going towards the kids and mental 
health programs. Our club sponsors are what keeps 
the club going and without your support the club 
would not be able to function so once again thank 
you for your generous support.

To all our coaches, managers and trainers thank you 
for your time and effort in teaching and organizing 
of our kids throughout the year. Without you the kids 
wouldn’t get on the field. Thanks to all the parents 
for your support and for running the canteen and 
barbecue each week.

I would like to thank the executive Grahame 
Wagener, Belinda Green and Derek Spurdle, our 
Vice Presidents Sarah Gurney, Matthew Henson, 
Michael Stone, Matthew Chapman, Ben Jones, 
Matthew Knigge, our management committee, 
and the general committee for your help you have 
done throughout the year in helping of the running 
of the club, we all look after a part of the club, and 
it doesn’t go unnoticed. You make my job so much 
easier from the workload you all take on and I 
really appreciate all you have done throughout the 
year. I would also like to mention our life members 
that still support and give guidance in running the 
club. A special mention as well to Donna and Corey 
for the excellent work in running the canteen so 
well all year.

Some things to look forward to next year are mini 
dragons, a bigger program for mental health, the 
new under 12 boys’ mental health and team bonding 
camp in February and the girls 12’s to 14’s league tag 
mental health and team bonding camp in March. We 
will also look at having more social events for all the 
families in the club to enjoy. 

Remember as a growing club we are always looking 
for new people to join the committee to share the 
workload. As a committee member you are never 
forced to work, we always ask first to see if you have 
spare time. In 2023 we would love to see some new 
faces to help out and give input into running of the club.

Thanks to everyone for giving me the opportunity to 
lead the club I love so much it has been a privilege.

I hope you all have a great offseason, and the rain 
stays away. I look forward to seeing you all back in 
2023 for another great year for the mighty Dragons.

AARON PALMER • PRESIDENT

We had 39 teams this 
season and 27 made 
the semi finals and 
we came away 
with 6 premierships 
which is a fantastic 
achievement. 
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SECRETARY’S REPORT

Not Covid, but rain. The rain affected our season but 
did not dampen the spirits of the Dragons. The kids 
even enjoyed playing in the puddles and the mud. 
39 teams played this season and 27 played in 
the semi-finals, with 6 winning premierships. A 
great achievement by our boys and girls, coaches, 
trainers and all the volunteers. All the teams, from 
the mini dragons, to all the girls and boys right up to 
senior level, played the game in the right spirit and 
showed great enthusiasm throughout the year.

Thanks from the club to all the coaches and their 
support staff for their dedication.

I addition, we held successful Mental Health 
programs both in the club and at camp. These 
programs will be continued and expanded, as will 
the Internet and social media safety initiatives. 
Thank you to those organisers and their helpers for 
introducing and continuing with these programs.

The Executive, led by Aaron, and the management 
committee introduced the Roles and Responsibilities 
Statement which clearly defines the positions in the 
club and the approximate time needed to undertake 
the tasks. Also, our constitution has been updated to 
better reflect our club at this time in history.

Our sponsors have been wonderful in the support 
they have given to the club and the club thanks 
them all on behalf of our Engadine Dragons family.

Without the referees, NSW Rugby League and 
Cronulla Junior League we would not be able to 
participate in such a well organised and managed 
competition, so on behalf of the Dragons, I would 
like to thank all three organisations for their 
hardwork and dedication throughout the year. 
Thanks also to the district club for supporting 
Junior League.

Congratulations to all the major Award winners, 
both at player level and in management.

I would like to make mention of Toni Middendorf of 
Pattern Two creative design who has done a great 
job in putting the Year Book together in a very short 
space of time. This is a very big job and the club 
thanks you for your time and effort.

The club has great players, hard-working 
volunteers, loyal supporters and a strong history. It 
is a great club and I am sure you are all proud to be 
part of it.

Looking forward to seeing you next season and for 
many seasons after.

GRAHAME WAGENER • SECRETARY

Our sponsors have 
been wonderful in the 
support they have 
given to the club and 
the club thanks them 
all on behalf of our 
Engadine Dragons 
family.
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TREASURER’S REPORT

ENGADINE DRAGONS JRLFC INC.
Statement of Income & Expenditure
For the period 1st October, 2021 to 30th September, 2022

Cost Centre Income Expenses Total

Pub Raffles 20,223.95 9,395.00 10,828.05
Bar 30,620.40 11,667.91 18,952.49
Merchandise 16,474.30 13,337.46 3,136.84
Canteen 47,084.45 26,880.19 20,204.26
Sponsorship 59,409.10 31,373.48 28,035.62
Registration 99,060.43 1,438.64 97,621.79
Junior Presentation 337.27 337.27 0.00
Social Committee 1,901.54 0.00 1,901.54
Functions 7,443.18 15,542.04 8,098.86
Awards/Gifts 15,785.00 38,094.09 -22,309.09
First Aid/Strapping 0.00 0.00 0.00
Football Equipment 0.00 18,473.14 -18,473.14
Team Grants 0.00 15,000.00 -15,000.00
Maintenance 0.00 3,559.95 -3,559.95
Rent 0.00 3,686.35 -3,686.35
Clubhouse Equipment 0.00 3,729.10 -3,729.10
Advertising 0.00 220.00 -220.00
Junior League Expenses 2,350.45 32,874.41 -32,523.96
Interest Received 0.00 0.00 0.00
Telephone, Internet & Foxtel 0.00 2,207.61 -2,207.61
Printing, Stationery, Postage 0.00 1,189.84 -1,189.84
Trophies 0.00 2,365.95 -2,365.95
Bank Charges 0.00 1,711.32 -1,711.32
Fees & Charges 0.00 149.09 -149.09
Electricity 0.00 789.11 -789.11
Recycling Bottles/Cans 149.36 0.00 149.36
Wreath 0.00 154.55 -154.55
Fundraising Freddos-Ladies C’tee 18,672.73 10,635.00 8,037.73
A Grade Funds 25,745.45 14,162.00 11,583.45
Over 35’s Funds 1,645.45 0.00 1,645.45
Under 20’s Funds 6,586.35 1,871.27 4,715.08
Mental Health 2,5791.21 26,474.84 -683.63
Training Courses 0.00 1,767.27 -1,767.27

Total $379,280.62 $289,086.88 $90,193.74

Cheque Account - NAB 246,375.51
Saving Account - NAB 27,405.57
Term Deposit - NAB 92,373.45

Total at Bank       $366,154.53

DEREK SPURDLE
Treasurer
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Engadine Dragons wish to take this opportunity to acknowledge and 

sincerely thank all of our Sponsors. Your ongoing support is a vital 

contribution to every success enjoyed by this family Club and, in our 

object to promote the game of Rugby League generally, to support and 

develop our players and to field competitive Junior Rugby League teams 

in representation of the greater Engadine community. We trust that you 

have all seen the value and the potential of the support you lend to the 

Dragons and we all hope to see you lining up alongside us again.

Thank you        SSPPOONNSSOORRSS

Engadine Dragons wish to take this opportunity to acknowledge and 

sincerely thank all of our Sponsors. Your ongoing support is a vital 

contribution to every success enjoyed by this family Club and, in our 

object to promote the game of Rugby League generally, to support and 

develop our players and to field competitive Junior Rugby League teams 

in representation of the greater Engadine community. We trust that you 

have all seen the value and the potential of the support you lend to the 

Dragons and we all hope to see you lining up alongside us again.

Thank you        SSPPOONNSSOORRSS
Engadine Dragons wish to take this opportunity to acknowledge 

and sincerely thank all of our Sponsors. Your ongoing support is a 

vital contribution to every success enjoyed by this family Club and, 

in our object to promote the game of Rugby League generally, to 

support and develop our players and to field competitive Junior 

Rugby League and League Tag teams in representation of the 

greater Engadine community. We trust that you have all seen the 

value and the potential of the support you lend to the Dragons and 

we all hope to see you lining up alongside us again.
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PAST & PRESENT EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Year Activity President Secretary Treasurer

1958
Rugby League & 
Cricket Club

Barry McManus Laurie Crosby Ron Chapman

1959 Barry McManus Laurie Crosby Ron Chapman

1960 Barry McManus Danny Carroll Ron Chapman

1961 Barry McManus Bernie Howard Ken Binner

1962
Bill Forster /  
Barry McManus

Noel Foreshew Ken Binner

1963 Barry McManus
Noel Foreshew /  
Clive Greenwood

Ken Binner

1964
Noel Foreshew /  
Reg Sommer

Harold Shooter Ken Johnson

1965 Ken Johnson Kevin Woodbridge Harold Shooter

1966 Ken Johnson
Kevin Woodbridge / 
Harold Shooter

Harold Shooter

1967 Ken Johnson Harold Shooter Harry Robbins

1968 Ken Johnson Harold Shooter Harry Robbins

1969 Sports Club Fred Gardner
Harold Shooter / 
Graeme Morrison

Harry Robbins

1970 Fred Gardner Graeme Morrison       Harry Robbins

1971 Fred Gardner Graeme Morrison Colin Cole

1972 Ron Dudman Graeme Morrison Bill Costanzo

1973 Harold Shooter Graeme Morrison       Bill Costanzo

1974 Rugby League Club Ray Price Graeme Morrison       Bill Costanzo

1975 Ray Price Phil Tierney Jack Rodios

1976
Ray Price / 
 Phil Tierney

Phil Tierney /  
Paul Egan

Brian Cannings

1977 Jack Rodios Fred Bennett John O’Halloran

1978 Jack Rodios Fred Bennett
Ron Cassel /  
Cliff Carmody

1979
Jack Rodios /  
Keith Hughes

Wayne Miller Eric Swanson

1980 Ron Bedford Norm Eshman Eric Swanson

1981 Ron Bedford Norm Eshman Eric Swanson

1982 Len Cousemacker Wayne Miller Glenn Walters

1983 Barry Beak Graeme Oates Glenn Walters

1984 John Molanus Grahame Kidd Glenn Walters

1985 John Molanus Graeme Oates Glenn Walters

1986 Grahame Kidd Max Williams Glenn Walters

1987 Len Cousemacker Max Williams Glenn Walters

1988 Len Cousemacker Max Williams Glenn Walters
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Year Activity President Secretary Treasurer

1989 Neil Spencer Ray Miles          Grahame Thurkettle

1990 Neil Spencer Ray Miles Grahame Thurkettle

1991 Neil Spencer Bill Kemp Grahame Thurkettle

1992 Neil Spencer Bill Kemp Grahame Wagener

1993 Ray Miles Bill Kemp Ken Johnston

1994 Larry Warner Bill Kemp Ken Johnston

1995 Larry Warner Bill Kemp Ken Johnston

1996 Larry Warner Bill Kemp Rod Waudby

1997 Larry Warner Bill Kemp Rod Waudby

1998 Larry Warner Ian Bilsborough Rod Waudby

1999 Larry Warner Len Cousemacker Rod Waudby

2000 Larry Warner Len Cousemacker Rod Waudby

2001 Craig Airey Mark Chapman Rod Waudby

2002 Craig Airey Mark Chapman Rod Waudby

2003 Mark Dodge Phil Richmond Michele Bird

2004 Mark Dodge Phil Richmond Michele Bird

2005 Greg Bird Phil Richmond Karan Rogers

2006 Greg Bird Kevin Querin Karan Rogers

2007 Greg Bird
Kevin Querin /  
Phil Richmond

Karan Rogers

2008 Judd O’Shea Phil Richmond Dale Morrell

2009 Judd O’Shea Leanne Lucy Dale Morrell

2010 Grahame Wagener Leanne Lucy Dale Morrell

2011 Grahame Wagener Marie Coughlan Bill Kemp

2012 Grahame Wagener Marie Coughlan Bill Kemp

2013 Corey Markham   
Rebecca Newton       
Bill Kemp

Bill Kemp

2014 Grahame Wagener     
Rebecca Newton / 
David Gunn

Bill Kemp

2015 Grahame Wagener David Gunn              Bill Kemp

2016 David Gunn                  Belinda Green         Bill Kemp

2017                                Greg Bird David Gunn             Bill Kemp

2018 Greg Bird David Gunn                                        
Bill Kemp /
Kim Wallace   

2019 Steve Dabin David Gunn              Kim Wallace

2020 Corey Markham Vacant  Kim Wallace

2021 Grahame Wagener Grahame Wagener Derek Spurdle

2022 Aaron Palmer Grahame Wagener Derek Spurdle

Year Activity President Secretary Treasurer

1958
Rugby League & 
Cricket Club

Barry McManus Laurie Crosby Ron Chapman

1959 Barry McManus Laurie Crosby Ron Chapman

1960 Barry McManus Danny Carroll Ron Chapman

1961 Barry McManus Bernie Howard Ken Binner

1962
Bill Forster /  
Barry McManus

Noel Foreshew Ken Binner

1963 Barry McManus
Noel Foreshew /  
Clive Greenwood

Ken Binner

1964
Noel Foreshew /  
Reg Sommer

Harold Shooter Ken Johnson

1965 Ken Johnson Kevin Woodbridge Harold Shooter

1966 Ken Johnson
Kevin Woodbridge / 
Harold Shooter

Harold Shooter

1967 Ken Johnson Harold Shooter Harry Robbins

1968 Ken Johnson Harold Shooter Harry Robbins

1969 Sports Club Fred Gardner
Harold Shooter / 
Graeme Morrison

Harry Robbins

1970 Fred Gardner Graeme Morrison       Harry Robbins

1971 Fred Gardner Graeme Morrison Colin Cole

1972 Ron Dudman Graeme Morrison Bill Costanzo

1973 Harold Shooter Graeme Morrison       Bill Costanzo

1974 Rugby League Club Ray Price Graeme Morrison       Bill Costanzo

1975 Ray Price Phil Tierney Jack Rodios

1976
Ray Price / 
 Phil Tierney

Phil Tierney /  
Paul Egan

Brian Cannings

1977 Jack Rodios Fred Bennett John O’Halloran

1978 Jack Rodios Fred Bennett
Ron Cassel /  
Cliff Carmody

1979
Jack Rodios /  
Keith Hughes

Wayne Miller Eric Swanson

1980 Ron Bedford Norm Eshman Eric Swanson

1981 Ron Bedford Norm Eshman Eric Swanson

1982 Len Cousemacker Wayne Miller Glenn Walters

1983 Barry Beak Graeme Oates Glenn Walters

1984 John Molanus Grahame Kidd Glenn Walters

1985 John Molanus Graeme Oates Glenn Walters

1986 Grahame Kidd Max Williams Glenn Walters

1987 Len Cousemacker Max Williams Glenn Walters

1988 Len Cousemacker Max Williams Glenn Walters
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CLUB SERVICE AWARDS

COLIN COLE MEMORIAL TROPHY 

Awarded for outstanding services to the Club

BILL KEMP AWARD

Awarded for service to the Club

1977 John GILBERT

1978 Graeme MORRISON

1979 Barry McMANUS (Snr.)

1980 Eric SWANSON

1981 Glenn & Myra WALTERS

1982 Ron CASSELL 
& Warren WESTON

1983 Graeme OATES

1984 Kay CANNINGS

1985 Helmut ZUSAK

1986 Colin TOMS

1987 Neil SPENCER

1988 Gary BEAUMONT

1989 Brian CANNINGS 
& Ray MILES

1990 Ray FRATER

1991 Graham THURKETTLE

1971 Tony ANDREWS

1972 Colin KEENAN

1973 Geoffrey PRICE

1974 Barbara HALL

1975 Alf MARTIN

1976 Iris HUGHES

1977 Cliff CARMODY

1978 Graham ENGEL

1981 Dennis SMITH

1982 Brian & Kay CANNINGS

1983 Ann SULLIVAN

1984 Glenn & Myra WALTERS

1985 Neil SPENCER

1986 Glenn & Myra WALTERS

1987 Gary MARKHAM

1988 Warwick GREEN

1989 LADIES COMMITTEE

1990  Neil SPENCER

1992 Bill KEMP

1993 Trevor ROGERS

1994 Bill KEMP

1995 Mark CHAPMAN

1995 Mark CHAPMAN

1995 Mark CHAPMAN

1996 Ian BILSBOROUGH

1997 Kellie WATCHORN

1998 Mike DARLINGTON

1999 Rob CARR

2000 Kerry NEYLAN

2001 Lynette RING

2002 Col LUCY

2003 Phil RICHMOND

2004 Phil RICHMOND

2005 Lynette RING

2006 Karan ROGERS

1991  Trevor RILEY

1992  Judy RILEY

1993 Bob CALHOUN

1994 Jo-ann WARD 
& Kerrie HUNT

1995 Neville CROFT

1996 Kellie WATCHORN

1997 Rod WAUDBY

1998 Danny O’LEARY

1999 Mike DARLINGTON

2000 Kim CARR

2001 Rod WOODRUFF

2002 Donna McKINLEY

2003 Len COUSEMACKER

2004 Col LUCY

2005 Sherryn RYAN

2006 Kevin QUERIN

2007 Pam MacDONALD

2007 Grahame WAGENER

2008 Leanne LUCY

2009 Leanne LUCY

2010 Grahame WAGENER

2011 Paul WILLIAMS

2012 Marie COUGHLAN

2013 Corey MARKHAM

2014 Grahame WAGENER

2015 David GUNN

2016 Michelle ISEMONGER

2017 David GUNN

2018         Ben JONES

2019         David GUNN

2020         Kim WALLACE

2021 Belinda GREEN

2022 Belinda GREEN

2008 Kim MICALLEF

2009 Judd O’SHEA

2010 Steve CRABB

2011 Andy GILMORE

2012 Bill KEMP

2013 Rebecca NEWTON

2014 David GUNN

2015 Steven EBB 
& Brett ROGERS

2016 Belinda GREEN

2017 Kirt GREEN

2018         David GUNN

2019         Renae KIDD

2020 Ben JONES

2021 Sarah GURNEY

2022 Matt HENSON
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COLIN COLE MEMORIAL AWARD

This Award is given in recognition of the time and effort that a person contributes  
to the Club in regard to its successful operation

2021 & 2022

BELINDA GREEN

Belinda is a very worthy recipient of this award, and this is her second year in a row of winning this award. 
This year Belinda was Assistant Secretary but found herself having to fill in as Secretary as well. Belinda is 
also a Junior Vice President of the CSJRL and devotes her time to the successful running of the junior league 
as well.

Belinda devotes her time for the club all year round spending many hours at home and at the clubhouse as 
assistant secretary/ secretary. Belinda no longer has kids playing but keeps showing up each year to offer 
her time to support for the club.

No doubt rugby league and Engadine Dragons is fortunate to have someone like her looking after us and the 
game we love so much. We would like to congratulate you on this great achievement and hope you will be 
around for many years to come.

Congratulations Belinda
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BILL KEMP AWARD
(FORMERLY ROD BAKER MEMORIAL SHIELD)

This Award is given to a person in recognition of their commitment to the Dragons  
and for the work they have done throughout the year.

2021
SARAH GURNEY

Sarah commenced her involvement with the club as a parent in 2015, supporting her first born as a proud 
Mum from the sideline.  Fast forward just 5 years and not only was Sarah (and husband Shane) following 
three kids around the shire in representing the club, Sarah also registered as a player with the inaugural 
Senior Womens League Tag side for 2020, where many new friendships were formed.  During the subsequent 
off-season Sarah was only too keen to give back to the club that had given her family such, and reached out 
to the committee to see how she could help, beyond the financial sponsorship from her business.  

In the space of a few months Sarah was able to re-establish the Social Committee for 2021 (a key fundraising 
support for the club that hadn’t been around for a few years), help implement a more structured approach 
to the club’s communications and social network presence, assist numerous members of the Executive with 
administrative activities, become involved in ground managing duties (when not driving her kids to their own 
games) and almost learn how to run the Len Cousemacker Scoreboard. 

Always one of the first hands to go up whenever assistance was required (for tasks that barely anyone sees 
but so many of us benefit from), Sarah is a fitting winner of the Rod Baker Memorial Shield for 2021.  

Congratulations on your award Sarah, we look forward to your continued involvement with our great club.

2022
MATT HENSON

This is the second year Matt has been looking after the league tag as League Tag Vice President. Matt has 
shown his professionalism in this role and has made the job look easy with his excellent management skills. 

Matt has not only been organising the girls league but has also organised the girls league tag camp. He also 
took on the recording job this year and did an excellent job. Matt has also taken on the organising of the boys 
13’s camp to come in the new year.

Matt is a very worthy recipient of this award, and the club would be lost without him.  We would like to 
congratulate you on this great achievement and hope you will be around for many years to come.

Congratulations Matt.
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RECORDER’S REPORT

MAJOR AWARD WINNERS

BARRY MANUS AWARD

(SENIOR CLUB CHAMPION) 
Awarded to a player from any of the three most senior sides and held on one occasion only

1962 Warren HARRIES

1963 Robert WALKER

1964 Michael CROFT

1965 Mark JOHNSON

1966 Colin COLE

1967 Michael WILLIAMS

1968 Robert ROSS

1969 Barry McMANUS

1970 Gary COOPER

1971 Barney LA CROSSE

1972 Geoffrey PINK

1973 Phillip WARNER

1974 Kevin ROBINSON

1975 Ossie WELSH

1976 Michael McSTAY

1977 Murray MORRISON

1978 Peter HAMMOND

1979 Michael PORTER

1980 Peter O'DONNELL

1981 Gary HAMMOND

1982 Colin BEAK

1983 Kurt GILLIES

1984 Glenn O'LEARY

1985 David SULLIVAN

1986 Glenn BLOOR

1987 Paul GILBERT

1988 Steven EBB

1989 Craig AIREY

1990 Peter GREEN

1991 Paul DWYER

1992 Mark NOAKES

1993 Scott VITELLI

1994 Mark WATCHORN

1995 John TOLHURST

1996 Wayne TURNER

1997 Drew LEVIN

1998 Steve JOHNSTON

1999 Alan REA

2000 Adam LYNCH

2001 Robert KEMP

2002 Aaron PALMER

2003 Simon PARSONS

2004 Sean CRAWLEY

2005 Brad JOHNSTON

2006 Daniel CHAPMAN

2007 Andrew JOHNSTON

2008 Tye FLEMING

2009 Trent CROFT

2010 Nathan BULLOCK

2011 Scott NANCARROW

2012 Steven COUGHLAN

2013 Not awarded this year

2014 Shane NEWTON

2015 Harry DAY

2016 Not awarded this year

2017 Kain EBB

2018 Matt KNIGGE

2019 Michael NEWTON

2020 Tane FLEMING

2021 –

2022 Dane COURTNEY
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NELLIE WARNER AWARD 

(GIRLS SENIOR CLUB CHAMPION)  
Awarded to a player from any of the three most senior girl sides and held on one occasion only 

HAZEL COUSEMAKER GIRLS JUNIOR CLUB CHAMPION  

(GIRLS SENIOR CLUB CHAMPION)  
Awarded to any player from teams from girls under 14 to under 10 and held on one occasion only

2018 Maliya MEREDITH

2019 Madison REA

2020 Chynna HARDY

2021 –

2022 Stephanie FAULKNER

LEN COUSEMAKER JUNIOR CLUB CHAMPION

Awarded to any player from teams from under 14 to under 10 and held on one occasion only

1969 Scott DUDMAN

1970 Donald CARTER

1971 Craig COLLIE

1972 Tony ANDREWS

1973 Murray MORRISON

1974 Gary HAMMOND

1975 Brett LONGVILLE

1976 Stephen DENFORD

1977 Colin BEAK

1978 Michael PORTER

1979 Gary McKINNON

1980 Brett BENTLEY

1981 Dean KEMBER

1982 Dean LONGVILLE

1983 Mitchell HEALEY

1984 Wayne SMITH

1985 Adam NAPPER

1986 Dale JOHNSTON

2018 Chynna HARDY

2019 Tahli STRUTHERS

2020 Rhianna KARIKA

1987 Cameron NAPPER

1988 Ryan MILES

1989 Markus ZUSAK

1990 Robert KEMP

1991 Tony REA

1992 Ben GREEN

1993 Aaron PALMER

1994 Daniel CHAPMAN

1995 Mark STEWART

1996 Dane HUNT

1997 Matt CHAPMAN

1998 Rodney WOODRUFF

1999 Scott NANCARROW

2000 Mitchell NEYLAN

2001 Shane CHAPMAN

2002 Ryan CARR

2003 Toby TOPHAM

2004 Joshua DAVIES

2021 –

2022 Mia INGLIS

2005 Hayden AIREY

2006 Matt KNIGGE

2007 Luke DODGE

2008 Nathan KNIGGE

2009 Duncan ELLEM

2010 Jack TRIPI

2011 Jake WHEELER

2012 Nelson GILMORE

2013 Taine FLEMING

2014 Brayden COLENSO

2015 Ethan PASTOR

2016 Blake HOSKING

2017 Harrison HOOD

2018 Kye ROBSON

2019 Ryan WOTTON

2020  Zane BELL

2021 –

2022 Riley SMITH
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LARRY WARNER COACH OF THE YEAR AWARD   

Awarded to any coach for team performance

1992 Glenn BLOOR

1993 Craig AIREY

1994 Mark ROBIN

1995 George CRAWFORD

1996 Mark DODGE

1997 Greg TOWNSEND

1998 Mark WATCHORN

1999 Mark WATCHORN

2000 Larry WARNER

2001 Kendall FLINT

2002 Scott FLEMING

2003 MARK DODGE

2004 David NEATE

2005 Craig AIREY

2006 Sean BELLOTTI

2007 Corey MARKHAM

2008 Russell LEWIS

2009 Aaron PALMER

2010 Mark DODGE

2011 Craig WHEELER

2012 Adam LYNCH

2013 Scott HANLON

2014 Wes PHILLIPS

2015 Simon PARSONS

2016 Grahame WAGENER

2017 Paul GILBERT

2018 Michael STONE

2019 Michael STONE

2020  Keiran LEVIN 
/ Ryan LEVIN

2021 –

2022 Mick KELSO

MITCH HEALEY SPORTSMAN AWARD 

Awarded to any Player on sporting achievement and held on one occasion only

1968 Gary TEMPLE

1969 Shane McCARTHY

1970 Bruce BUTLER

1971 Phillip WARNER

1972 Michael McSTAY

1973 Des CORBY

1974 Ross MORRISON

1975 Mick FLEMING

1976 John GARDNER

1977 Michael LATHAM

1978 Bradley WATTS

1979 Brett LONGVILLE

1980 David SULLIVAN

1981 Colin BEAK

1982 Murray MORRISON

1983 Michael PORTER

1984 Markus ZUSAK

1985 Kurt GILLIES

1986 Kenneth EBB

1987 Glenn NELSON

1988 Michael HART

1989 Ryan MILES

1990 Cameron NAPPER

1991 Glenn BLOOR

1992 Adam NAPPER

1993 Paul INGRAM

1994 Simon PARSONS

1995 Wayne TURNER

1996 Mick CONROY

1997 Aaron PALMER

1998 Robert KEMP

1999 Tye FLEMING

2000 Mitch DARLINGTON

2001 Brett HEADLEY

2002 Mitch NEYLAN

2003 Luke TOWNSEND

2004 Ryan CARR

2005 Peter KNOWLES

2006 Toby TOPMAN

2007 Cameron DUNSTAN

2008 Jake DENFORD

2009 Aaron BRUCE

2010 Luke DODGE

2011 James WAYLAND

2012 Ryan LONGVILLE

2013 Jack METCALFE

2014 Blake HOSKING

2015 Dylan SMITH

2016 Ben METCALFE

2017 Cooper LYNCH

2018 Koby WALLACE

2019 Ryan WOTTON

2020 Cooper STARR

2021 –

2022 Jett Nisbet
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PETER GREEN MOST VALUABLE PLAYER TROPHY

Payer awarded the most best and fairest points in the club

MARK MCGAW TROPHY  

Awarded to best performing Club Player at Junior Representative game level
(note – from 1990 to 2001 this was known as the Robert Tickner Trophy but was renamed in honour of the late Hazel Cousemacker)

1995 Peter GREEN  
(A Grade)

1996 Scott NANCARROW 
(11B)

1997 Michael FEENING 
(15A)

1998 Matthew FORD 
(6Blue)

1999 Shane CHAPMAN 
(12B)

2000 Hayden AIREY (8A)

2001 Scott NANCARROW 
(16)

2002 Shane CHAPMAN 
(15)

1990 Scott FLEMING

1991 Scott FLEMING

1992 Wayne HOOD

1993 Daniel NEWTON

1994 Tony REA

1995 Martin STEWART

1996 Andrew JOHNSTON

1997 Mark STEWART

1998 Jeremy THOMPSON

1999 Brad STREETING

2000 Brad STREETING

2001 Jeremy THOMPSON

2003 Nathan KNIGGE (9B)

2004 Joel BARRY (8B)

2005 Nathan BULLOCK 
(18)

2006 Marcus FORMAN 
(11A)

2007 Leigh HIGGINS (12A)

2008 Dylan LEES (10B)

2009 Jack METCALFE (8B)

2010 Dane PARSONS (8C)

2011 Taine FLEMING (12A)

2012 Nelson GILMORE 
(11A)

2002 Dane HUNT

2003 Luke TOWNSEND

2004 Ryan CARR

2005 Ryan CARR

2006 Ryan CARR

2007 Cameron DUNSTAN

2008 Jake DENFORD

2009 Harrison DAY

2010 No representative 
Player

2011 Michael MORRIS

2012 No Representative 
Player

2013 Harrison NOAKES 
(11B)

2014 Jayke FIBBINS (9C)

2015 Koby WALLACE (8A)

2016 Max O’SHEA (14Div2)

2017 Adam CLAREY 
(15Div2)

2018 Jacob WATSON

2019 Jett NISBET

2020 Chynna HARDY  
(Girls TL 14.1)

2021 –

2022 Bailey PHILLIPS  
(U17 Silver)

2013 No Representative 
Player

2014 Ryan LONGVILLE

2015 Dylan SMITH

2016 Dylan SMITH

2017 No Representative 
Player

2018 Blake HOSKING

2019 Cooper BOWEN

2020 –

2021 –

2022 Blake HOSKING
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GARY CANNINGS MEMORIAL TROPHY 

Encouragement award

GRAHAME KIDD MEMORIAL TROPHY 

Awarded to a player from the under 6’s to the under 9’s in recognition of future talent

1977 Aaron ESHMAN
1978 Robert ELSWORTHY
1979 David HIRD
1980 Kevin JOHANSSON
1981 Dale JOHNSTON
1982 Robert ZUSAK
1983 Cameron NAPPER
1984 Glenn WALTERS
1985 Scott FLEMING
1986 Adam GRANT
1987 Steven EBB
1988 Colin BALLARD
1989 Steven SMITH
1990 Blake 

COUSEMACKER
1991 Mark NOAKES
1992 Bruce DRIES

2011 Jared KIDD
2012 Kurt PEYCHERS
2013 Dane LYNCH
2014 Beau WALLACE

1993 Robert KEMP
1994 Alan REA
1995 Markus ZUSAK
1996 Gary VITELLI
1997 Andrew DARLINGTON
1998 David CROFT
1999 Lincoln HUNT
2000 Joel CHEESMAN
2001 Ryan MAY
2002 Cameron RING
2003 Stephen RING
2004 Nathan BULLOCK
2005 Travis RING
2006 Nathan GILES
2007 Blake LUCY
2008 Jye MORRELL
2009 Michael BEECHENO

2015 Kaylem BURGE
2016 Koby WALLACE
2017 Oliver TeHIRA
2018 Jacob WATSON

2010 Chris JENKINS
2011 Mitchell IBBETT
2012 Jake WILLIAMS
2013 Jarron ISEMONGER
2014 Ben BARFORD
2015 Cameron ALEWOOD
2016 Brodey STEVENS
2017 Josh GREEN
2018 Hunter HADFIELD-

FILO
2019 Blake ISEMONGER
2020 Daniel BISHOP
2021 –
2022 Emerald and Kalarni 

MARKHAM

2019 Jett NISBET
2020   Jack KEMP
2021 –
2022 Imogen PALMER
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BARRY MCMANUS AWARD

SENIOR CLUB CHAMPION
Awarded to a player from any of the three most senior sides and held on one occasion only

DANE COURTNEY

Dane started his career with the Dragons in 2007 as a junior, playing his 15th season for the club and 
his 200th game for the club this year. A very proud personal and club achievement. Dane is a fierce and 
committed competitor, always contributing 100% in every game he plays. Skilful with the ball in hand 
and with speed to burn, Dane is respected on and off the field for not only his natural ability, but his 
sportsmanship and knowledge of the game. 

Dane, I am sure your family, coaching staff, supporters and all your friends and those who have had the 
pleasure of watching you play the game you love so much, will stand with us and congratulate you on taking 
out this very prestigious award and its very fitting to see it awarded to such a talented footballer and great 
clubman of the mighty Engadine Dragons.  

Congratulations Dane Courtney, Senior Club Champion, 2022 

LEN COUSEMAKER AWARD 

JUNIOR CLUB CHAMPION
Awarded to a Player from teams Under 10 to Under 14 and held on one occasion only

RILEY SMITH

Riley Smith is the recipient of the Junior Club Champion for the 2022 season. Riley has played 10 seasons 
and almost 150 games for the Engadine Dragons. Riley plays in the front row and is Vice Captain of the back-
to-back premiership winning U14Gold team and leads the team in every way. 

To be a great football team you need a player like Rilz. He’s one of the great characters within the team but 
when he takes the field his work rate and competitiveness is elite. Riley leads by action making more tackles, 
cover tackles and hit ups than anyone in the comp. Riley has great ball skills and footwork breaking the line 
all game and playing roles in our attacking structure. Every accolade Riley has achieved he has earnt the 
toughest way possible. Riley was selected in the Sharks Academy this year; I am sure it’s the first of many 
representative selections. 

You’re a credit to your family and our club and a worthy recipient of this years Junior Club Champion. 

Well done, Rilz. 
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NELLIE WARNER AWARD 

GIRLS SENIOR CLUB CHAMPION

Awarded to a player from any of the three most senior sides and held on one occasion only

STEPHANIE FAULKNER

Steph started her career with the mighty dragons in 2018.  Having progressed from touch to league tag (and 
now to tackle with Cronulla Caringbah, fingers crossed we can establish a Dragons women’s tackle team 
soon enough ...), Steph’s tenacity has supported her attacking prowess in all forms of the game, averaging 
close to 1 try per game in her 44 games for the club.  With a permanent smile and loving nature that belies 
her competitiveness, Steph is a great role model for new members into the team, often spending extra time 
with them to ensure they not only grasp the basics of league tag but also that they feel a part of the team, a 
leadership quality often overlooked in passionate champions such as Steph.  Congratulations Steph on being 
awarded the Nellie Warner Girls Senior Club Champion!

HAZEL COUSEMAKER GIRLS

JUNIOR CLUB CHAMPION

Awarded to a Player from teams Under 10 to Under 14 and held on one occasion only

MIA INGLIS

Having begun her league tag career with the mighty dragons in 2020, Mia immediately established herself 
as a humble leader, both on and off the field.  Be it the hard attacking yards in the middle, organising the 
defence, communicating with her teammates during a game or at training or even discussing the finer points 
of play with teammates, Mia has always possessed a no fuss calmness in getting the job done (as evidenced 
by 28 tries in 28 games).  A keen football sense and competitiveness has helped drive Mia towards her 
successes, which included 2020 B&F (and leading point scorer), leading player and point scorer in 2021 
(no team awards issued) and now the only too worthy recipient of the Hazel Cousemacker Girls Junior Club 
Champion, well done Mia!
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LARRY WARNER COACH OF THE YEAR AWARD 

(FORMERLY GRAEME MORRISON AWARD)
Awarded to any Coach for Team performance

MICHAEL KELSO

The commitment, time and effort that goes into any Coaching role is a huge job, but to keep a 25-player 
squad united and match fit week after week is not for the feint hearted. Watching Mick from Round 1 of the 
season methodically establishing strengths and weaknesses of each player and the squad, and then working 
with them week after week to both get the best out of individual players and the team was something he 
worked on at training and after hours. Mick could be seen closely working with players to instil confidence 
and belief that they can be the best. Mick was a quiet achiever who went about his role in a similar manner. 
He always had respect for those we played and never lost sight of the point that he was representing our club 
each week.  

The Dragons are very fortunate to have the quality coaches that we have, and Mick is no exception and 
without a doubt a very worthy recipient of this award. We hope Mick continues his coaching career with the 
Dragons and continues to instil the fine qualities in the players that represent our club.  

Congratulations Mick Kelso, Coach of the year, 2022 

MITCH HEALEY SPORTSMAN AWARD 

(FORMERLY SPORTSMANS AWARD)
Awarded to a Player on all round sporting ability and achievement and held on one occasion only

JETT NISBET

Jett is in his 8th year with the Engadine Dragons, with 6 Best & Fairest awards, the Peter Green Trophy and 
the Graeme Kidd Memorial Trophy under his belt, Jett is a natural leader and a well-known player across the 
competition.

Jett has represented Sydney East in the PSSA Rugby League competition in the winning U11 team in 2021, and 
in the U12 team in 2022, with further selection into the U12 NSW Top 30 Development Camp Squad.

Jett over the past 4 years has won both Gold and Silver at the NSW Little Athletics and NSW PSSA 
Championships for Shot Put and is the current record holder for both the Zone and Region U12 Boys, as well 
as the club record holder from U9-12 years in this event. Jett is set to represent NSW in the Australian PSSA 
Championships in Shot Put later this year.

As well as both his Rugby League and Athletics achievements Jett has also competed at the PSSA Zone & 
Regional Swimming carnivals from 8-12 years.
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MARK MCGAW TROPHY 

(FORMERLY HAZEL COUSEMAKER TROPHY)
Awarded to the best performing Club Player at Junior Representative game level

BLAKE HOSKING

Blake started his playing career at the Dragons in the U6’s in 2007, playing 197 games in 14 years at the club. 

Blake is a very talented footballer, being awarded 3 x Best and fairest awards, Engadine Dragons Sportmans 
award (2014), and Junior Club Champion in 2016. Blake was selected in Cronulla Sharks Harold Matthews 
team in 2018, and has remained at Cronulla, playing S.G Ball and Jersey Flegg. 

Blake is a fierce competitor that teammates want to play with and play for. In 2022, Blake was awarded 
Cronulla Sharks Jersey Flegg player of the year, and Players Player, such is his contribution to the team. 

We wish Blake nothing but best wishes in his rugby league career and are very proud to call Blake an 
Engadine Dragons Junior.  

Congratulations Blake Hosking, Representative Player of the year, 2022 
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GARY CANNINGS AWARD

Awarded to a Player as an encouragement for them to continue playing Rugby League with the 
Dragons, taking the opportunity to develop and improve their game and to continue their participation 
in a great team sport with the Club.

EMERALD & KALARNI MARKHAM

For the past 5 years Emerald and Kalarni have been helping in the running of the canteen and barbeque. This 
year especially when numbers were low you would always see one of their faces in the canteen or on the 
barbeque helping.

We thank you on your ongoing support of the club. We would like to encourage you to continue working with 
the club and hope you are around for many years to come.

Congratulations Emerald & Kalarni

PETER GREEN AWARD

Awarded to the most valuable Dragons Player and is based on the person who accumulates the Best & 
Fairest points during the season – across all Grades.

BAILEY PHILLIPS

Bailey is the type of person every team wants. Softly spoken, but with his ‘never say die’ attitude, every 
player wants to play with him, and every player plays for him. A gifted footballer, Bailey has a big motor and 
a big heart, committed to every minute of every game and playing front row as well. His defence is bone 
crushing and his opposition would rarely run in his direction twice after being on the receiving end of one 
of his shots. Bailey also has speed that most players would love to have. Bailey is a great footballer, great 
teammate and a very humble, intelligent and likeable individual. 

Congratulations Bailey Phillips, Peter Green Award, 2022 



GRAHAME KIDD MEMORIAL TROPHY

Awarded to any player from under 6 to under 9 in recognition of future talent. This is not an 
encouragement award. This is to a player who has shown outstanding ability in his age group and has 
the potential of being an up-and-coming player of the future.

IMOGEN PALMER

This is Imogen’s 4th year playing tackle with the boys and 4th year playing league tag. Imogen’s tackle 
awards have been 1 x Best & Fairest, 1 x Best & Fairest R/UP and 1x Encouragement award. Her league tag 
awards have been 2 x Best & Fairest awards playing a year above her age group.

In her first season playing she managed to tally up 59 tries and it was clear she had great skills. Playing 
against boys doesn’t seem to worry Imogen. She shows great toughness and all round ability on the field. 
Imogen has a bright future in the game. We would like to congratulate you on this award.

Congratulations Imogen

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR U16S GIRLS WHO PLAYED IN THE LISA FIAOLA CUP AT 
TUGGERAH. LEFT TO RIGHT: CHYNNA, BRYDIE, BROOKE, FREYA, AVA.
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 TEAM PERFORMANCES

# 

Players

Position 
Home 
And 

Away

Position 
Finals

For Against Matches Won Lost Drew Bye

06 Blue 
(Gold)

8

06 Green 10

06 Orange 8

06 Yellow 8

07 Green 8

07 Red 9

08 Bronze 
(Green)

12

09 Bronze 11 5 3 290 360 11 4 7 0 0

09GLT 15 5 5 204 262 10 4 6 0 0

09 Gold 10 7 116 316 11 2 9 0 1

09 Silver 11 6 3 264 272 11 5 6 0 0

10 Bronze 17 1 1 226 180 10 7 3 0 1

10GLT 10 4 5 148 182 8 4 3 1 2

10 Gold 15 3 2 186 156 9 4 4 1 3

11GLT 11 3 3 138 276 10 3 7 0 0

11 Silver1 17 7 230 284 11 5 6 0 0

11 Silver2 16 4 5 240 212 11 6 3 2 0

12-1GLT 12 5 5 54 262 8 1 7 0 2

12-2GLT 11 1 1 192 74 8 5 3 0 3

12 Bronze 18 6 5 196 194 11 6 5 0 0

12 Gold 15 2 2 304 42 11 9 2 0 0

12 Silver 17 3 2 250 134 10 7 3 0 1

13 Bronze2 20 7 114 302 10 1 9 0 1

13GLT 16 2 1 222 108 9 7 2 0 1

13 Gold 14 3 3 142 106 8 4 3 1 2

13 Bronze1 14 5 3 240 241 11 4 7 0 0

14 Bronze 18 1 3 221 74 9 9 0 0 1

14GLT 14 1 1 272 140 10 8 2 0 0

14 Gold 19 3 1 154 71 9 5 3 1 1

15 Gold 22 4 3 162 144 9 5 4 0 1
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# 

Players

Position 
Home 
And 

Away

Position 
Finals

For Against Matches Won Lost Drew Bye

16-1GLT 16 4 2 290 186 10 6 4 0 0

16-2GLT 16 1 3 358 82 10 10 0 0 0

16 Gold 18 1 3 268 76 10 9 1 0 1

16 Silver 20 4 5 142 212 9 4 5 0 1

17GLT 18 7 120 242 10 2 7 1 0

17 Silver 24 1 1 238 76 9 8 0 1 1

18como 6

20 Gold 22 4 3 128 102 9 4 5 0 1

35 Gold 25 6 5 58 244 10 1 9 0 1

Highest Attack Score 358 16-2GLT

Lowest Defence Score 42 12old

Note: Team stats are from MySideline and do not include finals. 
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OUTSTANDING TEAM AWARD 
Awarded to any team upon achievements

JUNIOR LEAGUE PREMIERSHIPS WON 

Open Gold  A AR 23 21 EC 19 17 17D1 16 15A 15B

3 10 1 2 3 1 5 5* 1 3 5 2

15D1 15(2) 14D3 14A 14B 14C 13A 13B 13C 13D2 13D3 12A 12B

1 1 1 7* 5 1 6 2 3 1 2 7 3

12C 11A 11B 11C 10A 10B 10C 9A 9B 9C 8A 8B 8C

2 8 5 1 7 5 3* 10 4 1 7 9 7

7A 7B 7C 6A GTL9D2 GTL9Sil GLT12Sil GLT13Sil

1 3 2 1 1 1 1* 1*

GTL13D2 GTL14Sil GTL15Sil Over35Tag

1 1* 1 1

In 1993 the A Reserve competition commenced. In 2014 it was changed to Open Silver.
In 2014 the Open Gold competition replaced A Grade.
In 2018 Girls teams played Touch League, from 2019 it was changed to Tag League.
In 2018 a new competition started Over 35 Tag League
In 2020-2021 Competitions were abondoned due to COVID-19 
* Denotes a Premiership was won in 2022

1975 10A

1976 12A

1977 11B(1)

1978 13A

1979 10A

1980 15A

1981 6A

1982 12A

1983 8A

1984 17

1985 13A

1986 12A

1987 23

1988 17

1989 A Grade

1990 C Grade

1991 11A

1992 21

1993 12A

1994 A Grade

1995 14A

1996 Reserves

1997 9A

1998 19

1999 12B

2000 12A

2001 21A

2002 A Grade

2003 13A

2004 13A

2005 10B

2006 14B

2007 14A

2008 19

2009 14B

2010 11B

2011 13A

2012 8A

2013 10B

2014 1st Grade

2015 13Div 3

2016 10A

2017 11A

2018 10A

2019 Emerg Cup

2020 –

2021 –

2022 14A GOLD
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JUNIOR LEAGUE CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS 

TOMMY BISHOP SHIELD - U7 KNOCK OUT UNTIL 2015, U8 FROM 2016

JUNIOR (U8-U12) SENIOR (U13-A GRADE)

1970 1982

1971 1986

1972 1994

1976 1997

1981 1998

1982

1983

1971 Winner

1972 Winner

1976 Runner-Up

1982 Winner

2018 Runner-Up

ALL TIME POINT SCORERS (500 POINTS OR MORE)

Mitchell NEYLAN 1930

Mark STEWART 1669

Aaron PALMER 1178

Kane RYAN 1109

David SULLIVAN 1092

Dane COURTNEY 988*

Andrew 
JOHNSTON

915*

Koby WALLACE 898*

Markus ZUSAK 879

Hayden AIREY 822

Joshua NOAKES 753

Jarred FITZGERALD 736

Jamie NISBET 722*

Jett NISBET 708*

Ryan CARR 676

Jason BEARE 664

Luke RICHMOND 645

Nathan KNIGGE 635

Matt JAMES 623

Blake COUSEMACKER 606

Gary HAMMOND 604

Thomas POWELL 584*

Mark WATCHORN 578

Luke WALLACE 564

Michell SHEEHY 562

Scott BILLSBOROUGH 560

Paul BELL 555

Shane NEWTON 555

Kaylem BURGE 550

Joshua SPENCER 546

Mark ROBIN 544

Luke MASON 543

Dale JOHNSTON 537

Brad RING 535

Kurt PEYCHERS   532

Brett SMITH 531

Simon PARSONS 529

Brett LEVINGS 525

Robert KEMP 514

Joel BARRY 510

Chad RICHMOND 508

Warren GREEN 505

Dylan LEES 505

Matthew ALEWOOD 504

Brett MAY 50

 * Played in 2022
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AUSTRALIA

Robbie KEARNS Mark McGAW Matthew ROGERS

CRONULLA-SUTHERLAND DISTRICT R.L.F.C.

NATIONAL UNDER 20’S

ST GEORGE DISTRICT R.L.F.C.

Grahame BEAMES

Paul BELL

Colin BEST

Glenn BLOOR

David BROUGHTON

Aaron BRUCE

Shaun BRUCE

Don CARTER

Colin COLE

Craig DAWSON

Jake DENFORD

Scott DUDMAN

Cameron DUNSTAN

Kenneth EBB

Scott FLEMING

Kurt GILLIES

Aaron BRUCE (2)

Jake DENFORD (3)

Kooper BANNISTER

Ryan BARDEN

John GRIFFITHS

Adam GOODE

Wayne HALL

Gary HAMMOND

Peter HAMMOND

Andrew HICK

Mitchell HEALEY

Dane HUNT

Steven JONES

Robbie KEARNS

Adam KNIGHT

Anthony KNIGHT

Brett LONGVILLE

Mark McGAW

Leslie NICHOLLS

Michael MORRIS

Cameron DUNSTAN

Adam GOODE (2)

Joel FRY

Kye ROBSON

Mark NOAKES

Geoffrey PINK

Michael PORTER

Adam RITSON

Mathew ROGERS

Boyd RYAN

David SULLIVAN

Craig TIMMENS

Jeremy THOMPSON

John TOLHURST

Joe VAN DER VALK

Mark WAKEFIELD

Ossie WELSH

Darren ZIEGENFUSZ

Michael MORRIS (2)
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PRESIDENTS CUP

Ray BEACROFT (3)

Colin BEAK

Michael CASSEL

David DEED

Lyle DIAMOND

Mark DODGE

Steven EBB (2)

David FLINT

Paul GILBERT (2)

Kurt GILLIES (2)

Peter HAMMOND

Steven HANSFORD

Warren HARRIES (2)

Tim LEESE

Mark McGAW

Greg MALONEY (2)

Craig MILLER (2)

Murray MORRISON

Glenn NELSON

Peter O'DONNELL

Geoffrey PINK

Michael PORTER

Adam PROBERT

Roby RUSHBOURNE

Shane STRUTHERS

David SULLIVAN (2)

Ted TERONE

Gary TING

John TOLHURST

Phillip WARNER

Joe WHITTLE

Michael WILLIAMS

JERSEY FLEGG CUP

Colin BALLARD (2)

Ray BEACROFT

Cooper BOWEN 

Craig DAVIES

Colin BEAK

Paul BELL

Ryan CARR (2)

Lyle DIAMOND

Mark DODGE

Ronald EMTAGE

Matthew FIELDING

Scott FLEMING (2)

Tye FLEMING

John GARDNER

Paul GILBERT

Kurt GILLIES

Peter GREEN

Gary HAMMOND

Peter HAMMOND

Michael HART (2)

Phillip HEWITT

Andrew HICK

Blake HOSKING*

Dean HOSKING (2)

Barry HOWARD

Chris HOWARD

Dane HUNT

Andrew JOHNSTON (2)

Dale JOHNSTON

Mark KEARNS

Adam KNIGHT (2)

Anthony KNIGHT (2)

Jason LAURENCE

Brett LONGVILLE

Mark McKERNAN

Barry McMANUS (2)

Brett MAXWORTHY

Craig MILLER (2)

Murray MORRISON (2)

Cameron NAPPER

Glenn NELSON

Shane NEWTON

Jonah NGARANOA 

Mark NOAKES

Shaun O'BRYAN

Mark O'HALLORAN

Glen O'LEARY

Aaron PALMER

Michael PINK

Michael PORTER

Tony REA

Mark ROBIN

Cameron ROSSITER

John RUSSELL

Darren SANCHEZ

Craig SCUTTS (2)

Mark STEWART (2)

Martin STEWART

Brad STREETING

Jeremy THOMPSON (2)

Raymond THOMPSON

Wayne THOMPSON

Denis TING

Scott VITELLI

Phillip WARNER

Michael WARTON

Mark WATCHORN

Michael WESTON (2)

Blake WHIPPS

Darren ZIEGENFUSZ (2)
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S.G. BALL CUP

David ADAMS

Murray ASTON

Brian BALLARD

Ryan BARDEN*

Brett BENTLEY

Paul BELL (2)

Michael BLACK

Scott BILSBOROUGH

Karl BOOTHROYD

Craig BROUGHTON

Adam BROWN

Simon BROWN

Justin BRUBAKER

Aaron BRUCE

Shaun BRUCE

Nathan BULLOCK

Martin CAMPBELL

Ryan CARR (2)

Paul CASSEL

Mark CHANDLER

Sean CRAWLEY (2)

Craig DAVIES

Andrew DEBRECZENI

Jake DENFORD

Kenneth DENFORD

Lyle DIAMOND

Mark DODGE

Scott DUDMAN

Cameron DUNSTAN (2)

Mark ELDER

Michael FEENING

Scott FLEMING (2)

Andrew FRASER

Adam GARVEY

Timothy GIBSON

Paul GILBERT

Craig GILLIES

Adam GOODE (2)

Derek GRAY

Peter GREEN

Richard GREEN

Warren GREEN

Markham HANDCOCK

Daniel HARRISON

Michael HART (2)

Brett HEADLEY

Mitchell HEALEY (2)

Phillip HEWITT

Andrew HICK

Wayne HOOD

Blake HOSKING (2) 

Dean HOSKING

Barry HOWARD

Dane HUNT (3)

Darrel HUTCHINSON

Andrew JOHNSTON

Robert KEARNS

Mark KEEGAN

Adam KNIGHT (2)

Anthony KNIGHT

Michael LATHAM

Tim LEESE

Ricky LEWIS

Brett LONGVILLE

Dean LONGVILLE

Shane McCARTHY

John McCLAREN

Paul McGRODER

Ryan MILES

Craig MILLER

Mark MONK

Bradley MOON

Michael MORRIS

Murray MORRISON

Adam NAPPER

Cameron NAPPER

Glenn NELSON

Mitch NEYLAN (2)

Daniel NEWTON (2)

Timothy NICHOLLS

Gavin NICHOLSON

Jason OATES

Dean O'BRYAN

Shaun O'BRYAN

Peter O'DONNELL

Chris O’REILLY

Michael PINK

Michael PORTER

Tony REA (2) 

Anthony RICE

Chad RICHMOND

Adam RITSON

Cameron ROSSITER

John RUSSELL

Khan SALAMALIKIS

Dylan SMITH

Craig SCUTTS

Mark STEWART

Ryan STEWART
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HAROLD MATTHEWS CUP

S.G. BALL CUP (CONT.)

David ADAMS

Michael ADAMS

Jason ANDERSON

Jason AUSTIN

Cooper BANNISTER

Colin BALLARD (2)

Paul BELL

Brett BENTLEY

Karl BOOTHROYD

Jake BRIDGE

David BROUGHTON

Adam BROWN

Justin BRUBAKER

Aaron BRUCE

Shaun BRUCE

Tim BRYANT

Mathew BUCKLEY

Ryan CARR (2)

Paul CASSEL

Mark CHANDLER

Shaun CRAWLEY

Lachlan COLENSO (2)

Dane COURTNEY

Brayden DAVIES

Craig DAVIES

Harrison DAY

Andrew DEBRECZENI (2)

Brett DENFORD

Jake DENFORD

Peter DOEPEL

Luke DODGE

Scott DUDMAN

(Endeavour Cup)

Cameron DUNSTAN

Paul DWYER

Duncan ELLEM

Andrew FERGUSON

Darren FINDLAY

Scott FLEMING

Darren FOGARTY

Mark FOSTER

John GARDNER

Andrew FRASER

Joel FRY

Adam GARVEY (2)

Timothy GIBSON

David GRAINGER

Peter GREEN

Warren GREEN

Adam GOODE

Markham HANDCOCK

Michael HART

Mitchell HEALEY

Sam HEALEY

Andrew HICK

Jason HODSDON

Glenn HOLDEN

Dean HOOD

Harrison HOOD (2)

Blake HOSKING

Dane HUNT

Ryan JENKINS

Andrew JOHNSTON (2)

Dale JOHNSTON

Timothy KEARNEY

Robert KEARNS

Brad STREETING (2)

Mitchell STUART

Gary TEMPLE

Andrew THEOBOLD

Jeremy THOMPSON (3)

Raymond THOMPSON

Dennis TING (Oatley Shield)

Gary TING (Oatley Shield)

Cameron TOPHAM

Toby TOPHAM

Luke TOWNSEND (2)

Larry WARNER

Paul WARRINGTON

Michael WARTON

Bradley WATTS

Michael WESTON

Mark WOOLSEY

Darren ZIEGENFUSZ
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HAROLD MATTHEWS CUP (CONT.)

NSW UNDER 16’S

NSW UNDER 18’S

MAL MENINGA CUP

TERRY LAMB CUP

Mark KEEGAN

Dean KEMBER

Adam KNIGHT

Peter KNOWLES

Ryan LEARY-SMITH (2)

Timothy LEESE

Brett LEVINGS

Brett LONGVILLE

Dean LONGVILLE

Ryan LONGVILLE

Mark McKERNAN

Logan McKINLEY

Garry McKINNON

Paul MAGUIRE

Ryan MILES

Michael MORRIS

Murray MORRISON

Scott MURPHY

Dylan SMITH

Ryan CARR

Colin BEST

Mark McKERNAN

Mark STEWART

Adam NAPPER

Cameron NAPPER

Jordon NEATE

Glenn NELSON

Mitchell NEYLAN (2)

Daniel NEWTON

Gavin NICHOLSON

Jason OATES (2)

Dean O'BRYAN

David O'DONNELL

Matthew O'DONNELL (2)

Peter O'DONNELL

Chris O’REILLY (2)

Matthew PALLISTER

Danny PERKINS

Michael PORTER

Kye ROBSON

Zach ROGERS

Dylan SMITH

Jason SMITH

Mark STEWART

Brad STREETING

Mitchell STUART (2)

Ryan STUART

David SULLIVAN

Jeremy THOMPSON

Cameron TOPHAM

Toby TOPHAM

Luke TOWNSEND (2)

Wade VAN GEMERT

Jarryd WARD (2)

Larry WARNER

(Endeavour Cup)

Ken WARREN

Darren ZIEGENFUSZ

Markus ZUSAK
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NATIONAL UNDER 20’S

Was started in 2008 as an under 20’s age group.  It follows the 1st Grade competition draw.  It was 
discontinued in 2017.

PRESIDENTS CUP

Was under 19 years (1975, 76 and 77).  Prior to 1975 and after 1977 the competition was under 21 years.  It was 
discontinued in 1987.

JERSEY FLEGG CUP

Was under 17 years (1975, 76 and 77).  Prior to 1975 and until 1984 it was under 18 years.  In 1985 it was 
changed to under 19 years.  In 1997 it was changed to under 20.  It was discontinued in 2007. It re-
commenced in 2018.

S. G. BALL CUP

Was under 15 years prior to 1978 when it took over from the Oatley Shield.  From 1979 to 1985 it was under 16 
years.  In 1986 it was changed to under 17 years.  In 1997 it was changed to under 18.

HAROLD MATTHEWS CUP

Was an under 14 K.O. competition having taken over from the Endeavour Cup.  In 1985 it was a ‘round robin’ 
carnival.  1986 to 1996 & 2003 under 15 years.  1997 to 2002 & 2004 onwards under 16 years.

MAL MENINGA CUP

Formed by the Super League in 1997 (for that year only) and was an under 19 competition.

TERRY LAMB CUP

Formed by the Super League in 1997 (for that year only) and was an under 17 competition.
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400 MATCH AWARD 350 MATCH AWARD

Peter GREEN Aaron PALMER

300 MATCH AWARD

Daniel CHAPMAN

Andrew JOHNSTON

Steve JOHNSTON

Simon PARSONS

Drew LEVIN

250 MATCH AWARD

200 MATCH AWARD

Nathan BULLOCK

Matthew CHAPMAN

Steven COUGHLAN

Trent CROFT

Brett FLEMING

Tye FLEMING

Hayden AIREY

Colin BALLARD

Colin BEAK

Paul BELL

Nathan BILLSBOROUGH

Scott BILLSBOROUGH

Glenn BLOOR

Troy BRINKWORTH

Shane CHAPMAN

Brayden COLENSO

Dane COURTNEY*

Blake COUSEMACKER

Drew COUSEMACKER

Sean CRAWLEY

Craig DAVIES

Mark DODGE

Paul DWYER

Kenneth EBB

Steven EBB

Mark ELDER

Taine FLEMING

Kurt GILLIES

Peter HAMMOND

Robert KEMP

Matt KNIGGE

Dean LONGVILLE

Adam LYNCH

Ash FRASER

Adam GARVEY

Paul GILBERT

Adam GRANT

Kevin GREEN

Wayne HALL

Markham HANDCOCK

Nathan HARRIS

Brett HEADLEY

Mitch HEALEY

Lincoln HUNT

David KIDD

Brett LONGVILLE

Adam LYNCH

Denis MARSH

Mark McGAW

Logan McGLINCHY

Michael McSTAY

Murray MORRISON

Glenn NELSON

Shane NEWTON

Mitch NEYLAN

Scott NANCARROW

Mark NOAKES

Glenn O'LEARY

Dean ROBINSON

Adam NAPPER

Cameron NAPPER

Josh NOAKES

Michael PORTER

Alan REA

Tony REA

Luke RICHMOND

Brad RING

Khan SALAMALIKIS

Dean SHIPWAY

Daniel SMITH

Mark STEWART

Mitchell STUART

Ben TANNER

Wayne TURNER

Scott VITELLI

Larry WARNER

Phillip WARNER

Mark WATCHORN

Markus ZUSAK
* Awarded 2022



35* Awarded 2022

150 MATCH AWARD

Clint ALLEN

Barry ARKLEY

Corey ASTON

Brian BALLARD

Kooper BANNISTER

Ben BARFORD

Chad BEATTIE

Angus BIRD

Glenn BLOOR

Daniel BRUBAKER

Evan BRUNTON

Leigh CAPEL

Ryan CARR

Tyler COLDWELL

Lachlan COLENSO

Robert COTTON

Thomas COTTON

David CROFT

Dane COURTNEY

Mitchell DARLINGTON

Brayden DAVIES

Joshua DAVIES

Harrison DAY

Stephen DENFORD

Luke DODGE

Bruce DRIES

Adam DRANSFIELD

Cameron DUNSTON

Kain EBB

Duncan ELLEM

Aaron FAULKNER

Andrew FERGUSON

JakeFIBBONS*

Darren FINDLAY

Scott FLEMING

David FLINT

Mitchell FLOYD

Dane FORD

Matt FORD

Scott FRATER

John GARDNER

Braiden GARRICK

Matthew GILMORE

Jacob GUNN

Gary HAMMOND

Alex HAYDEN

Blake HAYWARD*

Sam HEALEY

David HESFORD

Mark HESSE

David HINE

Harrison HOOD

Michael HOOPER

Tommy HOOPER

Blake HOSKING

Dean HOSKING

Ken HYDE

Dane HUNT

Zac HUNTER

Blake IBBETT

Mitchell IBBETT

Chris ISAAC

Blake JAMES

Matt JAMES

Christopher JENKINS

Kevin JOHANSSON

Brad JOHNSTON

Dale JOHNSTON

Tim KEARNEY

Jake KEARNS

Dean KEMBER

Jarred KEEVERS

Taj KIDD

Peter KINGSTON

Nathan KNIGGE

Dylan LEES

Hilton LEES

Keiren LEVIN

Ryan LEVIN

Brett LEVINGS

Brett LOWDER

Blake LUCY

Dane LYNCH

Mat McKENZIE

Brett MAY

Ryan MAY

Kayne MICALLEF

Ryan MILES

Michael NEWTON

Shane NEWTON

Luke NICHOLS

Tim NICHOLLS

Harrison NOAKES

Brodie O’BRIEN

Jackson O’DEMPSEY

Matthew O'DONNELL
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150 MATCH AWARD (CONT.)

Chris O’REILLY

Max O’SHEA

David O'TOOLE

Anthony PARSONS

Ethan PASTOR

Kobi PAYNTER

Jarrod PETTIT

Kurt PEYCHERS

Daniel PEYCHERS

Michael PINK

Liam RAPLEY

Chad RICHMOND

Cameron RING

Stephen RING

Travis RING

Kye ROBSON

Tyson ROGERS

Nathan ROSE

Ben RYAN

Kane RYAN

Mitchell SHEEHY

Ryan SHERWOOD

Matthew SMITH

Steven SMITH

Terry SMITH

Warren SMITH

Wayne SMITH

Todd STEWART

David SULLIVAN

Ben TANNER

Richard TAYLOR

Justin THORBURN

John TOLHURST

Luke TOWNSEND

Jack TRIPI

Luke WALLACE

Kenneth WARREN

Ben WATTS

Bradley WATTS

Michael WESTON

Robert WESTON

Lee WILSON

Rodney WOODRUFF

Matthew WRIGHT

Jordan WYMER*

* Awarded in 20202 

THE U16 SHARKS ACADEMY BOYS. OUR DRAGONS L-R: ZANE BELL, RYAN SNUDDEN, 
ZAC BOYLE, RYAN WOTTON, LEVI DOWLING, KOBY LILLIS, ROCCO HAGAN.
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100 MATCH AWARDS

Fletcher ABLETT*

Grant ABSALOM

Craig AIREY

Nathan AIREY

Mathew ALEWOOD

Phillip ALLEN

Mitchell ALLUM

Brayden ANDREWS

Brian ANDREWS

Coby ANTILLA*

Ryan ASPLIN

Ryan ASTBURY

Gavin ASTON

Brett ATKIN

Hayden AYRES

Greg BAKER

Robert BALDOCK

Jason BALLARD

Ryan BARDEN*

Stephen BEAK

Glen BEAMES

Grant BEAMES

Jason BEARE

Troy BEAUMONT

Adrian BEDFORD

Johnnie BEDFORD

Kyle BEDFORD

Christopher BELL

Zane BELL

Scott BELLOTTI

Jeffrey BENNETT

Ben BISHOP*

Daniel BISHOP*

Michael BLACK

Chris BOLAND

Chad BONSER

Jake BONSER

Karl BOOTHROYD

Wayne BOUFFLER

Kane BOWRON

Cameron BOYD-LARNACH

Daniel BRANDER

Matthew BRANDER

Adam BROWN

Angus BROWN

Simon BROWN

Stuart BROWNE

Jack BRUBAKER

Mitchell BRUNTON

Bradley BYRNE

Donovan CAMPBELL

Craig CANNINGS

Beau CARTWRIGHT*

Rory CARTWRIGHT

Craig CASSEL

Jackson CHALK

Mark CHANDLER

Darryl CHAPMAN

Bradley CHARTERS

Jett CHEADLE

Joel CHEESMAN

Ross CLARKE

Jack CLISDELL

Colin COLE

Kevin COLE

Laurie COLE

Blake CONNAL

Sienna CONNOR

Tyran CONNOR

Mick CONROY

Paul COSTANZO

Jason COTTLE

Ben COTTON

James COTTON

Paul COTTON

Peter CROAKER

Jyle CROFTS

Lee CURTIS

Tyler CUSSEN

Andrew DARLINGTON

Ryan DAVIDSON

Luke DAVOREN

Craig DAWSON

Jordan DAY

Brett DENFORD

Jake DENFORD

Kenneth DENFORD

Samuel DICKEY

Bryce DINSDALE*

Matthew DOVES

Jordan DOW

Kallen DRIES

Michael DRIES

Ethan DRISCOLL

Glenn DRYLAND

Neil DUDMAN

Scott DUDMAN

Cooper DUFFY

* Awarded 2022
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100 MATCH AWARDS (CONT.)

Brett DUHIGG

Bradley EBB

Juye EBB

Andrew EDWARDS

Peter EDWARDS

Scott EDWARDS

Peter ELDER

Connor ELLEM

James ELLIS

Aaron ESHMAN

Christian ESHMAN

Michael FARRELL

Matt FAY

Eli FERGUSON

Jurra FERGUSON

Jayke FIBBINS

Jarred FITZGERALD

Logan FLEMING

Luke FORBES

Bailey FREEMAN

Nick FREEMAN

Kurt FREER-McKINLEY

Jake FROST

Jeremy FROST

Michael FROST

John FRY

Joel FRY*

Ross FRYER

Nathan GALE

Grant GARRICK

Jy GARVEY

Todd GARVEY

Wayne GEDDES

Mitchell GEORGE

Brett GIBBS

Timothy GIBSON

Gregory GILBERT

Mark GILBERT

Nathan GILES

Craig GILLIES

Andrew GILMORE

Nelson GILMORE

Harry GOLDSMITH

Scott GORDON

David GRAINGER

Ben GREEN

Josh GREEN

Steven GREEN

Warren GREEN

Cynan GREY

Scott GUERIN

Jamie HAAMI

Troy HALL

Joel HAMIL

David HAMMOND

Michael HAMMOND

Aaron HANLON

Jet HARDY

Mitch HATCH

Troy HARPER

Paul HAWKINS

Blake HAYWARD

Cory HAYWARD*

Andrew HICK

Henri HILES

Rodney HIRST

Glenn HOLDEN

Dean HOOD

Lewis HOOD

Wayne HOOD

Jarrod HORTON

Robert HOST

Barry HOWARD

Chris HOWARD

Daniel HOWARD

Tom HUBBARD

Keith HUGHES

Mark HUGHES

Paul HUGHES

Curtis HUNTER

Jake HUNTER

Paul INGRAM

Craig IRELAND

Blake ISEMONGER

Jarron ISEMONGER

Bradley JACKSON

Andrew JAMES

Brayden JAQUES

Ryan JENKINS

DARREL JOHNSEN

Mackay JOHNSON

Mark JOHNSON

Stuart JOHNSON

Brendan JOHNSTON

Mark KEEGAN

Stuart KEENAN

Nathan KENALY

Craig KENWORTHY

* Awarded 2022
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100 MATCH AWARDS (CONT.)

Jayden KEPU

Logan KEPU

Jared KIDD

Zane KIDD

Phillip KING

Adam KNIGHT

Anthony KNIGHT

Peter KNOWLES

Ryan LAKER

Scott LAKER

Ryan LANE

Ryan LANG

Michael LATHAM

Ben LEDGERWOOD

John LEEBOLD

Jayden LEPLAW

Justin LETTON

Joel LEVIN

Hayden LEVIN

Steven LEWIS

Andrew LONDON

Ryan LONGVILLE

Brendon LUCK

Gareth LUPTON

Jamie LUPTON

Ryan LUPTON

Kyle McCARRY

Daniel MacDONALD

Luke MAGUIRE

Tyler McGLINCHY

Adam McKINLEY

Gary McKINNON

Andrew McLEAN

Justin McLEAN

Finn McMAHON

Barry McMANUS

James McMAHON

Clint McNAMARA

Paul MAGUIRE

Brynn MAGSON

Corey MARKHAM

Ian MARSH

Kurt MARSH

Luke MASON

Eathan MAY

Grant MAY

Kyle MAY

Shane MAYBERRY

Joel MAYNE

Kye MAYNE

Will MAYNE

Logan McKINLAY

David MEREDITH

Ben METCALFE

Jake METCALFE

Bodie MICALLEF

Ian MIDDLETON

Craig MILLER

Matt MILROSS

Adam MOBBS

Zac MORAN

Riley MORGAN

Kyan MORRISON

Ross MORRISON

Tom MORRISON

Dean MORTIMER

Jarrod MORTIMER

Lachlan MUNRO

Matt MUNRO

Boyd MUNTZ

Corey MUNTZ

Jason MUNTZ

Jordan NEATE

Chris NELSON

Trevor NEVILLE

Jake NEWMAN

Riley NEWTON

Andrew NINNES

Jack NISBET

Cooper NOAKES

Jason OATES

Shane OATES

Glenn O'BRIEN

David O'DONNELL

Peter O'DONNELL

Luke OLDFIELD

Jason O’REILLY

Jai OSGOOD

Stephen O'TOOLE

Thomas PALMER

Ty PARKES

Corey PARSONS

Dane PARSONS

Daniel PASCOE

Ben PASTOR

Blake PATON

Joel PATON

Joshua PATON

Cruz PEEK*

* Awarded 2022
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Andrew PERRY

Max PETTIT

Gavin PHILLIPS

Glen PHILLIPS

Cameron PIPER

Reece PIPER

Scott PIPER

Brett POOLE

Michael PRICE

Andrew PURCELL

Ryan PURCELL

Benjamin QUERIN

Isaac QUINE

Liam RAE

Jason RAPER

Jake REA

Zack REA

Damien REES

Brett RILEY

Mark RING

Mark ROBIN

Gary ROBINSON

Graeme ROBINSON

Kevin ROBINSON

Mark RODIOS

Kieran ROGERS

Kyle ROGERS

Zac ROGERS

Brody ROUTH*

Alan ROWLING

Tom RYAN

Kris SCHOFIELD

Frank SCHREUDER

Michael SCHREUDER

Craig SCHWEIGHOFFER

Kurt SCHWEIGHOFFER

Gregory SELL

Cooper SHEEHY

Daniel SHEEHY

Peter SHEPHERD

Thomas SHEPHERD

Craig SHIRWELL

Jimmy SHOOTER

Steven SHOOTER

Jeffrey SHORT

Peter SIMPSON

Rodney SIMPSON

Shane SIMPSON

Brendan SMITH

Brett SMITH

Cooper SMITH

Josh SMITH

Keiran SMITH

Luke SMITH

Riley SMITH*

Morris SNEPVANGERS

Billy SOLYLO

Joshua SPENCER

Hayden SPLIT

Rodney STAFF

Chris STANLEY

Robert STANTON

Brenum STEWART

Ryder STEWART

Dylan STURGESS

Bradley STUVE

Brody STEVENS

Grant SULLIVAN

Mark SULLIVAN

Jordan SYLVESTOR

Ben TAYLOR*

Greg TAYLOR

Luke TAYLOR

Charlie TeHIRA

Oliver TeHIRA

Alex TEUMA

Thomas TEUMA

Andrew THORNBERRY

Ken THORNBERRY

Craig TIMMENS

Luke TISDELL

Joel TOPHAM

Toby TOPHAM

Zac TOPHAM

Anthony TOMS

Matt TOWELL

Craig TREHEARNE

Luke TURNER

Steven TURNER

Adrian VAN DER VALK

Scott VAN DER VALK

Gregory VAUGHAN

Brett VINCENT

Gary VITELLI

Stephen WAILES

Mark WAKEFIELD

Matthew WALKER

Beau WALLACE

Brayden WALLACE

* Awarded in 2022

100 MATCH AWARDS (CONT.)
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Jake WALLACE

Koby WALLACE

Glenn WALTERS

David WARD

Jarryd WARD

Brad WARDROBE

Shaun WARREN

Steven WARREN

Michael WARTON

Jacob WATSON*

Scott WAUDBY

Billy WEBECK

Ossie WELSH

Craig WHEELER

Jake WHEELER

Brett WIGGINS

Todd WIGGINS

Glenn WILCOX

Brett WILLIAMS

Jai WILLIAMS

Jake WILLIAMS

Troy WOOD

Trent WOODHILL

Trent WOOLDRIDGE

Cooper WOOLLEY

Ryan WOTTON

Brendon WRIGHT

Josh WRIGHT-McKAY

Jordan WYMER

Robert ZUSAK

* Awarded in 20202 

NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS

100 MATCH AWARDS (CONT.)

Note: Player stats are from 321 sheets and do include finals.

TOP POINT SCORERS

Non-Comp
U7 Taj GORDON 124
U6 Jacob THORNBERRY 116
U6 Zaxon STONE 100
Junior
U9 William HIGLEY 110
U14 Thomas POWELL 102
U9 Imogen PALMER 86
Senior
U16 Zane BELL 70
U16 Lewis HOOD 60
U17 Harry FRANKS 54
Junior GLT
U10 Imogen PALMER 88
U14 Rhianna KARIKA 86
U14 Mia INGLIS 74
Senior GLT
U16 Brooke CAMPBELL 176
U16 Phoebe KING 80
U16 Brydie KADZIELA 56

TOP GOAL SCORERS

Non-Comp
N/A
N/A
N/A
Junior
U14 Thomas POWELL 31
U13 Christian PEDERSEN 23
U14 Jett JONES 17
Senior
U16 Zane BELL 29
U20 Ryan BURKE 20
U17 Riley MOSS 12
Junior GLT
U14 Lacey DUNCAN 24
U13 Alana BANNAN 14
U14 Mia INGLIS 11
Senior GLT
U16 Brooke CAMPBELL 34
U16 Brydie KADZIELA 22
U16 Phoebe KING 16

TOP TRY SCORERS

Non-Comp
U7 Taj GORDON 31
U6 Jacob THORNBERRY 29
U6 Zaxon STONE 25
Junior
U9 William HIGLEY 25
U12 Bailen OATES 19
U9 Imogen PALMER 19
Senior
U16 Lewis HOOD 15
U17 Harry FRANKS 13
U15 Cooper SMITH 9
Junior GLT
U10 Imogen PALMER 21
U14 Rhianna KARIKA 19
U11 Zara WOOD 17
Senior GLT
U16 Brooke CAMPBELL 27
U16 Chynna HARDY 13
U16 Brooke COLLINS 12
U16 Phoebe KING 12
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HIGHEST POINT SCORERS IN EACH TEAM

Juniors (U6 – U12)

6 Blue Jacob THORNBERRY 116

6 Yellow Zaxon STONE 100

6 Green Lucas OWEN 
and Elliot MILLER

76

6 Orange Jayden BENSON 
and Toby MUNRO

48

7 Red Mannix LANHAM 
and Jaxon PINNEY

64

7 Green Taj GORDON 124

8 Green Byron RICHMOND 96

9 Gold Kobe ROCK 44

9 Silver Nash DRURY 68

9 Bronze William HIGLEY 110

10 Gold Knox GORDON 62

10 Bronze Thomas HALL 58

11 Silver1 Isaac STEWART 66

11 Silver2 Liam MIDDENDORF 48

12 Gold Adam BACHIR 56

12 Silver Bailen OATES 80

12 Bronze Lawson DENYER 44

GLT9 Gold Aurora JOHNSTON 52

GLT10 Imogen PALMER 84

GLT11 Gold Zara WOOD 70

GLT12 Silver1 Charleigh PIPER 24

GLT12 Silver2 Zara COOK 48

Seniors (U13 – Open)

13 Bronze1  –

13 Bronze2 Harrison SHAVE 32

13 Gold Fletcher HICKS 36

14 Gold Thomas POWELL 102

14 Bronze Jett JONES 74

15 Gold Cooper SMITH 36

16 Gold Zane BELL 70

16 Silver Jordan WYMER 30

17 Silver Harry FRANKS 54

20 Gold Ryan BURKE 52

Over 35 Gold 
League Tag

Michael KARKKAINEN 12

GLT13 Silver Tameran EARNSHAW 54

GLT14 Silver Rhianna KARIKA 86

GLT16 Gold1 Brooke CAMPBELL 176

GLT16 Gold2 Phoebe KING 80

GLT17 Ella OATES 20
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3 SEASONS AWARDS

Flynn KEARNEY 7Green

Jordy STONE 7Green

Edward HEWITT 7Red

Oscar HEWITT 7Red

Ryder HICK 7Red

Pandoleon PARKER 7Red

Jaxon PINNEY 7Red

Nate WOOD 8Green

Byron RICHMOND 8Green

Mason FRY-
DANIELS

8Green

Zoltan KERTES 9Gold

Samuel BARTLETT 9Silver

Archie PARKER 9Silver

Finn BURKE 9Bronze

Samuel BARTLETT 9Bronze

Kade INGLIS 10Gold

Wakeley LANHAM 10Gold

Samuel POWELL 10Gold

Koby CHAPMAN 10Bronze

Lucas LIGHT 10Bronze

Max OSBORNE 10Bronze

Mitchell MEREDITH 10Bronze

Lachlan SCHOFIELD 11Silver(1)

Jack HIGLEY 11Siver(2)

Kobi PHILLIPS 11Silver(2)

Nate SINCLAIR 11Silver(2)

Mitchell BOWLING 12Gold

William GILROY 12Silver

Bailen OATES 12Silver

Koby GANNON 13Bronze(1)

Kale GATES 13Bronze(1)

Kade SCHOFIELD 13Bronze(1)

Lincoln PARKIN 14Bronze

Cooper BOWDEN 14Gold

Jack WALKER 14Gold

Aurora JOHNSTON GTL9Gold

Georgie LOWES GTL9Gold

Alirah MEADOWS GTL9Gold

Capri MILLAR GTL9Gold

Sierra MILLAR GTL9Gold

Elli PHILLIPS GTL9Gold

Addison DAVIES GTL10

Dylan HAMER GTL10

Willow DOWLING GTL11Gold

Summer STEWART GTL11Gold

Hollie WOOLBANK GTL11Gold

Addison OWEN GTL12Silver(2)

Isabelle SINFIELD GTL12Silver(2)

Aurora Da SILVER-
PECK

GTL13Silver

Neva GRINHAM GTL13Silver

Kalei HALL GTL13Silver

Kalarni MARKHAM GTL13Silver

Bronte VISSER GTL13Silver

Georgie ABSALOM GTL14Silver

Claire BAXTOR GTL14Silver

Erin COOPER GTL14Silver

Neeve DENYER GTL14Silver

Lacey DUNCAN GTL14Silver

Mikayla HENSON GTL14Silver

Mia INGLIS GTL14Silver

Emma LYONS GTL14Silver
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5 SEASONS AWARD

Gus GURNEY 9Gold

Chase MASTERS 9Gold

Kobe ROCK 9Gold

Max DAY 9Silver

Nate PHILLIPS 9Silver

Hudson PHILLIPS 9Silver

Nate PHILLIPS 9Silver

Hudson TAYLOR 9Silver

Imogen PALMER 9Bronze

Brody AMOS 9Bronze

Jayse KIELLOR 9Bronze

Kai WOOD 9Bronze

Finn GRINHAM 10Gold

Knox STARR 10Gold

William HEWITT 10Bronze

Will MUNRO 10Bronze

Jack BELL 11Silver(1)

Lachlan LEWIS 11Silver(1)

Isaac STEWART 11Silver(1)

Max WOOLDRIDGE 11Silver(1)

Austin DABIN 11Silver(2)

Archer WACKWITZ 11Silver(2)

Phoenix ROYAL 
HICKMAN

12Bronze

Kobe MEADOWS 13Gold

Cooper WYNN 13Gold

Dean WYBRON 13Bronze(2)

Logan HILL 14Bronze

Cooper PRATT 14Bronze

Layla BLAKENEY GTL11Gold

Zola JENKINS GTL12Silver(2)

Halle KIDD GTL12Silver(2)

Taylor MANN GTL12Silver(2)

Jasmine ROBSON GTL12Silver(2)

Chloe BELL GTL13Silver

Haylee WOTTON GTL13Silver

Rhianna KARIKA GTL14Silver
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TEAM REPORT

All our players played the game to the best of their abilities and continued to improve each and every week. We had a 
great win record against some very strong competition. Unfortunately the weather played havoc with our training sessions 
which resulted in a lot of learning throughout the games. 

We had a nice mix of new players and those with experience that enabled the team to grow together. There were some 
very exciting games during the season with individual glimpses of brilliance throughout. One of the moments that will 
stick in my mind is when our team managed almost 20 offloads on a single tackle trying to edge out a try before half 
time against Cronulla Caringbah. All the players, spectators and officials were on the edge of their seat watching the 
play unfold.

I would like to thank Ken and Silvana for all their help this year with the boys. This year would not have been as successful 
without both of your efforts each and every week.

All the players should be extremely proud of themselves and the way they played the game this year.

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Tazman Smith

ENCOURAGEMENT

Koby May
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All the players should 
be extremely proud of 
themselves and the way they 
played the game this year.

PLAYER PROFILES

BENJAMIN CONDON

Ben was a fun player to have in the team. He was the 
biggest talker on the field every game, constantly telling 
me about all the things he had done in the week. He 
continued to try in every game and secured his maiden try 
for the year in the 2nd last game. I still don think he can 
believe Iron Man was the referee for one game this year.

MORRIS DABIN

Moe was the biggest improver this year. One of our 
smallest boys but he played with all heart. He received a 
few tough hits early in the year but it didn’t stop him. His 
steady improvement saw him bag 4 tries in the 2nd last 
game and lead the tackle count in our final game. 

LEO DAY

Leo as another improver throughout the year and really 
found his best games towards the end of the year. He was 
elusive across the park looking for a break in the defensive 
line to run through. He concentrated at training and was a 
pleasure to have around.

ZACH JEKKI

When Zach committed to a tackle or a run the other team 
knew about it. He often came up with perfect front on 
tackles that stopped some of the best attackers in their 
tracks. He is deceptively strong and at time was only 
stopped on his runs by the sideline. 

KOBY MAY

Koby quite possible enjoyed his year of footy more 
than anyone on the planet. He was always smiling and 
having fun no matter a game or training. Very deceptive 
in his running, scoring some great long range tries during 
the year.

ZANE SANFORD

Zane is a quality footballer who developed a great offload 
in the later stages of the season. He would often push up in 
defence to turn the attack back inside and used his speed 
well in cover defence to chase down runners. There is a lot 
of potential in Zane to keep improving.

TASMAN SMITH

Tas had a fantastic year. He was aggressive running the 
ball and ferocious in defence. At times his line speed in 
defence was lightening quick, halting any attack before 
it got started. Right from the first game to the last he was 
consistent in all facets of the game.

JACOB THORNBERRY

Jacob has speed and strength to burn. He was extremely 
consistent all throughout the year regularly crossing 
the line for a tough try. Despite being a great tackler, he 
worked on his defensive technique throughout the year 
which resulted in textbook legs tackles.
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TEAM REPORT

What a top bunch of little blokes to be involved with. Every 
player in our team got better as the year went on. It was a 
tricky year with so many wet weather disruptions but the 
training sessions we did manage to get in were good fun 
and you could really feel the improvement on the game 
days throughout the season.

With all the boys eligible to play in the 6s again next year, 
we were a super young team in the competition. All the 
boys will be far better off next year for getting involved this 
season and I look forward to coaching them again next year.

Thanks so much to all the parents for being a really great 
bunch of people to have around and it’s easy to know what 
kind of parents you’re dealing with when you see how well 
behaved and respectful the kids are.

Thanks to all the friends and extended family of the boys 
that also came and helped the parents support our team.

To the club, thank you for everything involved with have this 
club successful and running so smooth. Also for allowing me 
to be involved with a great bunch of little humans.

A huge thank you to Elesha Stone for looking after our 
side, you made life so easy for us in the ever evolving and 
demanding role of manager. I really appreciate your help 
and easy-going approach to just getting whatever needs to 
be done ticked off.

Trent Croft as trainer, thanks mate. Super helpful as trainer and 
laughing through everything with me, plus your interchange 
formulas under pressure never wavered. Cheers mate.

But the biggest thanks go to the little fellas that had a go 
this year and played in this team. I’m really proud of all 
of you and you should be proud of yourselves. I am really 
looking forward to next year and helping you into the 
second year of your footy adventure.

Thanks everyone and enjoy the break over summer.

Cheers Matt 
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AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Zaxon Stone

ENCOURAGEMENT

Joshua Selvage
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PLAYER PROFILES

GEORGE CHAPMAN

Georgey got much better as the season went on as he 
looked to get more involved. A good runner of the footy and 
started to get amongst the tackling later in the year. I loved 
watching him play his first year of footy from the box seat.

JAKE CROFT

Jake is a real natural with the ball in hand and loved 
getting into the games by scoring some classic long range 
tries. Making some great tackles towards the end of the 
season too.

HAMISH HILL

Hamish really enjoyed being around the boys. It was so 
good to see Hamish get involved more at the back end 
of the season at both training and in the games. Once he 
realises how strong he is and channels that into his running 
and tackling game he will have a big impact.

CUBA GORDON 

Cube is inspirational. The junior of the side and smallest 
but that didn’t deter him. He had so many good runs, tries 
and tackles. Will be hard to handle for the opposition 
next year.

NIXON NISBET

Nixon the wrecking ball. His strong carries busting straight 
up the middle make life very difficult for the opposition. 
He is extremely tough and enjoys getting into the heavy 
defensive side of things too.

JOSHUA SELVAGE

Josh is a great young bloke to have in the team. He is 
super enthusiastic at training and a crowd favourite every 
time he touched the ball. It was great to see the smile on 
his face after he scored a few tries.

FLETCHER SPOONER

Fletch had a great year. Always putting his hand up for the 
hard runs and was not afraid to get involved in defence. 
A really good team player and really loved his footy.

ZAXON STONE

Zax has footy running through his veins. He is a keen 
textbook tackler and scores some top tries with his speedy 
runs. Plenty of natural ability and I’m looking forward to 
watching him do his thing again next year.

What a top bunch of little 
blokes to be involved with. 
Every player in our team got 
better as the year went on. 
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TEAM REPORT

Such a great season and an absolute honour coaching these 
little Under 6’s legends again. Watching them all develop in 
different areas of the game has been a pleasure to be apart 
of. Putting their learnt skills at training into practice on game 
days is great to watch. Welcoming two new players into 
our team was awesome, they slotted straight in, and both 
played exceptional for their first season.

A special thank you to Prue & George and all the parents, 
grandparents for brining your children to training and 
game days. Without your commitment to the team, training 
and game days, and Engadine Dragons Club your children 
would not be able to play. Thank you

Well done to all involved in the Under 6 Green Team 2022, 
was a great season and look forward to 2023! 

Cheers Scott 

PLAYER PROFILES

REID PERRY

Reid’s second year playing football and we could definitely 
see his passion and development for the game. He shows 
up every week with determination written all over his face. 
He encourages his teammates and celebrates their tries 
and wins as a team. He runs in hard for a tackle sometimes 
missing, however he never gives up. 

Well done on another great year Reid.

KAI HARTIGAN

Kia’s second year playing, and wow can this boy run! He 
certainly brings his “A Game” to every game. He is willing 
to get in and have a go, tackle, run and is willing to share 
the ball amongst his teammates. His love of the game is 
evident. Look forward to seeing you back on field next 
year faster than ever and giving it your all again.

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Elliot Miller

ENCOURAGEMENT

Riley Gibbs
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HARRISION MARTINI

Harrison is the quietest amongst our team – bless him! 
During training Harrison participates and absorbs all he 
has learnt and then come to game day he applies these 
learnt skills to his game. 

Harrison has excelled this year and his confidence has 
developed tremendously. He should be very proud of 
his effort and commitment to the season and his team. 
Well done! 

ROCCO GHAZAL

Rocco has had another great year in the Under 6’s. He 
applied the skills learnt from previous years to this year 
and was a gun on the field. Once Rocco got hold of the ball 
and found his bearings and worked out which way to run, 
he was straight down the sideline! Rocco is a great team 
player and has a genuine love for the game. 

CHEVY RARE

Another great season for Chevy, a quite achiever but don’t 
let this fool you. Can run once he has control of the footy 
and gives it his all. He attends training bringing what he 
has learnt to game day. He shares the ball amongst his 
teammates and loves to celebrate tries and game wins.

Has been a pleasure coaching you again this year 
Chevy and watching you develop. Well done on another 
great season. 

JACKSON GOOD 

Our stepping machine of the team! Jackson loves to 
sidestep, weave in and out through the opposition. His 
quick on his feet which lead to many tries throughout the 
season. Being his second year Jackson, was ready to go 
from the very first game, headgear and mouth guard on 
every game and determine to give his best at every game. 
Has been a pleasure yet again having you in the side and 
watching you develop. 

ELLIOT MILLER

Mr Facial Expressions! What a season you had. Your 
development, and commitment this season was 
exceptional. You were a force to be reckoned with at every 
game, you gave it your all. You ran hard, tackled hard at 
every chance you got. Every game you bought something 
new and exciting whether it be a new facial expression, 
tackling style or wanting more food on the sideline! 

Another awesome season, well done.

LUCAS OWEN

“The Power Booster “of the team! Lucas encourages 
his teammates at every game, he loves to give a little 
confidence boost! His development over the last two years 
has been phenomenal. His commitment at running the ball 
hard and going in for every tackle is something he prides 
himself on. He maybe quite off the field but his love of 
football is larger than life! 

Look forward to seeing you back on the field in 2023.

JAEGAR MOSS

Jaegar’s first year of football and what a season he had. 
His ability to tackle had everyone on edge at every game! 
What a tackling machine! Jaegar’s newfound love of 
football was evident at every game as he weaved his way 
to the try line in nearly every game. His determination was 
written all over his face, he gave it his all in every game 
and was a welcome asset to our team. Great first year 
buddy, can’t wait to see you back next year.

Such a great season and 
an absolute honour coaching these 
little Under 6’s legends again.
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AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Logan Johnson

ENCOURAGEMENT

Lennox Fiess

TEAM REPORT

The U6 Orange Team had a great season. These boys 
thoroughly enjoyed their first year of footy. They loved the 
training sessions, meeting new teammates and playing 
against other teams. All the wet weather did not stop them 
from turning up each week eager to play. It was fantastic 
to see the boys meeting new friends and displaying great 
sportsmanship each game they played. They are all looking 
forward to their season next year.

We asked the players what they enjoyed most about their 
first season of footy:

PLAYER PROFILES

BODHI GREEN

Bodhi said he loved, “Scoring and tackling and running.” 

Bodhi enjoyed his first season of footy. He turned to each 
training session enthusiastic and ready to practice. Bodhi 
found great success at running down the sideline and 
scoring tries. 

HUNTER TUNBRIDGE

Hunter enjoyed, “Scoring tries and the sausage sizzle.” 

Hunter turned up to training and matches each week ready 
to go! He wasn’t always fond of running the ball but by 
the end of the season he gained more confidence, which 
resulted in a couple of tries.
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JAYDEN BENSON

Jayden said he loved, “Scoring tries and versing other 
teams.” 

Jayden had a fantastic first season of footy and enjoyed 
playing each week. He showed great speed and towards 
the end of the season Jayden was a try scoring machine 
with lots of great runs.

KYE NONENMACHER

Kye said, “Loves my footy mates and playing and training.” 
Kye had a good first season of footy and gained more 
confidence each week. He turned up to each game all 
geared up and ready to play and scored a couple of tries.

LENNOX FIESS

Lennox said, “I like when you do tackles and score tries.” 

Lennox had a great first season of footy. He was always 
eager to have a go at training and on game day. Lennox  
wasn’t scared to have a run up the middle and get tackled 
and had success at scoring some tries. 

LOGAN JOHNSON 

Logan enjoyed “Getting to run a lot and scoring.”

Logan had an awesome first season of footy. He loved 
to chase down an opponent and finish this with a ripper 
tackle. By the end of the season Logan was a tackling and 
try scoring machine. 

MAX JOHNSON

Max said he, “Loved tackling.”

Max had a fantastic season of footy. He really loves the 
game and turned up to each training session and match 
super enthusiastic. He is a tackling machine and will 
tackle anything and everything. Max also enjoyed scoring 
many tries.

TOBY MUNRO

Toby said, “I liked tackling and scoring tries.”

Toby enjoyed his first season of footy and he was excited 
each week to get out on the field and play. He gained 
confidence every game in his tackling and had success 
scoring lots of tries in the corner.

It was fantastic to see the 
boys meeting new friends 
and displaying great 
sportsmanship each game 
they played. 
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AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Mannix Lanham

ENCOURAGEMENT

Oscar Hewitt

TEAM REPORT

Season 2022 was an enjoyable season for the Under 7 
Red boys. This year the core group were joined by two 
new players – Hayden and Mannix. These boys brought 
experience, determination and leadership the group needed 
and they all bonded really well.

We moved up a level this year and at times had some really 
tough games against great opposition, but hopefully this will 
make the boys next year. The highlight was undoubtedly 
the mid-season game at Gymea played under some of the 
worst conditions ever seen. The boys had a blast despite a 
heavy loss. 

Although difficult at times with rain interrupted training 
sessions, It was always a pleasure to Co-Coach the team 
with Guy and our Manager Shaylee. We look forward to 
seeing the boys continue to play together year on year and 
grow as a team. 

A massive thank you to Guy & Shaylee for turning up each 
week, and to all the parents for their support and positive 
attitude of us and the boys. 

PLAYER PROFILES

EDWARD HEWITT

Our most consistent player - Ed was outstanding in attack 
and defence frequently playing well above his weight. He 
is a pleasure to coach as he always listens and follows 
direction very well. His sidestep was feared amongst the 
competition and scored many great tries. 

RYDER HICKS

The feistiest and most determined player amongst our 
team, Ryder displayed great leadership at times especially 
once coaches were taken off the field mid-season. Plays 
without any fear and always first out of the line in defence.

CHARLIE GRANT

Another that lives and breathes footy – Charlie stunned 
many spectators with freakish tries all throughout the 
season. What he lacks in size he makes up for in immense 
skill and is always great to coach. Featured in the Cronulla 
JRL Trys of the Week!
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PARKER PANDOLEON

Never afraid to take the big hit up, Parker is the teams go 
to guy off the line. He still doesn’t like getting dirty but 
showed throughout the year he never takes a backwards 
step and should be proud of his efforts. 

OSCAR HEWITT

Our teams most improved - Oscar showed great 
improvement week on week and tried his hardest all the 
time. Crossed the line a couple of times and always played 
with a smile on his face.

MANNIX LANHAM 

Joining the team for the first year, Mannix fit right in 
straight away. Great skills, speed and no fear means he 
is the complete footballer. Top try scorer for the team, the 
only time he was stopped was when he broke two bones 
in his arm towards the end of the year. Even then he stayed 
to support his team and is a real team player. A deserved 
winner of Best & Fairest. 

HAYDEN STEPHENS

Another newcomer, Hayden was our self-nominated 
captain. Has real leadership skills, well liked by all his 
teammates and really stepped up when Coaches were 
taken off the field. Strong in defence and great ball playing 
skills he has a big future in footy.

JAXON PINNEY

Gets faster every year, Jax scored many great tries and 
often relied up to come up with something freakish from 
our own line. Enjoyed not having his Dad on the field and 
with more confidence will continue to grow in attack and 
defense. 

BLAIR AITCHESON

Determined little fella who turned up every week and gave 
his best. Great defensively he was always fast out of the 
line and put on many good hits. 

We look forward to seeing 
the boys continue to play 
together year on year and 
grow as a team. 
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AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Logan Marshall

ENCOURAGEMENT

Jordan Stone

TEAM REPORT

What a fantastic year our U7 green had this year! We started the year with a mixture of players joining the core group from the 
previous years before and fitting straight in. It was clear from the first training session that this groups of kids were little charges 
ready for a fun filled year of learning and growing with the game of rugby league. Throughout the year all the kids showed 
enormous commitment, improvement, skill, passion dedication and willingness to learn which made it an absolute pleasure to 
coach such an amazing group of boys. To watch them also create and further build on the strong friendships that they have both 
on and off the field should be a full credit to them all and the type of young boys they are.

A special thanks to Dane Jones ( Trainer) Elesha Stone & Tammy Marshall ( Managers) and Toddy Marshall for all your help 
throughout the season. Also a big thanks to the parents of the boys for all your efforts around ground set up, canteen and BBQ 
and support for the boys and the coaching staff every Saturday.

Cant wait until next year!

Mick Stone. 
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Throughout the year all 
the kids showed enormous 
commitment, improvement, 
skill, passion dedication and 
willingness to learn which 
made it an absolute pleasure 
to coach such an amazing 
group of boys.

PLAYER PROFILES

TAJ GORDON

Tajy is a pleasure to coach. Taj is a strong player who, 
when he realises and commits to how good he is will be 
unstoppable. He has huge talent and can score a try from 
almost anywhere on the field. I’m so proud of how Taj is 
coming along with his footy. 

NOAH HIGLEY

Noah has improved out of sight this year. Noah is fantastic 
kid who is always a pleasure to coach. He is tough, loves 
his footy and being around the boys. Well done on a 
fantastic year Noah.

SAMUEL JONES

Another huge improver this year. Sammy come right out 
of his shell the last 4 games of the season and showed his 
talent and toughness. It was a pleasure to see how far he 
has come in his game and is ready for a big start next year. 
Cant Wait!

FLYNN KEARNEY

What a great year Flynn had this year. Flynn showed his 
toughness, determination and was always keen to grow 
his game which enabled him to step up a level against the 
better sides throughout the back end of the season. Well 
done Flynn. 

OSCAR HEWITT

Our teams most improved - Oscar showed great 
improvement week on week and tried his hardest all the 
time. Crossed the line a couple of times and always played 
with a smile on his face.

LOGAN MARSHALL 

Super Logan, the true footy lover. Logan is a highly 
talented player with the love for the game second to none. 
Whether in defence or attack logan consistently puts 100% 
effort into what he does and it a huge asset to the team. 
A great player and even better kid. 

CREW MCCARTHY

Crew man is a great kid who loves his footy. His 
improvement through out the year has been fantastic and 
his speed cause havoc on the field the whole season. Crew 
is a passionate kid and a pleasure to coach.

JORDY STONE

The hardest position on the field…. the son of a coach. 
Jordy is a tough, hard working and talented player. His 
defence is fantastic on the field, tackle after tackle and the 
way he leads the team is a big reason on why the boys 
went so well this year. I am so proud of how your game is 
coming along Jords Keep working hard mate, well done. 

ARCHER TURNBRIDGE

Archer is a great kid who loves his footy and has improved 
out is sight this year as his confidence grew. Each game 
Archer went from strength to strength and his strong 
defence was a huge asset to the tram this year. Keep up 
the good work Archer, looking forward to seeing you on 
the field next year.
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AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Byron Richmond

ENCOURAGEMENT

Corbin Earnshaw

TEAM REPORT

Another great season! We improved so much from last 
year, we had a nice winning streak at the end of the 
season. Our confidence and skill levels continue to grow 
with every game and training session. Don’t think we’ll 
ever forget this season with that home game played in 
the pouring rain and mud.

Looking forward to next year!

PLAYER PROFILES

MAX GELLIE

A quiet player who is proud to be part of the team, Max was 
always keen for training. He found a good spot in dummy 
half. With consistent practice Max will become the player he 
wants to be. Good effort Max. 

MASON FRY-DANIELS

Mason really found his position this year, confidently and 
competently taking up the role of first receiver. He is a nice 
kid, with a polite and good attitude for training and the 
games. Well done Mason on another season of growth 
and development.

CHASE LAKER

Chase is a new player to the club, he fitted in well with the 
team. Chase was always keen to play, have a run and be 
on the field as part of the team. He established a good set 
of skills and I can’t wait to see how much further he can 
develop next season. Good effort Chase.

DEACON ANNESLEY
Deacon is a good player, who always runs as hard as 
he can. He was happy to be part of the team, take his 
run and put his body on the line to tackle. Deacon was 
a happy team member who turned up keen and always 
listened well at training. Great effort Deacon. 
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Our confidence and skill levels continue 
to grow with every game and training 
session. Don’t think we’ll ever forget this 
season with that home game played in 
the pouring rain and mud.

BYRON RICHMOND

Byron is a fantastic player, who has continued to be a 
force. He runs well, tackles well and showed leadership 
this season. He is a strong, keen, polite player who 
understands the game and learnt how to organise 
his team around him. Another great season, well 
done Byron.

CORBIN EARNSHAW 

Corbin is a great player who has realised his potential 
this season in running hard and fast to get the ball over 
the line. He was a valuable member of the team. Good 
work Corby. 

STORM SIMONSEN

Storm started the season really strong and keen. 
We had a few tough games in there which slightly 
dampened his spirits but he was a great little runner 
and tackler. I can only imagine how much further he 
would have developed if it was a full season. Good luck 
next year. 

NATE WOOD

Nate is a zippy little player, hard to catch in attack and 
also for his size he really puts his body on the line in 
defence. Great tackler. Good effort this season Nate, 
looking forward to see what you can do next year.

HAYDEN WHITNEY
Haydo is a keen player who really stepped up in the 
back half of the season in both tackling and running. 
He realised his strength and potential as a player. He 
developed so much this season it was a pleasure to 
watch. Hope the next season starts off as strong as this 
one finished. Good effort Haydo.

HUGH MCBRIDE
Hugh was always the first off the line in defence, he 
ran as hard as he could every time, keen and ready. 
Hugh had some great moments this season, he is a 
friendly player who loved being part of the team. 
Great work Hugh. 

KAIDEN STEVENS
Kaiden is a keen player who was small but mighty, 
keen to get involved and tackle in defence. Kaiden 
ran hard, quite elusive and had a good season 
overall. Kaiden was always ready to train and play. 
Well done Kaiden.

MONTY JONES
Monty loved to tackle, get involved and get dirty. 
He found his strength at the end of the season in 
running as well and used his skills to power through the 
opposition. Good development this year Monty, can’t 
wait to see what happens next year. 
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Our season this year started off with a few minor hiccups, 
however the boys hung in there and pulled their season 
together as weeks continued. As the weeks went on, the 
boys started to gel together and that really showed on the 
footy field. I am very proud of how the boys overcame some 
adversity and really looked after each other on the footy 
field. I would like to thank Lauren, Mat and Matt for helping 
with the management and training this year, without them 
there is no organisation for the year. To the parents, thank 
you turning up for the team throughout the season, there 
were a few close games there which definitely kept us all on 
the edge of our seat. Thank you again for putting your hand 
up and volunteering week in week out with canteen and 
ground duties.

PLAYER PROFILES

HAYDEN GIBBS

Hayden “Stix” Gibbs, what an awesome season you had 
mate. Watching you develop into the footy player you 
have become this season has been so good to watch! You 
encouraged everyone on the team, always tried hard and 
put in the effort when making tackles. Good job this season 
Stix, hope to see you back next year and lose the mullet! 

GUS GURNEY

Gussy! First year coaching you this season and what an 
absolute pleasure that has been. Your tackling this season 
has been an inspiration to watch to the other players on 
the team. Whenever there was a bigger kid on the opposite 
team, you put your hand up to the task and took it on head 
on! And who could forget that dart out of dummy half to 
put us in front! Great work this season Gussy, keep up the 
hard work!

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Hayden Maguire

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Kobe Rock

ENCOURAGEMENT

Hayden Gibbs

MOST IMPROVED

Chase Masters
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I am very proud of how the 
boys overcame some adversity 
and really looked after each 
other on the footy field.

ZOLTAN KERTES

Zoli…one half of our bash brothers in our team! It has been 
an absolute pleasure coaching you and watching you 
develop this season. Your barnstorming runs and blistering 
tackles this season helped the boys get through some 
tough times on the park, keep up the work and see you 
next year! 

JOSHUA LONG

Joshy! What an energiser bunny you are mate! You are 
nonstop and the way you compete is second to none! You 
have good vision for the game and the way you back and 
play for your team is outstanding! Cant wait to see you 
tear it up again next season!

HAYDEN MAGUIRE 

Hay Hay, the other half to our bash brothers. Your running, 
tackling and aggression this season was something to 
watch which kept us on the edge of our seats! Who could 
forget that match winning tr against De La! It has been a 
pleasure having you this season, see you next year! 

CHASE MASTERS

Chasey! What a season you had mate, wasn’t the best 
start with the finger injury and the boys most certainly 
missed you! When you came back though, on fire! I am 
sure the boys were glad to see you back! But what a 
player you have become, zero fear and willing to take on 
the challenge! Good job this year! Hope to see you back 
next year!

OWEN PROBERT

O, what a little fire brand! To watch you progress through the 
season and pick up your tackling game was pleasing and 
good to watch. You were given the assignment of making 
those hits and you did them. You took the challenge head on, 
and it was good to watch! Keep your head up and keep up the 
good work on and off the field! See you rip and tear next year!

KOBE ROCK

Kobes, fastest kid in the 9’s! Watching you dart out of dummy 
half and have those runs really lifted the team and it was such 
a proud moment to watch! Always a smile on your face and 
always willing to put the team first! Good season son! Next 
year, put the pedal to the metal and burn the opposition!

TOBY STAPLES

Tobes, our captain for the season. I only just found out it 
was your second season in league but let me tell you that 
no one would have guessed. The nigle you have in your 
game and the protect your team attitude goes a long way 
in this sport and you will no doubt become a great footy 
player! Thanks for leading the team this season Captain! 
Good job and hope to see you next year.

AUSTEN TOWNSEND 

Little Austen! Little in size, big in heart! What an amazing 
season you had this year. You never gave up and you put 
in the effort 10 times out of 10. You were the littlest bloke 
on the field taking on the monsters and you dropped em! 
What an effort! Good job this season and cant wait to see 
you next season!
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The 2022 season for this team had it all.

From our very first game against Como I knew that we had the 
potential to be one of the top teams in our division.

The stops & starts through the middle of the season with the 
wet weather cost us a bit of momentum but we sure came 
home with a wet sail at the back end of season.

The games the boys put together against Bosco in game 1, 
Aquinas & Gymea at Shark Park under lights are absolute 
highlights in my coaching career and testament to how good 
of a team these boys are.

Massive thanks to Travis & Sarah for all the work you put in 
and how much you helped me out.

PLAYER PROFILES

SAMUEL BARTLETT

“Weapon” is the best description of Sammy on the footy field, 
a true crowd favourite. The way Sammy lifts & inspires his 
teammates with his ferocious defence is beautiful to watch.

Pleasure to coach you Sammy.

NASH DRURY

Try scoring machine. Nash showed his ability to find the try 
line instantly. Once we honed Nash’s defensive technique 
it was very rewarding to watch such a well rounded footy 
player contribute to this team week in week out.

True sportsman Nashy.

HUDSON TAYLOR

Mr consistent. There was no doubt Hudson would make 
his presence on the field felt in both attack & defence. That 
thick frame & tough head had the opposition weary when 
attacking & defending. 

Built for footy Hudson.

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Archie Parker

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Alex Van Ulden

ENCOURAGEMENT

Zachary Duvenhage

MOST IMPROVED

Tayden Ross
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The games the boys put 
together against Bosco in 
game 1, Aquinas & Gymea 
at Shark Park under lights 
are absolute highlights in 
my coaching career and 
testament to how good of a 
team these boys are.

ALEX VAN ULDEN 

The most dominant defensive player in the team. Mad Man 
Alex’s domination from marker set a bench mark for all to 
follow. To single handedly rattle teams from this position 
was beyond impressive to watch.

First receivers have nightmares about Alex. 

NATHANIEL (NATE) CALDWELL

A new addition to the club and what an asset. Not only 
playing at a new club but directing our team around from 
first receiver. Nate is a natural leader & footy player. Nate’s 
kicking skills are well beyond his years and set a platform 
for our team to follow.

Thanks for your contribution Nate.

TAYDEN ROSS

Awesome to see Tayden find his place in this team and 
absolutely excel in every aspect out on the field, whether 
it was beautiful leg chopping cover defence on opposition 
twice his size or his carefully timed dashes to the try line 
Tayden was always there when his team needed him most.

You’re a crowd favourite Tayden.

ARCHIE PARKER

Wrecking Ball should be Archie’s middle name, not only 
the hardest & straightest running “bopper” in our team but 
the whole comp. Our most valuable asset in the team.

Best season yet Archie.

(MAD) MAX DAY

One of my all time favourites, our most reliable & 
consistent player on the field. Max plays every game with 
the grit and determination of a professional.

Love your work Mad Max.

KAIUS SAUVAN 

Kaius was one of our new players to join us this season 
& he took no time at all to find his place. Kaius was 100% 
effort, 100% of the time. The improvement in all aspects of 
Kaius’s game this year was very rewarding to watch.

You’re a savage Kaius.

ZACHARY DUVENHAGE 

Very first season of footy for Zac & a season to be very 
impressed with. Zac was very eager to improve and took 
on board all directions from the coaching staff to become 
a very dominant “Bopper”. To see Zac’s self belief increase 
as much as it did made me super proud as a coach.

Keep playing footy Zac.

NATE PHILLIPS 

An absolute excitement machine to watch out on the footy 
field. Nate gives away plenty in size but this doesn’t stop 
him bagging plenty of tries & displaying phenomenal 
defensive efforts.

A true footy player through & through Nate.
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What a year! In the beginning we weren’t sure how we would go but the team never gave up and that showed from the 
first training session. We had clashing personalities and big hearts which saw many fights ending up on the floor at training 
between teammates but always ending in a hug. The team left everything they had out there on the field every game and I 
couldn’t be prouder!

Thank you to all the kids for participating and trying their hardest at everything we did this year. You guys made it further 
than we all could have imagined only narrowly missing out on a grand final by one game and only beaten by a team who 
played amazing all year. You all are terrific footy players in your own way and played terrifically as a team and I commend 
you on all of our achievements this year and hope it only makes you hungrier for next season!

Thank you to the parents for being a great cheer squad at every game and sitting through the horrendous rain and cold 
throughout the year. Thank you to then Engadine Dragons for a Tremendous year as well.

Onwards and upwards for next season and I hope you all enjoyed this season as much as I did!

Cheers, Coach

BEST & FAIREST

William Higley

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Imogen Palmer

ENCOURAGEMENT

Kai Wood

MOST IMPROVED

Jett Schonbucher
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PLAYER PROFILES

ARCHIE RICHARDS

The big fella poured his heart and soul into every game 
and training session. Although being quiet he was not 
silent on the field with lots of storming runs sees him 
impossible to tackle one on one and his determination 
to make every tackle he could. True to the name gentle 
giant Archie is a great kid with plenty more to prove in the 
coming years of his football journey. 

BRODIE ANNAKIN

Brodie bounced from soccer to football this year but made 
the main sport a priority and it showed in his ability on the 
field. A quick kid seeing him score many tries from great 
lengths and by far the strongest of the team. Thank you 
“Hamish” for your hilarious personality and a great year!

BRODY AMOS

Brody is a tough kid. He looks small and frail but never 
quits and is not afraid to get amongst it. Brody had a 
fantastic year with his charming personality and quick wit! 
I encourage Brody to keep pushing in his football career as 
with a heart like his Brody’s future will be full of success!

FINN BURKE

Little Finny! Never quit on the field although chose not to 
train most of the time. He put all he could into every game 
and developed more and more as the year progressed. He 
shows great potential when an award for a good run is in 
place but don’t let that fool you because I haven’t seen a 
tougher kid! 

FLYNN BULTS

The silent assassin! Perfect tackling technique proven to be 
unteachable. His natural ability to bend down and chop all 
opposition players in half made him a terrific asset to the 
team. I could watch him tackle all day! Brilliant year and 
big future ahead!

IMOGEN PALMER 

The gun! Talent is written all over her. The only girl in our 
team and proved to be tougher than all the boys. Her feisty 
personality proved to be her strength with her tackling 
ability and running ability seeing her score almost every 
time! Fantastic year from Immy! 

JAYSE KIELLOR

My youngest cousin with the flaming red hair. He shows 
heart, determination and grit in everything he did! 
Possibly the biggest personality of the team and the best 
dance moves. His positive attitude towards everything 
allowed the team to smile through every game and 
training session!

KURT PEDERSEN

The step to stop all steps! Kurt showed enough passion 
for all the kids in the team and stepped up at the big times 
to make multiple runs and score lengthy tries! His natural 
act to kick a ball whether it be in general play or for a 
goal was second to none! Strongly encourage Kurt to stay 
committed to the sport. 

KAI WOOD

Kai has the best footy brain of them all, scoring multiple 
tries this year by jumping out of dummy half at the perfect 
times! He never missed a pass and always had his target 
set out in defence. Terrific young player who had an 
outstanding year!

JETT SCHONBUCHER

You wouldn’t believe this was Jett’s first year of rugby 
league. He tackled anything that moved including his 
own teammates sometimes! He ended the year in fashion 
scoring multiple tries and making multiple tackles a game. 
Looking forward to seeing his growth and development!

WILLIAM HIGLEY

The fastest player in the team. He could outrun anyone 
and proved so game after game, he earned himself too 
many tries to count this year nearly always coming in 
three’s! Will is a future star and definitely a pleasure to 
coach with bright and bubbly personality!

Thankyou to the 
parents for being a 
great cheer squad 
at every game and 
sitting through the 
horrendous rain and 
cold throughout 
the year. Thankyou 
to then Engadine 
Dragons for a 
Tremendous year.
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2022 U10A Grand Finalist, This team had a great year of footy 
and to make the Grand Final was an awesome achievement. 

Their first experience on the bigger field brought the 
opportunity to bring new players into the team. It took a few 
weeks to work out where everyone fit but once they did this 
team went to another level. 

Each week this team trained hard and learnt to play as a 
team. The second half of the season the boys were on a 
mission. Their defence was incredible, working together there 
was no way through for the opposition. In attack our big boys 
would start the sets with our one, two punch and our Ferraris 
would break teams open scoring some memorable tries. 

Come the finals our boys were at their best. From sideline 
to sideline they relied on each other and delivered for each 
other. The physicality of the games were intense. When the 
games got tough our boys got bigger, not giving an inch to 
any team. 

I could not be prouder of the boys and to be apart of this 
team. We’ll be back next year. Well done Legends.

Thank you Kempy for coaching the team with me this year. 
Having you out there with the boys was awesome. Thank you 

On behalf of the team, Thank you Shannon our manager for 
looking after us all. There’s so much that goes into the role 
and we all appreciate the time you give us. 

To all the parents thank you for the opportunity to coach your 
sons its been a privilege and a lot of fun. Our sidelines are 
always full of support and some big voices to keep the refs 
on point. Thank you.  

BEST & FAIREST

Kade Inglis

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Jamie Nisbet

ENCOURAGEMENT

Knox Gordon

MOST IMPROVED

Caylen Randall
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PLAYER PROFILES

JAKE ANDERSON

Jake was a new addition to the team this year and 
slotted straight in. Jakes the perfect winger, when 
players would try and go around us, Jake would shut 
them down. He didn’t shy away from the contact coming 
in for runs throughout the game, with great footwork he 
would break tackles and gain extra meters. 

Love your work Jake. 

TATE BLACKWELL

Tate is a tough footy player who breaks tackles for fun. 
His speed and strength allows him to dominate teams 
with and without the ball. Tate bumps off tacklers leaving 
them behind with every run. His energy in defence is 
second to none, Tate shoots off the line leading our line 
speed and cuts players in half all game. Tate can also 
kick a goal from anywhere. 

You’re a champion Tate.

HUNTER COOK

Another new comer to the team. Hunter loves footy. 
I don’t think I have ever seen Hunter without a footy and 
tee in his hand. When Hunter is on the field he does it all. 
With the ball he steps and breaks tackles and in defence 
he gets through a tonne of work. Due to injury Hunter 
had a shortened season. Can’t wait for next year. 

You’re a Legend Hunter.

BANJO CHAPMAN

Another new team member, Banjo was an awesome 
addition. Playing in the middle it never mattered how 
physical a game got Banjo would put his hand up to 
take a tough run. His defence was solid, moving up and 
making his tackles. We love having you out there. 

Well done Banjo. 

BEAU ELIAS

Beau is such a great footy player. With each week Beaus 
footy got stronger, becoming rock solid in the middle. 
Beaus a strong ball runner often dragging defenders as 
he takes the tough carries. His defence was excellent 
this year standing shoulder to shoulder with the forwards 
crunching anyone that came near him. 

Awesome year Beau.

KNOX GORDON 

Any good footy team needs a Ferrari and we have one. 
Knox is a dangerous footy player who can break a game 
open from anywhere on the field. At Dummy half he gets 
us rolling with his strong passing and when he decides to 
run its brilliant to watch. Knox steps, weaves and when 
he finds a gap he is through it with lightning pace scoring 
try’s from anywhere on the park. His defence was great 
this year not just making his tackles in the line but using 
his speed when cover tackles were needed. 

You’re a Legend Knox. 

FINN GRINHAM

Finns first year in the A’s and he slotted straight in. Finns 
a real talent who can play anywhere on the field. He has 
great natural ability and silky skills. Finns an excellent 
ball player and when he wore the vest he played 
brilliantly. He also developed his defensive game this 
year and was huge for the team making big tackles and 
lots of them. 

Love your work Finn.

KADE INGLIS

Kade is big, strong and fast. Kids in the comp have 
nightmares about Kade charging at them. His attack 
went to another level this year. His running, passing 
and pinpoint kicking game is elite. His ability to bump 
off defenders breaking multiple tackles to score is 
awesome. In defence Kades rock solid, getting through 
a tonne of work. When we needed he would make some 
bone rattling tackles that would change the momentum 
of the game. 

You’re a champion Kade. 

JACK KEMP

Kempy is Mr reliable and does anything for the team. 
He’s one of the best one on one tacklers in the comp, 
he’ll chop anyone down. Kempy’s a smart footballer and 
leads the team around the park. His fitness and ability to 
be everywhere in both attack and defence is brilliant. He 
scored crucial trys in tight games this year. 

You’re awesome Kempy. 

2022 U10A Grand Finalist, this 
team had a great year of footy and 
to make the Grand Final was an 
awesome achievement. 
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WAKELEY LANHAM

Wakeley is one tough kid. It never mattered how physical 
a game got, Wakeley was in the middle of it. His defence 
is solid, Wakeley’s “hit and stick” is up there with the best 
and really secured our edge defence as the season went 
on. Wakeley loves coming in and having a run stepping 
defenders and breaking tackles. 

Great year Wakeley.

JAMIE NISBET

Jamie possesses so much natural talent but also works 
hard to get better all season. Jamie played multiple roles 
this year and played the second half of the season at 
fullback. Once he learnt the position he was unstoppable. 
He reads opposition attack brilliantly and gets himself into 
position to shut down attacking raids. His kick returns are 
fast and physical always beating the first defenders and 
throughout the year running the length to score. Jamie 
loves getting in the line on the early tackles and putting 
some big shots on. We love having you back there Jamie. 

Well done Champ.

HARRISON NISBET

“The People’s Champ”. Every footy team needs a character 
like Harry. Harry played his best footy this year which was 
scary for the opposition. With his size and strength backed 
by a healthy aggression Harry was hard to stop. He used 
his palming well this year pushing off tackles making 
meters every run. Defensively Harry made some game 
changing tackles, imposing his strength on the game. 
What a season. 

Well done Harry.

SAMUEL POWELL

The Powell family have produced club legends in recent 
years and Sammy is another great Powell. Sammy played 
in the halves this year and was brilliant. His show and 
go is the best and lead to multiple game winning try’s. 
His kicking game is elite achieving dropouts and try’s 
every game. Sammy’s got a big motor getting through a 
heap of defensive work for the team. A breakout season 
for Sammy. 

Well done Champion. 

CAYLEN RANDALL

Another new addition to the team, Caylen had an 
awesome year. Caylen might be small but he plays like 
a giant. Defending on the edge, when teams tried to go 
round us Caylen would jam in and crunch teams all year. 
Our team had a strong kicking game and Caylen would 
always lead the kick chase pinning the opposition in their 
half. In attack his ability to bump off tacklers and get into 
space is brilliant. 

Keep it up Caylen your awesome. 

KNOX STARR 

Knox had his best year of footy this season and his 
physicality was huge. He would get our sets started with 
a tough run. Knox runs the ball hard with great line speed 
and footwork it would take 3 and 4 defenders to bring him 
down. In defence Knox gets up off the line and tackles 
hard stopping the opposition in their tracks. His extra 
efforts were a new addition to his game this year, often 
scrambling to make cover tackles when the team needed. 
Huge season Knoxy. 

You’re a legend. 
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Premiers 2022! What a sensational season by these little legends! 

There were many challenges in 2022, moving to the bigger field, a massive squad, a mixture of two teams that 
hadn’t played together, a new coaching combination and all the disruptions due to the weather. But these boys took 
everything in their stride, they showed a great attitude to learning and great comradery. The progression from game 
one, to winning the Minor Premiership and Grand Final is something they should all be very proud of!

The final series was something to behold. The boys understood the magnitude of the situation and watching them 
lift to new levels of effort and application is something I won’t forget. They were dominant in the semi but had to do 
it the hard way in the GF. In atrocious conditions and down 6-0, 12-6, and 18-12 they showed great courage to keep 
fighting to win a thriller 28-22 in extra time.

A massive thank you to Mitch Osborne for all your help this year. Your knowledge, commitment at training and on 
game day and co-operation throughout the year was invaluable.

Thank you Janna once again for keeping the team and I organised. You are worth your weight in gold!

Congratulations Boys on an outstanding year! Up the Dragons!

BEST & FAIREST

Thomas Hall

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Lucas Light

ENCOURAGEMENT

Blake Eisenhuth

MOST IMPROVED

Archie Duckett
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PLAYER PROFILES

KOBY CHAPMAN

Koby is big, strong and a popular member of the team. 
Koby has great passing technique, silky smooth hands 
and is our go-to man for goal-kicking. Koby had a great 
game when given the opportunity at First Receiver showing 
good organisational skills. Koby is an intimidating figure for 
opposition teams and with continued work on speed, fitness 
and belief in his strength I have no doubt Koby will start to 
realise his potential. Koby finished off a good season kicking 
a crucial goal in the Grand Final. Good Job Koby!

ARCHIE DUCKETT

Big, strong and deceptively fast, Big A is built for Rugby 
League and has great potential. The mission this year was to 
make him believe it. The turning point was halfway through 
the season, last man standing in bullrush, he crashed 
through and carried the whole team over the line. Big A’s 
ability to get over the ad line to start our sets was crucial to 
our success and his defence improved greatly through the 
year. Archie was our Most Improved player this year capping 
it off with a crucial try in the GF! Well Done Big A!

ARCHER DUNN

With good footwork and hands Archie just loves his footy. 
Little A impressed me with his passing and his tricks and 
flicks at training and thrived when given opportunities at 
dummy half and first receiver including scoring a cracking 
try. Archie showed me his defensive capabilities at training 
and lifted with team in the GF with some good defensive 
efforts. Little A was a pleasure to coach and with continued 
work on speed and strength will develop into a great asset 
to the Dragons for years to come! Well done Little A!

BLAKE EISENHUTH

This was Blake’s first year of Rugby League and what a 
year it was. Blake is Athletic, strong and elusive. Blake 
undoubtedly had some of our defensive highlights of the 
year, flying out of the line like a heat seeking missile and 
crunching opposition. In doing so he lifted the players 
around him to do the same. Blake played Wing during the 
finals to help stop teams running around us and he did an 
outstanding job as well as chasing hard to score a great try 
from a kick. I look forward to seeing Blake progress next 
year. Awesome Job Blake!

LIAM FOURIE

I have been Liam’s coach now for 6 years and just waiting 
for the time to give him a specific role in the team. Liam 
was tasked with playing in the middle and taking the 
first hit up of every set and boy did he deliver. Liam is 
big, strong and with a powerful fend consistently got us 
on the front foot in 2022. Liam’s commitment to defence 
improved out of sight this year and even managed a few 
big hits! Liam proved himself as a big game player as Man 
of the Match in the grand final with some strong runs and 
a memorable cover tackle on Como’s fastest player. Well 
done Liam!

RAFFERTY GALLAGHER

Raff is fast and strong and consistently plays above his 
weight. Raff’s defence improved markedly in 2022 and he 
was not afraid to mix it with the big boys. He showcased 
his speed with some great cover defence including a 
sensational 70 metre try saver. Raff was outstanding in the 
finals, consistently getting us on the front foot with strong 
straight runs, fast play the balls and no mistakes. The 
final play of the Grand Final, up 28-22 in extra time Como 
kicked long and Raff won the race to the ball in one last 
wet, splashing effort capping off a fantastic season. Great 
work Raff!

THOMAS HALL

Turbo Tom was an absolute standout this season. Tom’s 
size, speed and strength made him an absolute nightmare 
for the opposition. Despite his ability, Tom remained 
humble and was always willing to step back and do 
whatever was asked of him for the team. Tom could 
play several positions but found a home at First Receiver 
showing great organisation and leadership. I can’t 
remember Tom missing a tackle and often made 2 or 3 in 
a row. Tom had many highlights but none better than his 
cracking try in the GF. Outstanding Season Tom!

WILLIAM HEWITT

Will had a terrific 2022 season. He is fast and elusive and 
really started to enjoy his footy this year. Will is a great 
character, he is the guy that every team needs. Will was 
our post-try celebration co-ordinator bringing many laughs 
along the way! Will was willing to play any position and 
had an awesome game when given an opportunity at First 
Receiver. I was really pleased to see Will’s attitude in the 
finals, he showed determination, a real commitment to 
contact and should be very proud of his contribution to the 
team. Great work Will!

LACHLAN INNES KANE

Lachlan loves his footy and was our Mr Consistency this 
year. Lachlan led from the front applying himself to every 
aspect of the game. Lachlan is a keen defender and strong 
ball runner but I was most impressed with his leadership 
and talk on the field. Lachlan played his best games at 
Dummy Half and First Receiver but was willing and able 
to play any position and play them well. Lachlan is a keen 
learner and a team full of Lachlans’ would be a coach’s 
dream. I look forward to seeing Lachlan’s progression 
and believe he will be an asset to any team he plays in. 
Fantastic Season!
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LUCAS LIGHT

You don’t win competitions in any division without a few 
star players. Lucas was exactly that! Big, strong and 
fast, Lucas was our enforcer in every part of the game. 
Lucas made breaks and scored tries at will, but I was 
most impressed by his defence, he hits hard with great 
technique and saved as many tries as he scored with 
outstanding cover defence. Lucas loves his Rugby League 
and I’m looking forward to seeing his progression in the 
next few years. Outstanding season Lucas!

MITCHELL MEREDITH

Mitch is quick, deceptively strong and can sniff out a try 
from anywhere. Mitch made Dummy Half is own in 2022 
with good service and some electrifying runs. Mitch was 
given some goals defensively throughout the year and 
he improved out of sight, culminating in the finals where 
he did not take a backward step. Mitch’s highlights were 
definitely with the ball in hand though and certainly got the 
coach’s heart racing with a memorable long range double 
tiptoeing down the side line. Terrific season Mitch!

WILL MUNRO

Will started the season well at training showing natural 
athleticism and took that in to game one with some strong 
carries. Will has good speed, footwork and strength and 
had a very good defensive game against De La mid-
season. With more consistent focus and commitment to 
training I believe Will could develop into a good player 
over the next few years. Unfortunately, Will missed the 
back half of the year but sat on the bench in the GF where 
his enthusiasm for the team and joy in the team’s victory 
was great to see. Well done Will.

MAX OSBORNE

Max is fast, elusive and started to show some great vision as 
the year went on. Max loves his Rugby League and proved 
his worth being able to play several positions. Max built an 
impressive highlight reel and was one of our top try scorers, 
breaking a few ankles along the way. As one of our smaller 
players I was impressed by Max’s commitment to defence 
and improvement through the year. Max capped off a brilliant 
season by alternating between First Receiver and Fullback in 
the finals guiding the team around and setting up a great try 
from a kick in the Grand Final. Fantastic Season Max!

JETT SULLIVAN

Jett came back this year bigger, stronger and faster than 
last year. Jett impressed me at the start of the season 
often proving to be a handful for his teammates at training. 
Jett carried that form into the season with strong running 
and improving defence. Jett played very well when given 
an opportunity at Dummy Half and after learning some 
new techniques at training pulled off one of tackles of 
year with a perfectly placed rib tickler! Jett was given the 
responsibility of defending our edges in the finals and did a 
great job. Well done Jett!

JAXTON STEVENS

Jaxton was a revelation in his first year of Rugby League. 
Jaxton is fast, strong and fearless. Jaxton had plenty to 
learn when he first joined the team, but he has something 
you can’t teach, a commitment to the physical side of the 
game. Jaxton was one of our strongest runners and was 
handful for the opposition. Jaxton’s tackling improved 
throughout the year, performing very well in training drills 
and started to transfer that to game day. His season was 
cut short with a broken hand but as a true team man 
was as excited as anyone when we won the GF. Terrific 
season Jaxton!

MAX TAUEKI

Max really came of age this year and was close to our 
most improved player in 2022. Max loves his footy and 
really improved his understanding and reading of the 
game this year. Max played just about every position 
this year and played a great game at dummy half. Max 
showed his coachability when showed a ‘palming’ drill 
at training. He took it into game day in the semi-final and 
incorporated it into two cracking tries and his best game of 
the year! With continued work on speed and strength Max 
will be a great player for the dragons for years to come. 
Great season Max!

The progression 
from game one, 
to winning the 
Minor Premiership 
and Grand Final 
is something they 
should all be very 
proud of!
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After a few years of headaches we finally got to welcome the 2022 footy season albeit a tad late. With 3 teams last year 
down to 2 teams this year we had quite a few new faces across our team and the 17 boys immediately gelled well together 
for the season to get underway. 

Our season this year was a bit of a tough one managing new positions, faces, skill levels and oppositions but overall, we 
had some good solid games that left us plenty to take away and grow from. 

The thing I am incredibly proud of though, is the effort that all the boys put in throughout the season. Nothing short of 100% 
and that’s all that we can ever ask for. Win, lose or draw I hope the boys had an enjoyable year and are all keen to do it all 
again in 2023 bigger and better. 

On behalf of April, Joel, Brett we would like to thank all the parents for the help, patience and time over the year and we 
look forward to doing it all again next season. 

Congratulations again to the boys on their hard work throughout the year.

Scott

BEST & FAIREST

Isaac Stewart

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Lewis Arnold

ENCOURAGEMENT

Beau Perry

MOST IMPROVED

Joshua Wilson
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OTIS HARRIS

This year Otis has really stepped up his game with some 
fantastic runs and strong, gritty defence. Otis has rekindled 
his love for the game this year and this has definitely 
showed in several performances. Otis has continued to 
grow his game throughout year and has taken a massive 
step forward this season. 7yrs in and looking forward to 
many more seasons to come. Keep up the great work!

MAX BAYLISS

Another 7yr veteran of the Dragons Max continues to be 
the centre of defence for our team. Max continues to put 
his body on the line time and time again producing some 
fantastic try saving defence and is certainly the enforcer in 
our team. Max is always trying to rally the team in victory 
or defeat and is a valued and dedicated member of his 
footy team. Another solid effort this year mate, well done!

LEWIS ARNOLD

Lewis continues to lead from the front and is another 
player that continually gives is his all every time he takes 
the field. Lewis has fantastic natural talent and has been 
learning this year how to create try’s as well as score 
them. As one of our full time half backs, Lewis has been an 
asset in all facets of the game this year. Another fantastic 
season, looking forward to next year, well done on another 
great year. 

ISAAC STEWART

Isaac has also had another wonderful season. His intuition 
from the hooker position is getting stronger each game 
with Isaac scoring some fantastic try’s this year as well as 
gaining valuable meters throughout the year. Backed up 
with some excellent defensive efforts, Isaac has proven 
himself again to be a key member of our team. With 
increase focus at training, Isaac will have a very bright 
future in the game. Great year mate, well done!

LEVI JONES

This kid just never ceases to amaze me! He has the ability 
to fill multiple roles on the field in the dummy half and 
first receiver jersey combined with some great attack and 
some of the best pound for pound defence on the field. 
Levi never shys away from a challenge and with ball in 
hand his foot work, team mentality and vision for the game 
make Levi a key contributor and valuable asset to our 
team. Can’t wait to see what you bring to the field next 
year, great efforts.

JACK BELL

Jack has taken some great steps forward and really got 
behind himself in his footy this year. Through his hard 
work, dedication to training and ability to keep bouncing 
back up, Jack has really stood up in his defensive efforts 
this year. Jack is always giving 100% and has cemented 
himself as a valuable team member. Always a pleasure to 
have Jack around and cant wait to see what he can bring 
next year. Solid effort mate! 

KOBE RARE

Kobe is another long serving member of our club and 
has been a valued member of the team for many years. 
Kobe has had some brilliant games this year and when 
he backs himself he can produce some awesome results. 
Kobe has had some great involvement in attack also 
with great hands and the ability to keep the ball alive. 
With increased confidence and time with the ball in his 
hands Kobe will continue to grow as an all-round player. 
Great efforts again mate!

JOSHUA WILSON 

This was Josh’s first season of footy and what a welcome 
addition he was! After joining the team to play with his 
mates, Josh quickly adapted to the game and showed 
what he was capable of early on. Josh unfortunately didn’t 
get as many games in this year as we all would have liked, 
but with what we saw in both solid defence and his speed 
in attack we cant wait to see what he brings next year. A 
fantastic first season and introduction to Rugby League! 

FLYNN LETTON 

Flynn has been a welcome addition to the team this year 
bringing some much needed assistance to the middle of 
the field. Flynn also did not get as much game time this 
year as hoped but in terms of effort, he certainly made up 
for his missed games. Every time something was asked of 
him, he delivered! Flynn has bucket loads of potential and 
with plenty of dedication next year I think he may even 
surprise himself! Keep up the great work!

TALAN JOHNSON

This kid has speed to burn! When Talan turns up to play, 
boy does he play! Talan can be so devastating with the 
ball and can pull out some brilliant defence also. For Talan 
to be at his devastating best he needs to want the ball 
and back his abilities. Confidence for Talan is key and with 
good consistent results I reckon its only just around the 
corner. Great efforts this year, keep up the good work. 
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MAX WOOLDRIDGE

Max knows how to play to his strengths and use his speed 
and centre of gravity to his advantage. With deceptive 
speed and footwork, Little Maxy as he is affectionately 
known is another member of out team that always puts 
in 100% with his best foot forward both on game day and 
at training. Staying keen to get his hands on the ball with 
keep growing Max’s skills to become a really great little 
footy player. Great year mate, well done. 

CURTIS JOHNSON

This year Curtis also filled the role of first receiver and 
supported his team very well. Curtis has some fantastic 
speed and footwork when he doesn’t try to attack the ruck 
area and get bogged down. Curtis is always keen to be 
involved and willing to give anything a go. A solid effort 
this season and look forward to seeing Curtis improve over 
the coming years. Keep it up mate!

LACHLAN LEWIS

Lachlan’s analytics of the game and training sessions 
are priceless! Every training session and each game day, 
Lachlan would listen and do his best to apply everything 
that we asked of the team. Many a time he would be 
holding with wing as asked, calling for support, and 
providing his team with good feedback. With fantastic 
resilience and a true team player, Lachlan shows us what 
the game is all about. Keep up the great efforts! 

LACHLAN SCHOFIELD

This kid has bucket loads of potential! Quite on the field 
and at training, when Lachlan decides to really get into the 
game he really gives us some glimpses of the great little 
footy player he is. Quick with the ball in hand and some 
good solid defence efforts makes Lachlan an asset to the 
team. Confidence is key for Lachlan’s game to grow into 
the future. Back yourself mate, looking forward to seeing 
your back on the field next year, well done!

BEAU PERRY

Beau is our junior coach in the making! Beau’s attention 
at training, on game day and the effort he makes to put 
everything he has learned into practice is second to none! 
Talking on the field and in the huddles, providing his team 
with feedback and suggestions was very impressive to see 
and shows a true team player. Beau has some fantastic 
underlying abilities that are starting to show and with traits 
like these, he has many, many years of successful footy 
to come. Awesome job mate, keep up the hard work and 
can’t wait till next season. 

SEAN SMITH

Sean’s efforts this year have seen some really good 
improvement over the course of the season. Sean always 
made and effort at training putting in 100% and when 
he remembered his boots he made every effort to show 
us what he had learned. A bit more time working on his 
passing and catching will really assist his natural speed 
and allow his game to flow. Great effort this year mate, 
keep it up! 

RYAN WALKER 

Ryan joined our team a little later in the season and was 
warmly welcomed by all the boys. Ryan has some real 
natural speed and foot work at his disposal and watching 
him learn when and how to use these traits in the future 
will be exciting times. A little more attention at training will 
certainly help develop his natural abilities and allow him 
to show us what he is capable of. Big year next year mate, 
looking forward to showing us what you can really do.

The thing I am 
incredibly proud of 
though, is the effort 
that all the boys 
put in throughout 
the season. Nothing 
short of 100% and 
that’s all that we 
can ever ask for. 
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2022 was a year of progression for this team. With only half 
of the team having played together previously, and barely 
a game won the last few years, they had a lot to learn. 
At the start of the season the boys all committed to each 
other and to improving their skills as a team. They did this 
by attending training in the rain and the cold, often fighting 
for field time with the senior grades. We could not have had 
a better group of boys to train this year. It was a pleasure to 
coach them and we hope to see each one return.

With a few ups and downs along the way, this team 
continued to improve all season culminating in a great 
win against the only undefeated team going into the final 
round. Without a doubt this was the highlight of the year.

Unfortunately, the boys season fell short losing in the last 
3 minutes of the semis. As coaches we could not have 
been any prouder of this group of players. They forged 
a tight bond throughout the year with their hard work, 
commitment and respect towards each other.

Hopefully the boys enjoyed the season as much as we 
did and return together next season better and stronger to 
bring home the trophy.

BEST & FAIREST

Seth Phillips

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Liam Middendorf

ENCOURAGEMENT

Jax Hamer

MOST IMPROVED

Logan Amos

The boys forged a 
tight bond throughout 
the year with their hard 
work, commitment 
and respect towards 
each other.
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LOGAN AMOS
He was one of the most committed trainers this year and 
that showed in games. He was an excellent defender and 
always competed in everything that he did on the field.

AUSTIN DABIN
After missing two seasons of football, he showed 
dedication to improving both defence and attack. He only 
missed one training session all year. The difference 
between his first game and last game was reflected by his 
commitment and passion for the game.

JAKOB DUVENHAGE

Jakob was our Mr versatility. He played in the 2nd row, 
centre and fullback with ease. He was as tough as they 
come playing with injury through the season. He was 
attentive at training and has plenty of potential.

DASH EARNSHAW

Dash has great speed and size which makes him a 
devastating runner of the ball. The most impressive 
improvement in Dash was his defence which improved 
dramatically toward the end of the season. His 10 minute 
effort to close out the game against Gymea highlighted 
what he can do.

JAX HAMER

From the very first training session we knew Jax had great 
skill and ability with the ball. He showed a good footy brain 
during the season which culminated in him being an integral 
part of our attack. He easily transitioned between full back 
and 5/8 which should hold well for 13 a side next year.

BILLY HARRISON

During games Billy is fearless, tenacious and 
uncompromising in both defence and attack. He has great 
natural ability to read where the ball will be and attack that 
area. He has the skill to play anywhere from wing, centre, 
2nd row and dummy half. 

JACK HIGLEY

Jack learnt a lot this year playing predominantly as a first 
receiver. His commitment to training really helped him grow 
in the role throughout the year to become a dependable 
distributor of the ball. There is plenty of potential in Jack in 
coming years.

LIAM MIDDENDORF 

Liam was chosen as our captain at the start of the year due 
to his high level of training and maturity. He was initially 
reluctant to be the captain, however, he grew into the role 
throughout the season becoming highly respected by his 
teammates. The belief of his mates elevated his level of 
play substantially throughout the year. He became an 
unstoppable force when running the ball. 

KOBI PHILLIPS 

Kobi quickly found his feet in the team and as his 
confidence and belief in himself grew his footy continued to 
improve. Kobi had a good season and with increase game 
consistency and ball work, next year will be an exciting one.

SETH PHILLIPS

This kid is one of the nicest young kids we have met. 
Seth has no idea how good he is or how good he can be. 
He has one of the best tackling techniques we have seen. 
His commitment to defence saved countless tries this year. 
He was ever consistent. Seth’s highlight reel consists of all 
the 1%ers. 

GABRIEL PINJO SOTO

Gabriel is an enthusiastic kid who really improved 
dramatically as the season went on thanks to his 
consistency at training. Gabriel practised his goal kicking 
which became a valuable asset to the teams result.

NATE SINCLAIR

Nate started the season demolishing opponent’s defenders. 
He was full of charging runs and big hits. Nate was a 
pleasure to coach and was keen to learn. He was missed 
later in the season through injury. He was integral to the 
team and the boys were all so pleased when he came to 
watch the semi final match. Everyone is wishing Nate a 
strong recovery and would love to play with him next year. 

CARTER STEIN

Carter was the most consistent player all year. He was 
always dependable as a dummy half and his defence 
in the middle was second to none. He was probably the 
most attentive player in all facets of football. Despite his 
size he played dummy half, front row, 2nd row, centre and 
wing. He performed in each like it was his natural position. 
An absolute pleasure to have in the team.

CORBIN TAYLOR

During the year Corbin demonstrated hard relentless 
tackling and the ability to break the line. He was never 
afraid to take the tough carries and always made the 
defenders know they had tackled him. He has enormous 
potential to be a wrecking ball and dominate games in the 
2nd row. 

ARCHER WACKWITZ

Archer relished his opportunity at playing first receiver this 
year. He attentively listened at training and his enthusiasm 
to improving his craft was demonstrated during games in 
both organising our attack and his defence. 

ARCHIE WHITE 

Archie had the unlikely pairing of switching between the 
wing and front row. His exceptional speed and running 
style made him a handful in attack both out wide and in the 
middle. His defence improved through the year with every 
game he played in the middle. 
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After a tough year for the boys in 2021 due to COVID the boys were keen and really looking forward to the start of the 2022 
season. They committed early to their preseason training and looked ready for a big year. Unfortunately, Mother Nature 
stepped in and pushed the start of the season back. However, it didn’t deter the side as their commitment saw their training 
continue in the gym, on road runs and ball work in car parks or anywhere we could find a dry patch of grass.

With 3 new additions to the side Dane McKeon, Adam Bachir and the return of Ryder Lupton we were looking strong.

We challenged the boys at the start of the season to make defence a priority and they delivered in bucketloads. With some 
bruising defence only conceding 42 points in the season. Not only was their defence outstanding but their attack was 
too. Scoring some fantastic tries throughout the year on their way to achieving 304 points for the season. With these 
achievements the boys worked their way to their 3rd consecutive Grand Final. I was extremely proud of the boys and their 
commitment to our team both on Grand Final Day and throughout the entire season. Their “Never Give Up” attitude found 
our opposition put under pressure at all times.

I would like to Thank Gareth Lupton for coaching the boys with me, Carly Nisbet for her tireless work in keeping us 
organized and managing the team, Adam Peek and Chris Hayward for their help on game day and Sharleen McKeon for her 
amazing videos of each game.

Last but not least Thankyou to the parents for their support in getting the boys to training and game day throughout the season.

Thanks boys for such a fantastic year, so proud of every one of you…. 

Shane

BEST & FAIREST

Austin Highett

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Jett Nisbet

ENCOURAGEMENT

Archie Rosamond-Davis

MOST IMPROVED

Deakin Struthers
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Boys I am so proud of how far you have come this year and all that you have achieved. Shane and I asked a lot of you 
and each week you delivered, you are the most talented bunch of 12-13 year old’s I have seen on the footy field, and I 
am grateful for this past year being your co coach with Shane, I am looking forward to going 1 step further next year.

Shane, Thanks for welcoming me into the team, I have had a ball this year coaching alongside you, your passion and 
dedication to the boys is outstanding and cannot be matched. Over the past few years, you have made this team what 
it is today, and I know the boys have loved having you be their coach.

Carly we would not have a team if it wasn’t for you, you organise us all behind the scenes you’re the real MVP. Thank 
you for all your efforts this year.

Gareth

We challenged the boys 
at the start of the season 
to make defence a priority 
and they delivered in 
bucketloads. With some 
bruising defence only 
conceding 42 points in 
the season.
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FLETCHER ABLETT

Fletcher is a naturally gifted football player. Playing 
between lock and centre, Fletch always worked hard in 
defence, often doing the tough stuff in the middle. Fletcher 
has great tackle technique chopping the opposition off at 
the legs every time. When Fletcher has the ball in his hand, 
he will step 1,2,3 defenders, it’s fantastic to watch him 
weave through the opposition in broken play, then turning 
on his speed scoring some great tries! Congratulations 
Fletch, another fantastic season!

ADAM BACHIR

It was Adam’s first season with the Engadine Dragons and 
what an asset he was to our team. With explosive speed 
and brilliant footwork, Adam was the teams leading try 
scorer for 2022. Adam played several positions throughout 
the season- full back, first receiver, 5/8 and centre, naturally 
adapting to each position on the field. Adam always 
gave 100% every game and at training. Adam you are an 
absolute pleasure to coach, a talented football player, and 
we look forward to seeing you develop into the future!

MITCH BOWLING

Huge improvement from Mitch this season! With a move 
from the centres into second row, Mitch had some big 
strong runs resulting in some great tries! In defence, Mitch’s 
one on one tackles stopping the opposition in their tracks 
was great to see. Mitch’s confidence and ability grew every 
week. We look forward to seeing you continue to improve 
next season, great work Mitch!

JACK GURNEY

Jacko is a versatile player, mixing it up between the wing 
and in the forwards. When on the wing, Jacko’s hands were 
safe and made plenty of metres in kick returns and saved 
many tries with his tough sideline defence. Then when the 
forwards needed a breather, Jacko moved in putting his 
hand up for the tough runs. Great season Jacko, well done! 

MAUI HAVEA

Playing in a tough position in the front row, when Maui’s 
had the ball in his hands, he was often unstoppable. Big 
strong runs and post contact metres, Maui always needed 
multiple defenders to bring him down. He worked hard in 
defence, and each week his confidence and fitness grew, 
which in turn had a noticeable improvement in his game. 
Maui is a great kid, always listened to everything the 
coaches said, and a pleasure to coach. Maui you have so 
much potential inside of you, we look forward to you one 
day unleashing the beast! Well done Maui!

COREY HAYWARD

Corey had a brilliant season. Between playing wing and 
dummy half, Corey’s confidence and ability improved every 
single week. Corey had safe hands on the wing catching 
balls on the full and plenty of metres off the kick returns. 
Then to switch it up in dummy half, it was great to see you 
learn to read the game and when to put on that lightning 
speed and scoot, making much needed metres. Often 
showing disregard for self-preservation in defence, Corey 
took on kids twice his size! Congratulations on an awesome 
season Corey!

AUSTIN HIGHETT

Week in and week out its always 100% effort with Aus! 
Undoubtedly the best dummy half in the competition, his 
ball service from both left and right is exceptional. Austin’s 
ability to read the play with perfectly timed dummy half 
scoots targeting lazy defenders and scoring long range 
tries is brilliant to watch. Aussie is brutal in defence, 
with dominating one-on-one tackles, often leaving the 
opposition slow to get to their feet. A worthy recipient of this 
year’s Best and Fairest Award, Congratulations Austin!

RYDER LUPTON

After 5 seasons playing up an age division, it was a 
welcome return for Ryder. Playing between the halves 
and centre, Ryder is a fast and skilful football player with 
a brilliant step for a big-bodied kid. If he wasn’t scoring 
tries himself, he was often setting them up with a beautiful 
cut out pass or kick through the line. Ryder’s hard-hitting 
defence often rattled the opposition and stopped them in 
their tracks. Well done Ryder on a fantastic season!

DANE MCKEON

It was Dane’s first season with the A’s and what an asset he 
was to the team. Playing both centre and on the wing, Dane 
has outstanding ball skills and was a handful in attack 
scoring some brilliant tries. Defensively he was strong, with 
some memorable one-n-one tackles down his sideline. 
Dane’s work ethic though at both training and during the 
game was exceptional, a true professional always giving 
his all and taking on advice from the coaches. It has been 
an absolute pleasure to coach you this season Dane and 
looking forward to what next year brings!
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CHACE NISBET

Consistency is one of the biggest strengths to rely on as a 
player, and Chace offers just that! Every week Chace leaves 
nothing in the tank, with a big workload in both defence 
and attack. His strong defence though is undoubtedly 
his biggest asset. Huge hard-hitting tackles and then 
dominating the play the balls. Chace is feared by the 
opposition. Such a talented football player. We can’t wait to 
see what next year brings! Brilliant season Chace!

JETT NISBET

When he steps on that field, Jett has more intent and 
attracts more attention than any other kid on it. Leading 
from the front, Jett is an absolute powerhouse with big runs 
and big post contact metres, it’s the speed of his play the 
balls though that does the most damage to the defending 
line. In defence, no one hits harder than Jett, and is a crowd 
favourite with his big shots. Jett is a true professional when 
it comes to training, always giving 100% and encouraging 
his team mates to do the same. Well done on another 
superb season Jett!

CASH PEEK

Cash is a great kid to coach! His season unfortunately 
started slow with a broken finger, but once healed, he 
quickly found his feet in the fullback position. Always 
reliable with safe hands and great metres on his kick 
returns, Cash always beat the first defender setting 
up perfect field position. When Cash has the ball in 
his hands, he is just brilliant to watch- super fast and 
has an unbelievable step! Some of Cash’s one-on-one 
try saving tackles though are most memorable! 
Fantastic season Cash!

ARCHIE ROSAMOND-DAVIS

Archie, what a great kid! Unfortunately suffering greatly 
from severs this season, however even through the pain, 
Archie still gave 100% every training session and game. 
Always working hard in the forwards with strong carries and 
hard-earned metres, as well as the tough tackles. Archie 
your workload did not go unnoticed. Such a pleasure to 
coach, always taking on advice and implementing it in your 
game. With a bit of luck your body holds up a little better 
next year for you. Well done Archie!

ZEPLIN SAUVAN

What a massive improvement in attitude and confidence 
this season from Zep, and it showed on the field! Always 
putting in 100% at training and this reflected when it came 
to game day. Zeplin played several positions this season 
without complaint. Zep had safe hands and fantastic runs 
with the ball with a sneaky step and plenty of speed. Solid 
in defence with great tackling ability. Fantastic effort this 
season Zeplin, looking forward to seeing you continue to 
grow as a player next year!

DEAKIN STRUTHERS

Our starting half back, Deakin has the safest hands in 
the team. The ball would go through his hands the most 
during a game and his consistency is top notch! Between 
his fantastic service to the outside backs, to perfect ‘pop 
balls’ to the forwards, Deakin had a huge task in leading 
the team around the field each week with calling and 
setting up plays and he did this brilliantly. Notability a big 
improvement in defence this season too! Deakin trained 
hard all season and it showed on the field. Awesome effort 
this year Deakin, well done! 

I was extremely 
proud of the 
boys and their 
commitment to 
our team both on 
Grand Final Day 
and throughout the 
entire season.
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AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

William Lambert 

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Phoenix Smith

ENCOURAGEMENT

Taj Liddy

MOST IMPROVED

Cooper Wisdom

TEAM REPORT

What a fantastic season 2022 was from our boys! Finishing the regular season in 3rd position and then fighting hard in the 
finals to make the Grand Final is a very successful season. Unfortunately, we were beaten on the day BUT it is only going 
to make the boys even more hungry to go all the way next year.

Such a WET season we had. From pre-season to the end of season, I counted 10 different training locations we used, thank 
you to all the families and boys for being so flexible with our training this year, as at the start of most weeks we were 
unsure where training would be but nevertheless, wherever training was, we always had 10+ boys turn up ready to rip in.

I do have to apologise for all the extra washing some of the muddier locations created! 

We had 5 new boys join our team this year and all were great additions, they fitted in perfectly and were all a big part of 
our success.

I am so proud of the ‘team culture’ our boys have, they all work hard for each other and enjoy each other’s achievements. 
There were 2 moments throughout the year that highlighted our team culture best. The first was when Taj, who was new to 
football this year, scored his first ever try. The boys made sure he felt like a rockstar! The boys who were on the bench even 
went out there to celebrate with him. The next highlight moment that comes to mind is when Reid, this being his second 
season in football, he hadn’t scored a try yet, so we put together a game plan to do whatever possible to make sure Reid 
scored. For this to work, the boys had to be selfless, which they were, Reid ran the ball that game more than he had all 
year and sure enough, he got his try, and the celebration was like we had won the Grand Final.
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In fact, in 2022 all 17 players in our team crossed the line to score a try, which is a huge achievement. Even when boys 
could have scored themselves, they would make sure the whole team felt included and pass the ball to someone else. 
These are the qualities I have always tried to instil in the boys, not just for football but for life and I hope it will help the boys 
have great success in the years to come. 

I love the way our boys play the game. Always a huge effort in defence and happy to pass the ball around in attack. They 
work hard at training, and it really showed on game day! It is a pleasure to Coach all of them, especially when you can see 
how much growth they have all had from the start of the season to the end. 

Thanks to Nathan for always helping out with anything that was asked, you made my job all the more easy this year and I 
really appreciate it. 

Thanks to John for being our game day trainer and all the energy you gave the boys before and during the game.

Thanks to Amy for being our Manager, you smashed it and I appreciate all you did to assist me and the team throughout 
the season. 

And lastly, thank you to all the families. All your support throughout the year for the boys and myself was amazing. It was 
so nice to always hear all the encouragement from the sidelines and positive feedback. Also, for all being so supportive of 
our team get togethers, as these are such great nights that hopefully our boys will remember for ever.

Brad Routh

PLAYER PROFILES

COOPER WISDOM

Cooper moved from the wing to fullback for us this year 
and was outstanding! He ran the ball back from kicks with 
great purpose, helping the team start our sets in great 
field position. Cooper was always an option in attack, 
supporting our halves and always ready for an offload 
from our forwards. Cooper also made many 1 on 1 tackles 
and saved countless tries. Great season Cooper and I can’t 
wait to see you keep building on your skills next year. 

COBY ANTTILLA

Coby is our starting dummy half and had a great season. 
Over the past 2 seasons Coby has really made this role 
his own. He supplies great service to our halves, never 
shy’s away from a tackle and really developed his 
running game this season. Coby has endless energy, 
playing 40 mins most games in the middle and rarely 
missing a tackle. Great work Coby and looking forward to 
seeing even more of that running game next year. 

NATE CARR

Nate mainly played backrow for us this season, also 
helped out in the centres and at dummy half. Nate is 
another boy in our team who is not huge in structure but 
does not back away from anything. Nate has a big heart 
which allows him to play above his size. Nate is another 
one who works super hard at training, always trying to 
develop his game. Once revved up Nate is a tackling 
machine. Keep working hard Nate. 

REID COUSINS

Reid joined our team this year up from team 3 and what 
a great asset he has been for our team. Reid played in 
the centres for us and is amazing in defence, he was 
constantly bringing down opposition players who were 
much bigger than him. Reid also helped out in fullback 
a few times this year and proved to be a great option for 
us. Reid scored his first ever try this season and I can only 
see many more for him next year. 

RHYS MATHIESON

Rhys played right wing for us this year, a position he 
plays very well. Rhys has started running with much more 
purpose this season. He constantly bumped off the first 
defender and was a great help to the team with getting 
us out of our end. Rhys became more confident under the 
high ball this year and his goal kicking was awesome, he 
put plenty over cross bar.

With even more confidence next year, I can see Rhys 
scoring plenty. 

WILLIAM LAMBERT

Will is one of our forwards, he is our shortest forward but 
runs the ball as hard as any forward on the comp! Will 
was given the nickname BIG RED and by the end of the 
season he had a cult following. He plays the game with 
so much passion. He is outstanding in both attack and 
defence. The way Will plays his footy is infectious. I am 
forever being asked by spectators ‘who is that red head 
kid?’ ‘He goes good’. So many fans for BIG RED. The boys 
all love playing with Will and as a Coach I always felt 
more confident when Will was on the field. Congrats on 
another huge season Will! 

BAILEN OATES

This was Bay’s first season in our team and what a gift 
he is! A true try scoring machine. He is easily the fastest 
boy in the comp. I think everyone grew very fond of sitting 
back and watching Bay do ‘his thing’ in open space. Bay 
was constantly getting us out of trouble and is a very 
popular member of our team. As the season went on, 
Bay developed even more and become an even more 
dangerous attacking weapon by taking runs in the middle 
of the field. I can’t wait to watch you again and develop 
even further next year Bay, who knows how many tries you 
will score… G
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TAJ LIDDY

This was Taj’s first season of footy. Taj was very raw at 
the start of the season but worked hard and by the end 
of the season Taj was training harder than any other 
boy, he has a great attitude. Taj is a great kid and l really 
enjoyed helping him develop throughout the season. It 
was so great to see him so happy when he scored his first 
try, a moment I am sure he will remember forever. Taj has 
a real want for contact, always running hard in attack 
and tackling just as hard. I am really looking forward to 
seeing Taj continue to develop his skills next year, and I 
do see a future for him in the front row.

LACHLAN BIRSS

Lochy had many roles for us this season and did a great 
job at all of them! He played everywhere from backrow to 
centre to lock to forward to halfback. Whenever I needed 
Lochy to cover a position he was always happy to do so, 
showing just how versatile his footy skills are. Great to see 
Lochy score a hat trick in one of our games this year. Lochy 
always seems to know where to be in defence, he is a 
huge part of our defensive line and oppositions feared him. 
Well done on another solid season Lochy.

PHOENIX SMITH

Phoenix plays lock in the first half of each game, and then 
dummy half in the second half. He is just as dominant in 
either role. Phoenix has a great ability to find space in 
attack, he seems to just swerve through opposition defence, 
always taking us up the field with his runs. In defence, 
he hits as hard as anybody in our comp, opposition 
players rarely run at Phoenix twice. I love watching the 
way Phoenix plays the game and he always gives 110%. 
Congratulations on another outstanding season Phoenix. 

RORY FLEMMING

Rory plays in our front row and is fearless. Rory plays with 
a simple game plan; run hard & tackle hard and it works 
perfectly for him. Rory is a great kid who works hard at 
training, and you could see on gameday just how much 
that hard work paid off, he had an awesome season. Rory 
is as tough as they come, we all feared that he suffered a 
season ending arm fracture in week 1 of the finals, but he 
ended up playing the next week and was very dominate. 
He then followed that up in the Grand final, being the only 
boy in the game to take down Ahmu 1 on 1, well done Rory!

WILLIAM GILROY

Will (Gilly) was another new addition to our team this 
season, and he brought with him great skills and a great 
attitude. Will played numerous roles this season and gave 
his all every week. I think his highlight would have to be 
when he scored 2 runaway ties against Kurnell. Will is a 
very popular teammate, as the boys all enjoy his humour 
and positivity. Will is super competitive which drives him on 
gameday. Will has great tackling technique which allows 
him to bring down much larger opposition players, in 
addition to technique, he is fearless, which definitely helps. 

Well done Gilly, it was a pleasure to have you in our team. 

BLAKE BOWDEN

Blake plays in our front row. This is Blake’s 2nd year with 
the Dragons and he continues to push himself at training 
to develop his game. Not an easy season for Blake due 
to constant pain in his feet but to his credit he always 
toughed it out on gameday to go on the field and help out 
his teammates. It was great to see Blake cross this line 
for a try this year. Blake played his best game of the year 
vs De La in the finals, it was so great to see Blake be the 
‘boss’ that day, he really made an impact. Fingers crossed 
for an injury free season next year which I am sure will be 
your best season yet. 

TANNER NEEVES

Tanner was another new addition to our team this season 
having played many years for the Sutho Pirates. Tanner 
partnered Brodie in the halves, never easy starting with a 
new team and especially playin g in a role which involved 
organising all the boys, but Tanner did an amazing job! 
Tanner has great take-off speed and vision. Tanner is also 
very reliable in defence. Well done Tanner on a great 
season and being a huge part of our success this year, 
can’t wait to see you go even further next year. 

BRODIE ROUTH

Brodie is our halfback and does a fantastic job in leading 
the boys around the field each Saturday. Brodie has a 
real passion for the game and can read a game perfectly, 
I rarely have to give him instructions. Brodie is selfless on 
a footy field, he would much rather set up a try then score 
himself. He set up plenty of tries this year both with his 
hands and his boot. Brodie is a great leader of our team, 
well done on an unreal season Brodie.

What a fantastic 
season 2022 was 
from our boys! 
Finishing the 
regular season in 
3rd position and 
then fighting hard 
in the finals to 
make the Grand 
Final is a very 
successful season. 
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BEST & FAIREST

Bryson Townsend 

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Oliver Higley

ENCOURAGEMENT

Jacob Adamson

MOST IMPROVED

Lawson Denyer
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TEAM REPORT

The 12C’s started off the year with quite a few new faces to 
the club and the boys after a wet start to the year started 
strong and bonded well. 

We had our first victory in Round 1 and this pumped the 
boys for the remainder of the season with us playing 11 
games and winning 6.

The greatest joy for the 12C’s this year was helping coach 
them and for the majority of the boys their first Finals 
appearance since playing with the club.

It was a nail-biting game and after 12 all draw and then 
10 minutes of extra time and still 12 All we went down on 
a ladder position, but the boys even though disappointed 
with this were pumped to have made it this far.

I would like to thank all the boys for digging deep 
throughout the year and they all committed over 100% to 
their success and it was a great pleasure in coaching them.

I would like to also thank the other boys from the U11’s and 
U10’s that helped during the season filling in during COVID 
and hope to also see them again next year.

Thank you to Chantal for managing the team, Josh Randall 
and Mick Turner for assisting me as trainers this year and 
to all the parents for having a great bunch of boys and 
letting me coach them.

Thank you U12C’s and hopefully see you all back 
next year.
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PLAYER PROFILES

WILL PALMER AKA BIG DOG

Will played hard and ran the ball straight up the middle 
and really split the opposition open on multiple occasions. 
He had a great season and looking forward in helping 
him develop his skills further and be a really great 
power player. 

JACOB ADAMSON

Jacob led from the front this year and there wasn’t to 
many opposition players that hadn’t me with him or been 
on the end of one of his tackles. 

Jacob plays with passion and will only improve further as 
he keeps playing.

LAWSON DENYER AKA LAWSY

Lawson rocked up with a Ryan Papenhuyzen haircut at the 
beginning of the year and with the same style he played 
a great year as our fullback. Lawsy found opportunities 
and read the play from the back to the field with ease. He 
has found his calling as fullback and relished in the roll in 
every way. 

JERROD DARON

Jed this year proved to be a player that has talent and 
playing more football he will let this shine. In both his 
defence and attack this year Jed excelled and when 
positioned properly next year he will keep on improving.

THOMAS MILLIKEN AKA TOMMY 2 TRIES

Thomas has been improving over the years since playing 
football and this year it really started to show. Thomas this 
year didn’t live up to his nickname but certainly did score 
tries and really got into the rhythm of converting them with 
plenty of practice in the off season and covid. 

BRYSON TOWNSEND 

Bryson was our Starting Dummy Half and really enjoyed 
playing in this position and running off the back of 
the plays. He was fearless and paired with the other 
players around him helped lift the team and was a major 
contributor in a lot of the plays that led to a try by himself 
or a fellow team mate.

NOAH TURNER

Noah made a big impact this year playing both in close 
to the centre and also floating out wide. He’s fearless 
defence and determined in his attack and was always 
there to help support his fellow teammates in all aspects 
of the game. 

PHOENIX ROYAL-HICKMAN

Phoenix returned this year with a positive attitude and was 
determined to make his mark. His attack was strong and 
was close to putting his try on but just fell short, but next 
year will be his year to prove his hard work from this year.

JAYDEE BIBER AKA THE BULLET

Jaydee joined us for the first time this year. He was 
determined to make an impact and that he did. Small in 
size didn’t stop Jaydee earning the name The Bullet tacked 
players and run like a Bullet shot from a gun and made his 
presence known. Jaydee will only improve over time and 
will certainly live up to his ne nickname. 

CHRISTOPHER MARKIDIS

Christopher was also another first-time player this year 
that came to league. Christopher threw himself into the 
game and was an asset to have in the forward line and in 
the coming years will only improve if he continues to play.

HARVEY RANDALL

Harvey was paired with Bryson in the halves and also 
out wide in the backline and proved that he is more 
than capable of playing in multiple positions. He was 
relentless in his defence and equally in his attack. Harvey’s 
determination will keep driving him to be a key player in 
any team. 

BRAEDEN PIPER AKA BRAEDO

Braeden returned this year with a positive outlook and 
played a key role in the attacking line of out team. He 
threw himself into his attack and defence and looking 
forward to seeing him again next year hopefully.

I think I might change his nickname to Goose as he does 
like to Goose Step. 
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HARRY COLLIS

Harry joined us from Sutherland this year and fitted in 
really well with the other players. His strong attack and 
defence were pivotal out wide and wasn’t shy in getting 
involved and proving he loves to play football. Harry 
scored both in tries and was well on the mark with the boot 
as well. 

HUGO PREUSS

Hugo also joined us from Sutherland this year and just like 
Harry proved to be well suited out wide in both defence 
and attacking. Hugo plays with commitment and hopefully 
he returns as he will only keep improving on his skills.

OLIVER HIGLEY

Ollie joined us from soccer this year and also continued 
playing soccer as well. He fitted in well with the team and 
played in both the First Receiver and also in the backline. 
He wasn’t shy in attacking and made many busts and was 
also equally furious in his defence. 

CHARLIE PEACOCK

Charlie re-joined the team after having sometime away 
from football and like all the boys fitted in well. He was up 
front this year and was definitely made his presence know 
in his defence and enjoyed running the ball as well. Look 
forward to seeing him again next year. 

ADDISON NEAL

Addison came across from soccer this year to join us and 
is a first-time footy player. He adapted well and had a run 
in the backs and on the wing. Addison worked hard and 
made great progress transitioning from soccer to league 
and will only keep getting better.

CAYLEN RANDALL

Caylen came into the side as a sub from the U10’s and just 
like his big brother Harvey proved to a valuable player. 
Though only small in size Caylen was not scared in taking 
on the larger boys and tackled many well over his size and 
attacked just as hard. Though Caylen was on loan to us 
from the 10’s as well as playing for them he was and is a 
great asset for the 12’s this year.

Caylen, thanks mate for stepping up and welcome to play 
with us again anytime

I would like to 
thank all the boys 
for digging deep 
throughout the 
year and they all 
committed over 
100% to their 
success and it was 
a great pleasure in 
coaching them.
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TEAM REPORT

After a disrupted 2021 We went into the 2022 season 
with limited numbers in the A grade squad which was 
never going to be easy. With all this in mind my mindset 
was to concentrate more on improving the boys but also 
making sure we all had enjoyable season. Moving to 
international rules the boys had a lot of new things to 
learn. Wilson came on board to train the boys and help 
transition them from mod rules to international which was 
great for the boys. The boys really responded to Wilson 
and took it all on board. With little expectation the boys 
played their guts out and finished in 3rd place which I 
believe is a huge achievement considering our forwards 
were playing full games against teams that had a forward 
pack rotating to keep them fresh. This is a great bunch 
of kids that have become great friends and I couldn’t be 
prouder of their achievements. I can’t wait to see what 
these boys can achieve with a few extra players in 2023. 
Thank you to Wilson & Cameron Watson for training the 
boys they are very lucky to have you both & thank you to 

Spencer for managing again, what you do for the team is 
irreplaceable. Also thank you to Austin, Ryder & Jet from 
the 12As, & Mitch, Kale & Harry from the 13B’s for helping 
us out all year, you guys were great for us. 

PLAYER PROFILES

FLETCHER HICK

Fletch turned up this year bigger, stronger & faster than 
he has ever been due to a growth spirit and a lot of hard 
work in the off season. Because of this I decided to move 
him into the fullback role where he thrived. Fletch was one 
of our best attacking & defensive players. Outstanding 
season Fletch, congratulations mate.

MATT RYAN-SWEENEY

Matty plays on the wing & as we now play international 
rules our wingers had to contend with high kicks and were 
given the responsibility of getting our sets rolling coming out 
of our own end on top of their usual responsibilities. Matty 
took it all on without question and did a great job. Matty is a 
pleasure to coach. Another solid season Matty well done.

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Jacob Watson

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Fletcher Hick

ENCOURAGEMENT

Cooper Wynn

MOST IMPROVED

Charlie Rosamond-Davis
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BEAU CARTWRIGHT

Beau played most of the season in the centres. Beau is 
very unassuming and plays well above his weight. Beau 
often surprises us with some cracking tackles & silky 
passing. Beau is one of the most relaxed kids you will ever 
meet, and nothing really fazes him. I really think Beau 
could be anything in footy if he really wants it. Excellent 
work, keep it up mate.

COBY KIELLOR

Coby is another kid who has had one of his best seasons, 
you will not meet a more determined kid, so when you add 
being stronger and faster than previously the results were 
always going to be good. Coby was a threat out wide in 
attack, solid in defence & fearless bringing the ball out of 
our own end. Great to see your hard work paying off mate, 
awesome stuff.

TOM FAULKNER

This was only Tommy’s 3rd year of footy & second with 
the Dragons but what a natural he is. Tom killed them 
with his speed & skill playing at fullback last year. This 
year he played in the centers where he displayed great 
strength in defence & in attack breaking tackles to go with 
his blistering speed. Turbo was even kicking off & kicking 
goals at times for us too, there isn’t much he can’t do. He 
really enjoys being around the boys & is a pleasure to 
coach. Tom has a big future in the game.

CHARLIE ROSEMON-DAVIS

Charlie was reluctant to play this year but with a of 
persuasion he agreed to help us out as we were low on 
numbers. Although he had played hooker in the past, 
we asked him to play on the wing a position he has 
never played & he did it without question. His team first 
attitude showed what great character he has. Charlie 
has an awesome attitude at training & on game day. 
Charlie really is a pleasure to have around. Charlie isn’t 
the biggest kid but has plenty of skill & played with great 
courage. Charlie was fearless in defence & attack. Keep 
up the good work mate.

LUCAS COUSEMACKER

Lucas plays in the halves and has great skill in distributing 
the ball and running backline movement to set up our 
strike players out wide. Lucas was solid in defence, ball 
skills and kicking. The two main things Lucas needs to 
improve on is being the dominant voice on the field & 
needs to get his confidence back to run the ball more. 
Another solid season Lucas well done mate.

DAX HELMRICH

This was Dax’s first year with the Dragons but we knew 
what skills he possessed & put him in the halves. He is a 
very quiet kid but became more comfortable as the season 
went on which was great to see. Dax distributed well & ran 
all the plays with his halves partner to get the ball to our 
strike players out wide. Dax has really benefited from his 
first full season in the gold division and will only get better. 
Keep it up mate.

JACOB WATSON

Jacob is the among the best forwards in the comp if not 
the best. Not only is he first class in attack, defence & 
ball skills, his work rate is through the roof. Due to limited 
numbers, he usually plays each game without coming off 
which is not easy playing front row. Great kid, great trainer, 
with a team first attitude. Sky is the limit for our Jacob.

KOBE MEADOWS

Kobe Plays hooker and is another one we just couldn’t 
do without, huge work rate, tackles like a front rower, 
& really stiffens up our defence in the middle with his 
intimidating defence. As we now play international rules 
his skill out of dummy half went to another level allowing 
him to work the ruck and get us on the front foot. None 
of this made easy having to play full minutes. Truly 
outstanding again Meadows.

COOPER WYNN

I have said this about a few boys, but this year was 
definitely his best year yet. Coops improved out of sight. 
Playing above his weight in the front row he found a new 
level of confidence & courage. His skill level improved, and 
he started to work out some of the small things in rugby 
league that make life easier. Coops would often surprise 
us with a high energy hit up angling back in behind the 
ruck gaining big meters to get us out of trouble. So very 
pleasing to see such an improvement. Well done Coops

RYAN LILLIS

Ryno, when I think of Ryno I think of a fearless workhorse. 
Like some of the other forwards he plays full minutes but 
does not stop, tackles all day & always there to hit it up. I 
love how Ryno stands up to all opposition & does not take 
any garbage off anyone. Every team needs a Ryno. Ryno 
is a real character who gets along with everyone. He is 
great for the team, driving the boys at training & on game 
day. Keep it up mate.

LUCAS SHEEHY

Lucas is another character of the team who all the boys 
love having around. Lucas has excellent ball skills & 
played a ball distributing forward role working with the 
forwards steering them around the park and working 
in with our halves. Lucas could achieve anything in 
rugby league if he puts his head down and trains hard. 
Congratulations on adapting to a new type of role this 
year Lucas. 

LUCAS WHITE

Whitey has predominantly played hooker but was asked 
to play in the lock position this year which he was very 
nervous about. Lucas is a confidence player and needs 
to believe in himself as much as I believe in him. I think 
he surprised himself sometimes this year with some 
great defence. I hope he has proved to himself he can be 
among the top players in the team and keeps growing 
in confidence. Very proud of what you have achieved 
this year Lucas and I’m looking forward to you going to 
another level next year.
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TEAM REPORT

What a bunch of boys! From not winning a game in the first 
five played, to only losing by two point against the minor 
premiers for a spot in the Grand final.

We played the year short most weeks, supported by 
the 12 Silver and later by the12 Bronze Team; the support 
from Brad and Marcus enabled us to field a side.

The transition to under 13’s this year was enormous, and so 
were some of the opposition players; as the season grew, 
so did commitment, run harder, tackle harder, and train 
more challenging as the boys developed into young men.

A big shout out to Heidi, who would want to be a Manager. 
… 

Well done, boys; very proud of you all. I may not Coach 
next year, I will definitely be there supporting the boys in 
some way. 

PLAYER PROFILES

MITCH BAILEY

Mitch was our weapon, capable of splitting defence of 
teams; Mitch has yet to develop to his full potential and 
will be awesome in the coming years. 

A gentleman, team player, and a pleasure to coach. 

JAMES GAPPS

New to the team this year and slotted into centres well. 
With room to move, he was great to watch, and it was his 
defence in the later part of the year that was outstanding. 

BLAKE MOFFIT

Also, new to the team this year with loads of passion. One 
of the quickest boys in the competition. He worked hard in 
developing his other skills during the season, particularly 
in defence. 

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Hunter Newton

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Mitch Bailey

ENCOURAGEMENT

Christen Peterson

MOST IMPROVED

Archie Stockwell
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EAMON ROWE RAYNER

Eamon should be the best forward in the division; his 
attack and defence can decimate the opposition.

Like most of our boys, he loves playing park footy and is a 
cornerstone player of the team that you can rely on in the 
big games. 

SAM GREENFIELD

Sammy, cheeky and talkative, is exactly what is needed to 
lead the team around the halves. 

A passionate player and never and a foundation player in 
the team, loves playing.

KADE TOWNSEND

Being one of six he has learnt not to back down from 
anything on and off the field. One of the best tacklers in the 
team, fearless and a pleasure to coach. 

He always wears his heart on his sleeve.

DEAN WYBRON

What he lacks in size, he makes up in determination, 
reads the game and always finds himself in the right 
place. A growth spurt over the summer will make him a 
formidable player.

He is always in the middle of it, reliable and loves 
his league.

HUNTER NEWTON

Hunter came to play this year and play he did. Fearless in 
attack and defence, he had an outstanding year. 

He left nothing on the field every game, played the second 
row and was happy to mix it up with the big boys we met 
this year, an outstanding season. 

CHRISTIAN PEDERSON

His first season on the team was explosive with colossal 
potential. I would drive past Anzac and often see him 
training and practising goal kicks. I think that sums him up.

I look forward to his development next year; he had a 
great season. 

CRUZ EMANUEL

Cruz came up from the C grade this year, and his game 
benefited from the exposure.

His attack and defence both grew as the year progressed; 
that nose bleed was one of the best all year. 

ARCHIE STOCKWELL

Archie joined us this year and had a great year; his ability 
and confidence grew each game. 

Keen to train, eager to play. Indeed, found his spot in the 
team; well done on a great first season with us. 

HUGO CURTIS

It is hard to get much out of Hugo off the field, certainly not 
the case on the field, and he gives it all.

His defence and attack this year were excellent and 
exciting to watch. Solid and dependable in the middle. 

ZAC BROWNSCOMBE

Zac re-joined us after a season in the A’s and resumed in 
his resident fullback position. A broken elbow kept him off 
the field for several weeks. 

He became my co-coach at training, loves the game, 
exiting to watch his return running from kick returns. 

KOBI BLACKWELL

Unfortunately, Kobe injured himself after 1 game with us 
riding a bike. Look forward to him returning next year. 

What a bunch of 
boys! From not 
winning a game in 
the first five played, 
to only losing by 
two points against 
the minor premiers 
for a spot in the 
Grand Final.
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TEAM REPORT

This year the team grew in numbers beyond our expectations. While the score board may not be evident of our success, I’m 
proud to say that this year all the players improved their skills and grew in confidence. We had several players join us from 
other sports bringing with them, new energy, enthusiasm, and skills. 

While we may have been behind the other teams in terms of our size, we often led through our passion on the field. We 
had some close games that got away from us in the end due to our fitness levels. In games we were expected to be beaten 
substantially by, saw the team pull together and bring out their best performances. 

Between player injuries and illness, rain, lack of training opportunities and limited home games, the boys should all be 
proud that nothing was left on the field. The team pulled together as a group of mates and it will be great to see them go 
around again in 2023. 

Special thanks to Jason our trainer, as well as Shona, Kate and Bob in the manager roles as well.

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Kale Gates

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Jersey Jones

ENCOURAGEMENT

Brody Litchfield

MOST IMPROVED

Alex Clarey
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PLAYER PROFILES

CAMERON HARDIMAN

Cam knows the game well and used his knowledge on 
the field pulling off some great performances. Increased 
confidence in his own ability next year will see him 
succeed again on the field. Well done Cam.

ALEX CLEARY

Alex plays with his heart on his sleeve and always puts in a 
big effort. Well done Alex.

JERSEY JONES

Jersey improved each game and displayed a lot of passion 
for his team. A player that can play anywhere on the field. 
Well done Jersey.

KAI FOGARTY

Tries hard and plays well in the forwards. A few more 
training sessions will bring out the most of this potential. 
Well done Kai.

LUCAS FOGARTY

Another Forward putting in a hard effort on the field. 
A few great runs and tackles this year. A player with a 
lot of potential to cement a position in a higher grade. 
Well done Lucas.

HARRY SHAVE

In only his second year of the game, Harry has became a 
great all round player. His tacking skills now much his ball 
running skills. It was great watching his runs up the wing. 
Well done Harry.

KADE SCHOFIELD

With increased confidence in his skills, Kade’s game has 
improved this year. Playing this year in a few positions has 
seen his skills improve across all areas. Well done Kade.

JESSE ARMSTRONG

Jesse is a consistent player with his ability and tackle 
to run. A few more games next year will see his skills 
continue to develop. Well done Jesse.

BROOKLYN LOMBARDI

In his first year, Brooklyn hit the ground running up against 
the biggest opponents. With each game he played his 
skills and confidence grew. Unfortunately, injury shortened 
his season. Looking forward to seeing him in an injury free 
2023. Well done Brooklyn. 

KALE GATES

One of our most consistent players. His strong 
determination to get in and tackle and follow the ball has 
seen him become one of our strongest players as well. 
Well done Kale.

NATE GATES

Playing up a year, Nate was not out of place mixing it with 
much bigger opponents. A great kid with so much potential 
for bigger and better things. Well done Nate. 

KOBY GANNON

Koby played well this year in the Centres. Given his hard-
hitting runs, a move to the second row may see his skills 
improve further. Well done Koby. 

LINCOLN ANDERSON

Lincoln played well each game. He has a great knowledge 
of the game and uses his knowledge to run the ball up. 
Well done Lincoln. 

LEVI ZIPEVSKI

Levi plays well in both attack and defence positions. He 
has a great understanding of the game and I look forward 
to seeing him hitting the field again in 2023. Well done Levi

BRODY LITCHFIELD

A leader and passionate player. Brody leaves everything 
on the field. He is a great supporter of all other his team 
mates, encouraging them to perform at their best. Well 
done Brody. 

LIAM WENDT

A short first season for Liam. He picked up the key skills 
quickly resulting in both some great defensive and 
attacking moves. Im sure he will be back for the 2023 
season. Well done Liam. 

RYAN BATES

Another new player to the team. Ryan’s run down the wing 
were his strength and I look forward to seeing more of 
these next year. Well done Ryan. 

ETHAN HADDEN

Once he found his feet in his first year and built his 
confidence his tacking ability was a real highlight of his 
season. Well done Ethan. 

The team pulled 
together as a group 
of mates and it will 
be great to see 
them go around 
again in 2023. 
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TEAM REPORT

2022 U14A Premiers. Fourth straight Grand Final and back-to-back premiers. These boys always get the job done! 

From the first session this team was committed. With all the rain we had we didn’t miss a training session, covered in mud, 
training in parks the boys ripped in and trained harder than ever in the conditions. (Sorry Parents) 

This team has been the benchmark of the comp for years now. The competition went to another level this year and the top 
four sides were extremely competitive. It took the resilience of our team to another level. 

Every week the boys went to war and nothing was ever a problem. This team is Tough, they’re Fast, they’re Competitive and 
whatever teams throw at them, they have the ability to absorb it and dominate the opposition both in attack and defence. 

Nothing came easy this year; we had a lot of injuries and in our last two games of the season (Final & GF) the boys found a 
way to win. 8-10 Vs De-la and 14-16 Vs Aquinas in the GF. From sideline to sideline they never give up. Standing shoulder to 
shoulder they turn up for each other in every way. 

This team has been together for a long time, they are great mates on and off the field and you can see that in the way they 
play for each other and the way they celebrate everything. I couldn’t be prouder of what they achieved this year. It’s been 
a privilege to be a part of it. Well done CHAMPS.. 

Terry Smith, thank you for coaching the team with me again this year. Your influence on the team is great. The boys love 
you; you keep the season fun and you’re a huge part of the bond & culture within the team. Thanks Tez. 

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Oliver Te Hira

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Kyan Morrissey

ENCOURAGEMENT

Cooper Bowden

MOST IMPROVED

Dylan King
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Thank you Megs, for managing our team again this year. We have won 2 comps since you joined, so I think that shows 
how important you are to this team. So much work goes on behind the scenes and we appreciate the time you give 
the team. 

To all the parents. Thank you for letting us coach your sons and all the support you give. It’s a great journey the boys 
are taking us on and to be surrounded by friends along the way makes it a lot of fun. Thankyou. 

Finally, to Fletcher Hick, Jacob Watson, Lucas Cousemacker & Jann Liszka. These boys stepped up and joined our 
team when we needed them most playing in our Finals & GF. 

Thank you from all of us. 

PLAYER PROFILES

NOAH ANDERSON-BARDEN, FRONT ROW 
FORWARD 

Noah was the gift that kept giving in our team this 
year. In his first full season of rugby league Noah was 
incredible. He has a big motor, great footwork and 
the ability to just keep going. His name will always be 
famous within our circle scoring the match winning try in 
the GF plucking an intercept from nowhere and running 
60m to score. You’re a champion Noah. 

COOPER BOWDEN, 2ND ROW FORWARD

Coops is an extremely talented footballer. His effort on 
the field is huge always leading the kick chase giving 
FB’s & wingers hell. His physicality went to another level 
this year. His defence knocked the wind out of people all 
season and his ball running is elite. Congratulations on 
making the Sharks academy. You’re a legend Coops. 

HARLEY BROWN, HOOKER

What a signing. One of the most dangerous attacking 
players in the comp. Harleys skill, ability and speed 
around the ruck grew throughout the year scoring try’s 
and setting up others when we needed them most. 
Harleys extremely strong and breaks tackles with every 
run. You’re awesome Harley.

OSCAR BURKE, CENTRE

Oscar was injured early in the season but that didn’t stop 
him from having a huge impact on us winning the comp. 
Although Oscar couldn’t take the field on the weekends 
he didn’t miss a training session. His presence and 
leadership was felt throughout the team and is inspiring 
to all of us. We are a better team with you in it Oscar. 
Can’t wait to have you back.

KAYLAM BURGE, CENTRE

Kaylam was a mid-season recruit and slotted straight 
into the team. Kaylam possesses so much natural 
ability, he is a big centre and a strong ball runner. When 
given early ball and a bit of space you get to see how 
good this kid is. Thanks for coming on board. Love your 
work Kaylam. 

LAUCHLAN CINNI, LOCK FORWARD / HALF BACK

Locky had a great physical presence on the field this 
year. His contact was damaging in defence. Locky is a 
really skilful footy player with great footwork and ball 
skills. He also played half back when we needed giving 
great service and setting up our attack. We missed him 
at the back end of the season but hope to see you back 
next year. Well done legend.

XANDER DALTON, FRONT ROW FORWARD.

Xander played his best footy this year. Taking the 
toughest carries in the middle of the field. Xander hit 
the ball up making meters every time he ran the ball. 
Xander has a great frame stopping people in their tracks 
with his defence. You can give Xander a mission and he 
will follow it to the point. Keep going Xander. 

ETHAN DRISCOLL, WING

Ethan physically developed this year and had the 
frame to match his courage. This kid could write a book 
on tackle tech and edge defence. His ability to read 
opposition attack and shut it down is legendary. Ethan 
also stepped up and took a lot of tough carries coming 
out of our own end this season. You’re the man JP. 

HUNTER HADFIELD-FILO, FRONT ROW 
FORWARD

Hunter shoots to kill. Hunt won’t waste his time with 
miscellaneous tackles but when he hits he folds people. 
Hunter is the perfect impact forward. When he runs the 
ball he skittles the defence taking 3 and 4 players to 
bring him down. He also looked the best in the Man 
of the match Bling. Your one of us Hunter and you’re 
coming back next year. We love you Hunt. 

DYLAN KING, WING

Mr reliable, Dylan had a great season. Dylan was safe 
under the high ball all season and his kick returns 
are strong. He still loves lifting and the occasional 
high tackle but that’s because he’s so big. Dylans 
involvement was huge this year, he never takes a 
backwards step and is a great ball runner breaking 
tackles with every run. Great year Dyl. 
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RIVER MCMAHON. CENTRE 5/8

This was a breakout season for Riv and his best games 
were the big ones. Riv has elite speed and watching him 
in space on the back of an offload gets everyone on their 
feet. For an attacking player Rivers respect for defence 
and courage to chop players twice his size in half shows 
how committed this kid is to the team. In our final & GF Riv 
made a couple of huge plays at crucial moments and also 
played in a new position for the team. Killed it Riv. 

KYAN MORRISEY. FRONT ROW FORWARD

Our starting front row pairing was the best in the comp 
this year and Kyan was one half of that. Kyan’s Hulk like 
frame is backed with speed, power and aggression. He 
hits hard all game and his goal line defence is punishing. 
Kyan stepped up in the GF setting the tone physically early 
in the game and scoring an opening try that only he could 
score. I forgive you for breaking my shoulder & I’ll never 
tell you “You’re not hitting hard enough at training again”. 
Well done on making the Sharks academy. You’re the 
Champ Kyan. 

CRUZ PEEK. HALF BACK.

Cruzy is a smart footy player who plays above his weight. 
He directs the boys around the field and gets us into our 
attacking positions. His service as a half is excellent and 
plays a role in a lot of our try scoring. In defence Cruzy 
will bring down anyone, he not only makes his tackles but 
scrambles hard in cover defence as well. We missed you at 
the back end of the season Cruz. Bring on next year. 

TOM POWELL. 5/8TH 

Tommy is a Rugby League handful. Every time he touches 
the ball opposition coaches hold their breath. Tom can 
run, pass & kick better than most 1st graders. He has so 
much natural talent but its backed with an incredible work 
ethic. On a windy day at Cronulla this season Tom kicked 
10 from 10 goals and half were from the sideline. Tom had 
to play a new position in our last 2 games of the season, 
he stayed back at training to learn the position and killed 
it. Congratulations on making the Sharks academy. You’re 
awesome TP. 

RILEY SMITH. FRONT ROW. VICE CAPTAIN

Riley is the other half of our starting front row pair and you 
can’t win a comp without a player like Riley in your team. 
Riley got a 6pack this year and his footy went to another 
level. Riley works harder than anyone on the field, he 
makes a crazy amount of tackles and does all the clean 
up work around the ruck. In attack Rilz is hard to handle he 
breaks tackles and fights for every inch when he runs the 
ball. He’s also an elite ball player, setting up our forward 
plays that lead to try’s all season. Well done on making the 
Sharks academy. You’re the man Riley. 

COOPER STARR. FULLBACK 

Coops plays the FB position better than anyone in the 
comp. His positional play, organisation and kick returns 
are incredible. Coops is always backing up the forwards 
in the middle and his passing in our backline is on-point 
leading to a lot of line breaks and try’s. When the games 
get tough Coops always steps up taking tough carries 
when we needed it. In defence you couldn’t count the 
amount of try’s he saves taking players out or holding 
them up over the line. Congrats on making the Sharks 
academy. You’re a Champion Coops. 

OLLIE TE HIRA. 2ND ROW FORWARD. CAPTAIN

When Ollie was named Captain this year I think he grew 
another foot. You could see the pride he had in the role and 
he lead the team in every way this season. Ollies aggressive 
in all the right ways, his contact in defence is intense and 
game changing. In attack he has skills like a half, he runs 
great lines and constantly gets into space. Once Ollie gets 
going his top speed is incredible and we all feel sorry for 
whoever has to attempt the cover tackle as Ollie steam rolls 
them. Come the finals when our team was depleted Ollies 
leadership got the boys home. Well done on making the 
Sharks academy. Thanks for the season Cap. 

JACK WALKER. FRONT ROW FORWARD

Jacks another impact forward that plays a crucial role 
in our team. Coming off the bench Jack gets straight 
into his work taking hit ups every set and never taking 
a backwards step. Jacks got great hands for a forward 
and gets involved in a lot of our set plays. In defence he 
doesn’t miss a beat, getting off the line and hitting hard 
making multiple tackles every set. Nothing’s a problem 
for Jack, he’s a great forward and I think his best is still to 
come. You’re a legend Jack. 

Every week the boys 
went to war and 
nothing was ever a 
problem. This team is 
Tough, they’re Fast, 
they’re Competitive 
and whatever teams 
throw at them, they 
have the ability to 
absorb it and dominate 
the opposition both in 
attack and defence. 
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TEAM REPORT

What a fantastic year for the boy’s, Undefeated Minor 
Premiers. I would like to thank April Jones, Steve Bishop 
and Glenn Robson for all their time and effort. Thanks 
to all the parents turning up to cheer on and I hope the 
year was enjoyable for you as it was for me.

We lost the final game “The Grandfinal”, our only loss all 
year. I still don’t know how that happened. After leading 
14-0 at halftime, I hope we can learn from this and come 
back stronger next season.

Anyway, onto the next season for bigger and better 
things!! Can’t wait to see you all in the pre-season.

Ben Jones

PLAYER PROFILES

TALAN TAYLOR

Talan was back this year after a few years off. Started 
the year with some nerves but finished off strong. 
His defence in the middle helped keep our opposing 
teams off the score board. Can’t wait to see him play 
next season.

GERARD KEATS

Gerard was the starting five-eight steering the team 
around the park and setting many of our tries up. 
His passing game and defence was second to none. 
Excellent year Gerard.

AAYAN KAFLE

Aayan played in the A grade team at the start of the 
season, then headed back to our team after a few 
games. Aayan always ran hard and tackled hard. A 
very reliable player to do his job on the field. Another 
great season.

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Jan Liszka

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Jett Jones

ENCOURAGEMENT

Raleigh Amesbury

MOST IMPROVED

Gerard Keats
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JACK ROBSON

Jack was our Captain this year and directed the boys 
around the park with great success. His kicking game 
improved every week, the same can be said about 
his tackling. He is a consistent improver. We also 
celebrated Jack’s 100th game with Engadine Dragons. 
Congratulations Jack.

MAX AMESBURY

Max is a kid who can play anywhere on the field and this 
year. From the wing to hooker and five-eight. His training 
ethics are the best I have seen, always giving 100%. 
Lacks a bit of confidence, but I don’t know why as he is 
a superstar. 

JAI CLAPP

Very strong tackler and aggressive runner of the ball. Jai 
had a great year and will only get better when he realises 
his full potential. Can’t wait to see him rip in next year. 

ARCHIE DOWLING

Archie is a great kid who always has a story to tell. He 
missed a few games this year with a broken thumb but 
finished the season off strong. Always tackled hard and 
loved to take the tough runs.

HUNTER SMITH

Hunter was a brand new player to the club this year. He 
was a quick learner and got better and better as the year 
went on. I can see great things for Hunter in the future. 

JANN LISZKA

Jann is not the biggest of kids but played second row/front 
row all year. His football this year was outstanding, Jann’s 
hit ups and tackling were some of the best in the team. This 
is what lead Jann to receiving one of the team awards. 
Well done!!

DANNY BISHOP

Danny is the typical team player. Always comes to training 
and gives 100% in the game. His passing from dummy half 
was great this year which really helped out his half and 
five-eight. Loves a sneaky try from dummy half and crossed 
a few times this year. Also, congratulation to Danny for 
playing his 100th game this year.

LOGAN HILL

A fantastic return this year for Logan. Had some 
devastating run’s and would have scored but unlucky 
to have dropped the ball over the line. His defence only 
improved and the hits got harder as the season went on. 
Great year Logan.

DENAN TOWNSEND

D-MAN played great this year and scored some good tries. 
Had his first run at fullback and didn’t look out of place. 
Great returner of the football and stopped many tries with 
his one-on-one tackling. Fantastic season and celebrating 
100 games played for the Dragons. Congratulations.

JETT JONES

Jett played fullback all year and excelled. Always in the 
right position to get the job done. Worked really well 
with the halves to help setup outside men and to score 
a few himself. A leader of the team and a well deserved 
award winner.

JETT CRAWLEY

Big Jett’s first year of football for Engadine and what a 
great year it was. He started off a little nervous but finished 
on fire. Scored a great try as well!

Can’t wait to see this awesome young man play in 
the future.

LINCOLN PARKIN

Lincoln played in the centre’s and five-eight roll this year. 
He played excellent in every game. He keeps on improving 
every week. Second year of footy but plays like he has 
been playing since under 6’s. Great season.

COOPER PRATT

Cooper returned to footy this year and we were so glad that 
he did. He always did his job taking strong hit ups through 
the middle to help get us to the other end. Cooper works 
hard on the field and hope he enjoyed his season return.

What a fantastic 
year for the boy’s, 
Undefeated 
Minor Premiers. 

Thanks to all the 
parents turning up 
to cheer on and I 
hope the year was 
enjoyable for you 
as it was for me.
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TEAM REPORT

What a year for our u15a’s side, the goal this was to play finals footy 
and that’s exactly what we achieved! 

These young men made many improvements in their game but also 
came together as a team creating strong friendships for years to come. 
This team has a new culture that involves winning and singing that team 
song, enjoying each week, and playing their hearts out for each other. 

We truly believe this team has a lot more improvement to come and 
as of next year the new goal is to win that premiership, they have 
everything it takes to challenge for it. 

The coaching staff is eager to see what the coming years has to offer, 
and we really hope everyone comes back because it was such an 
amazing team this year! 

Thanks to all involved!

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Archie Hiles-Fraser

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Lachlan Harvey

COACHES AWARD

Leny Legros

MANAGERS AWARD

Lachlan Howe
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These young 
men made many 
improvements 
in their game 
but also came 
together as a 
team creating 
strong friendships 
for years to come.
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TAJ CLAVERIE

Taj played his first season of rugby league this year and 
left a great impression. He has natural skill and a good 
feel for the game. Taj possesses speed and strength; I feel 
with more experience taj will improve so much more! Great 
year brother come back Next season we can’t wait to see 
the improvement.

ISAAC DAWSON

Absolute quality from this kid every week! Isaac has all 
the skills and is a very classy player, unfortunately for 
him he missed quite a few games this season but toward 
the end of the season you could see why a few clubs are 
interested in him. He has everything you need to make it, 
Great kid and a great asset cheers mate. 

BRODIE EWINGS

Brodes is a freak, no one plays harder than this kid week 
in week out. Although he isn’t the biggest kid brodie is 
extremely strong often finding his front in attack. Brodie is 
the best defender in the team and rarely misses a tackle, 
next year we need to focus on his ball skills and take his 
game to the next level! Thanks bud! 

NED GEMMEL

Ned made incredible progress again this year as a rookie 
last year he dazzled his opponents with sizzling speed! 
Ned has learnt this year that sometimes those tough 
carries are more important. He really impressed me this 
year putting his body on the line numerous times to save 
tries! Thanks Flanders.

LACHLAN HARVEY

Where to begin, Lachie has always been very talented 
but this year his game reached new levels. With a bit 
of confidence and a new love for the game I believe he 
was the best winger in the comp this year. He has major 
impacts on every game and is always heavily involved 
plus he is someone who brightens up training for everyone! 
We love you, Lachie. 

ARCHIE HILES-FRASER

This guy is special; he is a leader of our team. Archie is a 
very positive player and when things get tough everyone 
looks to Archie, he is always putting his hand up to get 
in there and do whatever is required. Archie always 
finds his front due to his great footwork and power. He’s 
an incredible player who would do anything for his 
teammates, an absolute pleasure Archie. 

JAXON HOPKINS

Jax was new to A grade this year, but he trained hard 
and listened, absorbing everything we said. Jaxon has 
potential and I feel the more experience he gets the 
better he will become. With his great attitude and skills 
developing I have no doubt as he grows and learns Jax will 
be a great player for the dragons. Cheers mate!

LACHIE HOWE

Howie is the biggest hitter in our team pulling of absolute 
crackers weekly! Lachie is a very valuable member of 
the team; he goes about his business every week without 
saying much but the coaching staff always notice how 
important his input is. This year he improved his attack a 
lot gaining some balls skills and footwork making him a 
complete player, thanks legend!

LUKE JONES

The Cheese, worrying defences with his speed, power 
and footwork. Cheese is a versatile player for us and 
although he played majority of the season at lock, he also 
had a couple of stints in hooker and is a capable half too! 
He impressed me this year with his defence and that’s 
what I really wanted him to work on! Congrats on a good 
year mate!

DANNY KEARNEY

Danny was new to the dragons this year, but he left a 
great impression. Danny is always listening and taking in 
what were saying! Danny is a great athlete with incredible 
speed and strength. Danny would’ve taken great benefit 
of having his first year with the boys and forming some 
combinations as its never easy joining a new team! 
Thanks for the year mate we hope to have you back!

LENY LEGROS

The colonel, king Leny. This guy is an absolute freak of 
nature he is incredibly strong and fast. Leny has a great 
tackle technique and a huge motor constantly playing big 
minutes for us when required. Leny is a great kid he often 
has others smiling which just adds to the incredible input 
he already has for this team!
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HAYDEN LEVIN

H improved his game so much this year! H started to really 
muscle up in defence while taking the line on in attack 
giving our outside men more time. H makes good decisions 
with the ball and has turned into a great young half with 
a nice short kicking game. He is one of the leaders of the 
team and is always vocal before games. Cheers H man 
keep up the good work.

JAKE MONKTON

Jakey is a quality bloke to have in the team, he is very 
funny! Jake has improved his game this year running 
better lines and using his footwork to break tackles and 
find his front. Jake really impressed me this year with his 
defence making some crucial tackles for us especially 
against Como! We hope to have you back mate as you are 
a very good player!

BLAKE O’KEEFE

BOK, at his best Blake is a devastating ball runner often 
running over people. Blake has learnt a lot this year about 
preparation and how it impacts performance. Blake has 
grown up a lot and I feel it has positively affected his 
rugby league. Blake is a key part of this team, and we love 
having him around cheers bud. 

COBY OSBOURNE

Coby was new to us this year but he quickly made an 
impression pushing his way into the starting side. Coby 
runs quality lines and is quite a smart player, I believe 
he will improve greatly next season with the new 
combinations he has formed. Coby is a solid defender and 
always puts in 100%, we hope to get him back! P.S. no you 
cannot goal kick. 

JAKE REA

Jakey is one of the most improved players in our team. 
Jake has really grown a belief that he can break through 
the line and that has made all the difference to his game. 
He is fast and has great footwork, with more confidence 
Jake will only improve more. Jakes defence was incredible 
this year and it was great to see! Cheers buddy!

FYNN SAMMUT

Fynn is a quality utility for us, he has the skills to play 
halves, hooker and lock! Fynn is a versatile player which 
makes him an incredibly valuable asset to the team. Fynn 
always puts his body on the line and often pulls off good 
hits even if they are around the head! Fynn is a loveable 
character and a pleasure to coach I really hope you come 
back next year!

COOPER SMITH

Smitty has been a quality player for us for years now! He 
has a damaging left footstep and is also very strong and 
quick. This year we have been working on the finer things 
like decision making and footwork while in the ruck. Smitty 
has all the tools now we must fine-tune it all that little bit 
for him to take things to a new level. Cheers mate!

LACHIE STEELE

Steeley is a player that has enormous potential! He is a big 
boy that has pace and skill. Lachie is a very selfless player 
and is always working on improving his own game! Its up 
to all of us to continue to nurture his talent as I truly believe 
he has the makings of someone who could dominate 
certain parts of the game! Come back next year mate!

COREY TURNER

Corza! The safest hands in the competition Corey doesn’t 
put the down, safer than a bank they say. Corey begun to 
understand the role of a winger more this year. Wingers 
are now required to take a lot of tough carries which he 
did! Corza never steps away from the contact and made 
some quality try saving tackles this year. Thanks brother!

KOBY WALLACE

Kobz is a leader of the team and is often looked up to by 
his teammates. Koby never waits for the game he chases 
it, charging past three of his teammates trying to put a 
game changing hit On. That’s the sign of a quality player, 
a selfless player who always puts the team first, with all 
of that he is also highly skilled and has a great mind for 
the game.

CHAD WALTERS

Chad is a good player and he will continue to improve as 
he learns more about the game. Chad is quick and can 
run a nice line, we just need to focus on teaching Chad 
the correct practices as he can be a high-quality player. 
Chad never misses his task in defence and puts his body 
on the line for his teammates! Come back next year mate!
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TEAM REPORT

Well, what a year for these young men - which started with another preseason after 2021 being cancelled due to covid.

Our intentions as coaches are to improve their core skills, execution of plays and game structure to ensure we develop each 
and every player.

As coaches we couldn’t be prouder of our entire team who turned up to every session and game with a great attitude 
contributing to a high standard each time they took the field, our only narrow loss during the regular season was to the 
eventual winners Aquineas.

Finishing off our season with the Minor Premiership & heading into finals with the first week off was a great result. 

The boys dug deep and trained well as they had all season preparing to play Kogarah whom we had beaten twice by 30 points, 
on the day playing at Points Bet Stadium in the Preliminary Final we were unfortunately beaten 16-12 by a side who beat us in 
the ruck and suffocated us in defence. The boys will learn plenty and take away a lot out of the loss.

From both of us coaches a massive thank you to Darren Wotton for his constant support and assisting all year running the 
water and messages, plus an even bigger thank you to Gen Wotton who is our amazing Manager.

Cheers Russ & JD

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Lewis Hood

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Ryan Wotton

COACHES AWARD

Koby Lillis

MANAGERS AWARD

Levi Dowling
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PLAYER PROFILES

RYAN WOTTON

Ryan is our elusive fullback who has great speed and 
footwork to beat the first player running back from kick 
reception, Ryan also has great vision to be a ball player 
when required.

ASHTON LUMSDEN

Ashton is one of our courageous wingers who takes the 
hard carries out of yardage, but if given space will always 
make the defence look silly with his blistering pace.

LEVI DOWLING

Levi has settled into centre this year like a duck to water, 
he is a devastating runner of the ball who holds his width 
in attack running great unders line & holes ensuring the 
defence must check his run, plus a strong defender who 
tackles everything running his way.

LEWIS HOOD

Lewis can play second row or centre but filled in greatly 
once Harvey was injured at centre, Lewis has blinding 
pace and scored a plethora of tries out wide plus his 
aggression in defence is up there with the best in the team.

ZAC BOYLE

Zac like Ashton isn’t scared of the hard stuff coming out 
of his own end and is willing to roll up the sleeves when 
needed, Zac also has great footwork where he can beat 
his opposite number plus the speed on top to leave them 
in his rear-view mirror.

COOPER WOOLLEY

Cooper had a great season as one of our generals, he is 
a big body with great vision, skill, agility and the game 
management to destroy any defensive line in front of him.

ROCCO HAGAN

Rocco is our general who controls this team like having 
another coach out on the field, like Cooper has developed 
into a busy half who can play eyes up footy to create 
opportunities out of nothing with his short or long passing 
game and his unbelievable kicking game ensuring the 
outside players score plenty of tries.

CAMERON BOYD-LARNACH

Cam is one of our enforcers in the engine room, everything 
this team does is off the back of what Cam does ensuring 
we win the ruck defensively and get good go forward by 
using good late feet at the line or an offload in traffic.

ZANE BELL

Zane in our opinion is the best dummy half in his age 
group, who controls the middle in both attack and defence. 
If there is a marker down Zane will take every opportunity 
and cut the defensive line open plus his vision to take short 
side opportunities is 2nd to none.

RYAN DAVIDSON

Ryan is our other enforcer who for a big man has great 
late footwork at the line plus an offload that annoys the 
defence. If you run into Davo you will know about it as he 
rarely misses and is known to put on a great shot making 
the attack look for him when running the ball.

ETHAN FOURIE

looks can be deceiving as Ethan is lean but powerful, 
Ethan runs a great line for our ball players to hit him as a 
genuine option every time, plus destroys any runner trying 
to run at our halves out wide.

RYAN SNUDDEN

Ryan can play anywhere as his skill level is the same as a 
half, but his defence is the same as a big man, we played 
Ryan out wide to cause havoc with his powerful running 
and great ball playing on the edge.
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Finishing off our 
season with the 
Minor Premiership 
& heading into 
finals with the first 
week off was a 
great result. 
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KOBY LILLIS

Koby is our middle who plays like an extra half and allows 
our halfbacks to play out the back of shape either side of 
the ruck, Koby has the skills to hit a runner short or long, 
footwork to beat a defender one on one and the defence 
to damage anyone who decides to run at him.

COOPER SHOBROOK

Cooper was our utility this year filling in at half, hooker, 
lock, centre and wing. Every team needs a Cooper who 
is selfless for the team, the only reason some of the best 
players can do that is because their skill level and game 
awareness is so great that enables them to be a valuable 
team player.

HARVEY GLAZIER

Harvey was outstanding prior to getting injured as one of 
our lethal centres, you would think Harvey has always 
played league when watching him play with his pace and 
footwork out wide destroying any edge defence that was 
in front of him.

LOGON DICK

Big Logon has improved out of sight in the last two years 
and his skill level has come on leaps and bounds, Logon 
came on and did an amazing job when asked of him in 
both attack and defence, absolutely skittling players 
around the field with that frame of his.

REX PROSSER

Rex came to us late in the season via Rugby Union but 
we are glad he did, like Cooper Shobrook can cover any 
position with his skill and aggressive defense. Rex has 
unbelievable vision, footwork, pace and game awareness 
and was a big reason why we lost our preliminary final 
due to not being available to play.

Overall, we are a team full of great 
players who gelled together to become a 
‘CHAMPION TEAM’.

To top 2022 off with some great news we have 
had numerous boys make the Harold Mathews 
squads (U17’s) for different NRL Clubs which is an 
amazing achievement with some boys waiting to 
hear back from other clubs.

SHARKS – Ryan Wotton, Rocco Hagan, Koby 
Lillis, Ryan Snudden

SOUTHS – Zane Bell, Levi Dowling

DRAGONS – Ryan Davidson

TIGERS – Cooper Woolley

Thank you so much for the year boys and 
thank you to ALL the families for your continued 
support allowing us to coach and mentor the 
boys not only to become better footballers but 
better young men.
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TEAM REPORT

After an unfortunate season last year due to COVID, we 
were all hoping to have a long uninterrupted season 
this year. With a couple of new players joining the team 
only increased the enthusiasm the boys were showing 
preseason just to get back on the park.

The Boys really trained well preseason and throughout the 
year. With help from Adam Lynch allowed us to build from 
past years and fine tune our attack and defensive structures.

After a disappointing first game loss, the boys quickly 
turned it around and thumped Taren Point the following 
week with what I thought was one of the strongest 
performances I had seen from this team for a long while.

Throughout the season, washout games and injuries took 
their toll which didn’t allow us to get the consistency we 
needed and put those plays together we had trained so 
hard for. But, as always, the boys showed the resilience 
and determination to overcome those things and put 

on another outstanding ‘down to the wire’ performance 
against Cronulla Caringbah to finish the season off 4th on 
the ladder.

Unfortunately, that game would also be the one that 
would ultimately seal our fate with losing a further 3 more 
players, losing a tough finals match against the same team 
but with a very depleted bench.

Keep your heads-up boys! Your time will come.

I would like to thank all the boys for all your hard work you 
put in each year, and it has been an absolute pleasure to 
coach each and every one of you and watch you all grow 
into great and respectful young men.

I wish only the best for your futures and hope you all 
continue playing this great game.

Also, a huge thankyou to Adam Lynch, Kim Wallace, Mick 
Wymer, Spencer White, Steve Bishop and Jason Rush for 
all your hard work and helping myself and the boys this 
year, I couldn’t have done it without you all.

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Cooper Sherwood

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Blake Hayward

COACHES AWARD

Alex Trenberth

MANAGERS AWARD

James McElvenny
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FINN MCMAHON

Finn Started the year with what I thought was one of his 
best performances against Taren Point. Unfortunately, 
it also saw him go down with a serious MCL injury and 
concussion in the season. His lengthy stints on the sideline 
only seemed to make him more determined and created 
further great performances when returning to help us finish 
the season off strong and cement our place in the finals.

ISAAC QUINE

Another great year from Isaac. Shows great attacking 
ability when he gets his hands on the ball and is also a 
solid edge defender. Adapted well with all the new plays 
and instructions set out for him. Can’t wait to see what 
Isaac brings next year.

ALEXANDER TRENBERTH

One of our new additions to the team and boy were we 
glad he joined. Played multiple roles throughout the 
year and excelled with all of them. His defence was a 
true standout with some huge hits put on the opposition. 
Always put in 100% right from the start and made huge 
improvements from the back of it earning him a lot of 
respect from the team.

RYDER STEWART

Another solid year from Ryder, never have I seen a player 
break as many fingers playing football and never told until 
after the game. that’s the type of kid Ryder is, never lets his 
teammates down and always puts in 100%. Great defender 
and shows great attacking ability on our left edge.

JONAH SMITHSON

After having a few years off playing, Jonah exceeded 
expectations right from the start. Starting out on the wing 
and eventually moving into the halves where Jonah really 
looks comfortable. His outstanding season back also 
came with one of the worst concussions I have witnessed 
for along time. But Jonah is a player with a lot of guts and 
determination that just keeps turning up and gives it his all.

LOGAN BURKE

Logan really impressed in the halves this year controlling 
our right edge and doing a remarkable job at it. Within 
just 2 seasons, Logan is really starting to stamp his mark 
and find his place within the team and was really missed 
in the finals after an unfortunate injury forced him a few 
weeks off.

COOPER SHERWOOD

Cooper really stepped up this year steering the boys 
around the park. His leadership on the field when he is at 
his best is the difference between winning and losing a 
game. Hope to see Cooper continue next year because I 
think there is a lot more ability and potential Cooper can 
unlock.

JACOB CHAPMAN

Hardly recognised Jacob at the start of the year. Kicked off 
the season looking fitter and leaner than ever before and 
had to adapt accordingly by relying on his skills and ability 
rather than size. With his strong work ethic and new skills 
and plays that were taught, it wasn’t too long before Jacob 
was back to his best and finished the season off strong.

BLAKE HAYWARD

After a season ending injury last year, we weren’t sure 
what to expect from Blake coming into this year. But Blake 
showed he was more passionate and determined than 
ever and it showed from the first whistle. He is a workhorse 
in the middle with his defence and it didn’t take him too 
long to get his confidence back and start busting through 
the lines again in attack.

JAMES MCELVENNY

Another addition to the team this year and it didn’t take 
him long to fit right in. James is always one of the first 
at training and last to leave and it showed with the 
improvements he made each week and was clearly one of 
our best by the end of the season.

JAKE WALLACE

Undeniably our most passionate players in the team. 
Jake’s skills don’t just stop on the field but off it also, 
by getting the best out of the boys with training and 
keeping them focused. Really taking it upon himself to be 
a leader within the team and the boys benefited from it. 
Great work Jake!
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BEN BISHOP

Ben is a player that you can just send out onto the field 
and have complete confidence that he will get the job 
done. Great defence and attacking skills with great football 
knowledge. You could put Ben in a range of positions, and 
he would excel at all of them.

JORDAN WYMER

Never have I seen Jordan work so hard on his skills than 
this year. We have always needed a reliable goal kicker in 
the team and Jordan took it upon himself to be that person. 
Countless hours up at the oval kicking goal after goal 
had paid off with Jordan’s kicking game being one of the 
reasons for winning the tight games throughout the year.

BRYCE JEFFRIES

One of Bryce’s best years this year. Played on the wing 
and had a few games at dummy half which benefited from 
Bryce’s passing game. Having to defend in the middle 
against some kids with twice his own body weight saw 
Bryce’s confidence in defence increase towards to end 
of the season and started to put a few good hits on the 
opposition. 

SAM KADDOUR

Sam started the season off strong this year and was 
starting to build in confidence again until an illness saw 
him spending a few games off and undoing all the hard 
work he had put in. Sammy was gutted but always put in 
100% when he was feeling good.

KAI WALKER

The quiet achiever, Kai had a huge year. He just goes about 
his business and gets the job done. Can be relied upon 
to play multiple positions and do what needs to be done. 
Expect to see big things from Kai next year.

TOM RUSH

When Tom is on LOOK OUT. He’s playing a year up and you 
wouldn’t even know it. He has the ability to lift the players 
around him and turn the tides in games. Just need to 
somehow find a way to bring that out in every game. 

WILL MILLIKIN

Welcome back Will! A great season after a few years off 
Will has returned playing out on the wing and even bagged 
himself a try in his second game.

With a few more games under his belt could see Will back 
playing in the middle.

ZANE CRAWLEY

Zane started the year off fantastic like every year being 
one of the most standout players against the premiership 
winning team St Josephs early on in the season by leading 
the team to a great second half of football to leave Joeys 
scoreless in the second half and only going down by 6. 
Unfortunately, a school snow trip injury saw Zane end his 
year early which was a huge blow to our season.

WILL BURTON

Will got his chance this year to play in the forwards and 
he grabbed it with both hands. His speed in the middle at 
times wreaked havoc to their defence, his ability to find 
space after breaking the line however will come with more 
experience and I think he will be a powerhouse when 
that happens.

 the boys showed the resilience 
and determination to overcome 
those things and put on another 
outstanding ‘down to the wire’ 
performance against Cronulla 
Caringbah to finish the season off 
4th on the ladder.
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AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Name

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Name

ENCOURAGEMENT

Club to insert name

MOST IMPROVED

Club to insert name

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Bailey Phillips 

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Cooper Sullivan

COACHES AWARD

Harry Franks

MANAGERS AWARD

Henri Hiles-Fraser
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TEAM REPORT

After a lifetime of trials and tribulations the planets would 
finally align for the boys of the U17 Silver who would 
not only become premiers but undefeated premiers in 
2022, after many seasons of defeat and playing short 
on numbers. After a difficult 2021 season where we ran 
2 uncompetitive teams in this age group due to lack of 
players, this year we were faced with having too many 
players for one team but not enough for two. What had 
become clear however was that this group of young men 
had formed strong friendships and were determined to 
come together and build a competitive team.

While it might have appeared that we did it easy given 
the fact we were undefeated this year, the reality could 
not have been further from the truth. We wrestled with 
team selection every week, trying to give all the boys a 
fair run while at the same time wanting to realise our goal 
of winning that elusive premiership. Not one game in the 
season did we start with the same starting 13 to the GF. 

That is incredible in itself! Some wins were convincing, but 
there were also quite a few games where we just scraped 
through. We found it difficult at times to find consistency as 
we were constantly shuffling the line-up to accommodate 
the large playing group. Every week, every single player 
gave 100% and as we got closer to the end of the season, 
the excitement escalated as the realisation that we might 
go all the way started to become a reality. Much of our 
success week in and week out was attributed to our 
outstanding defence. We loved that boys!

Our biggest game of the season came just 2 weeks out 
from the final series when we played 2nd place C’bah, 
the team we would ultimately play in the Grand Final. 
It was very late on a dark and gloomy Sunday afternoon 
when this game finally kicked off and the game played 
out unfortunately much like the weather. In a game which 
ultimately ended 0-0.
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It was clear from that game against C’bah, that no 
one was simply going to let us cruise through to win a 
premiership. If there is one thing we know- it’s never easy 
to win a grand final regardless of age or division.

After we prevailed over De La Salle- 26/6 and Cronulla 
Caringbah defeated Renown United in the Qualifying 
Finals, it was only fitting that the 2 best teams should 
meet to decide the 2022 premiership. If the day could 
not get any better the Grand Final was scheduled to be 
played at Shark Park which only further elevated the 
excitement and anticipation for all, but especially the 
boys. It would be the opportunity and game of a lifetime.

In what was arguably one of the best games of football 
across this year’s Grand Final weekend, the undefeated 
Engadine Dragons took on C’bah for the U17 Silver 2022 
championship title at Pointsbet Stadium. The match did 
not disappoint with both teams bringing out the very best 
in each other and putting on a showcase worthy of the 
venue and the occasion. At half time it was 6-6 despite 
our boys arguably having the better of the first half. The 
second half was a different story with Cronulla Caringbah 
growing in confidence and having the bulk of possession 
and field position before putting on a try to take the lead 
10-6. It all appeared to be going the oppositions way. 
With our boys starting to tire the dream of winning what 
for some of the boys would be their very first premiership 
was starting to slip away.

That was until a bustling run by Harry Franks resulted in a 
pass to a flying Will Wrightson who with only the full back 
to beat showed great composure to draw the fullback 
before passing inside to Bailey who went in under the 
posts to make it 12-10. With minutes remaining C”bah got 
a penalty in front post to tie it up 12 all.

The epic conclusion to this saga was ready to unfold 
and you could cut the tension in the air with a knife as 
our boys headed back out for extra time and to fulfil 
a destiny. After withstanding some attacking raids by 
the opposition, we remained patient and finally got an 
opportunity in reasonable field position to have a crack 
at a field goal. JP took the snap but was knocked down, 
but we got a lucky bounce and Cooper.S regathered 
and came agonisingly close to scoring under the posts. 
A quick play the ball and good vision by Will K had us 
spreading the ball right to Bryce then to Charlie who 
dived over to make everything, we had worked so hard to 
achieve a reality.

It was the ultimate season, and I would personally like to 
thank my coaching staff 

 » Michelle Isemonger – Manager

 » Glenn Johnson, David Gunn & Adam Wrightson – 
Trainers

 » Steve “Eddy” Hardman – aka Gus Gould player 
whisperer and some more.

This season would never have been possible without the 
support and trust that we all committed to each other.

 
As i said in the dressing 
room... We won 2022!
We are so proud of all the boys and truly hope 
they all remember this epic year and what we all 
achieved together. 

Thanks

Mick and coaching team

PLAYER PROFILES

SHAUN ALCHI

Had another enjoyable and great year. A typical middle 
forward and just gets in there and does what is asked of 
him. When on the field keeps himself busy and looking for 
action. Unfortunately, did not play a lot of footy this year 
but was certainly missed. The absolute crowd and team 
favourite. Never a dull moment with this young lad. 

Ripper Shaunno.

JACKSON CHALK

Jacko is Engadine Dragons through and through. Jacko 
covered a few positions for the team this year, but when 
he was in the middle playing at dummy half, his service 
was always quick and kept the team going forward. His 
ability to tackle larger players down low has always been 
quality and this year was no different. Great team man! 

Well done, Jacko!

BRYCE DINSDALE

Had a tremendous season & played on our edge as 
backrower. His kick return carries came from the back 
fence and showed plenty of heart. His general play in 
defence was fearless while his agility in attack lead to 
many tries and try assist in the season. His presence on 
the field inspired the team. 

Great year Bryce.

JAYKE FIBBINS

What can we say about this fella. Scored some amazing 
tries playing on the wing. Formed a great combination 
with the inside players which led to a lot of tries scored. 
Defence again was outstanding, and his kick returns were 
brave and strong. His leadership and motivation were 
also inspirational. Never takes a backward step. Always 
gives his all. 

Terrific job Jayke.
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JACK FRANKS

Jack has a great season! Paired up with Max and Will in the 
halves and they formed great combinations, strengthening 
throughout the year. A strong defender and carrier of the 
ball, his ability to take the line on or catch and pass, kept 
opposition teams guessing. Another one who tackled 
himself to a standstill each week! 

Great season Jack! 

HARRY FRANKS

Outstanding year for Harry who played hooker and was 
the leading try scorer within the whole competition.

His decisions to take on the line with his decisive runs from 
dummy half was awesome which led to some great tries 
and always took us way over the advantage line and out 
of our back middle.

Passing game was always spot on with passes consistently 
out in front. Defence never wavered and is a well-deserved 
winner of Coaches Award. 

Congrats H.

HENRI HILES-FRASER

Henri had a terrific season this year, he was our Mr Fix it 
and utility player and never disappointed. Henri was 
co-captain for the season and his leadership and 
motivation to his teammates was rewarding to the team. 
He inspired the coaching staff as well as the boys on 
game day and training. Has great ethics both on and off 
the paddock. 

Awesome year Henri.

MAX HOWARD

Max accompanied Jack and Will in the halves this year 
which was a great trio. Also got into dummy half some 
games which we enjoyed his crisp passes making us go 
forward. Max used his voice to encourage and direct the 
forwards in attack and was solid in defence. His draw 
and pass saw some great tries laid on for the middle and 
outside men. 

Great season Max!

BLAKE ISEMONGER

Blake is Engadine Dragons through and through. Blake 
played in our backrow and was terrific all year. He knew 
his role in the team which was by running straight hard 
lines in attack, bending the line and in defence had 
aggression and put himself in front of the opposition all the 
time. Blake plays the game well above his weight and has 
a massive ticker which you cannot coach. 

Awesome year Blake! 

DANIEL JOHNSON

Daniel started the year at fullback and was safe as houses 
under the high ball and was solid in defence. Daniel had a 
game in the backrow and did a great job and even pulled 
off one of the tackles of the year right in front of the bench. 
Daniel struggled with Injury at the back end of the year but 
did well to get back for the Grand Final. 

Courageous Daniel.

WILL KELSO

Will played in the halves and did a fantastic job steering 
the team around the paddock and laid on plenty of crisp 
clean balls that led to tries and got a couple himself. His 
defence was solid and his kick pressure was needed.

Wills general kicks in play put our team in dominant field 
positions and was also handy as a goalkicker. 

Terrific effort Will!

COOPER LYNCH

Cooper was asked to play out of his normal position in the 
halves and play lock. He exceeded is his first game and 
remained there for the rest of the season forward and took 
the challenge on with both hands and had a fantastic year. 
Coops never overplayed his hand and was a great link to 
his forwards and halves. Courageous in defence always 
and never left anything in the tank. 

Terrific year Coops.

LUKE MAGUIRE

Due to several injuries prior to the season Luke showed 
plenty of commitment when he finally hit the paddock. This 
young bloke is just what ever team needs as he shows so 
much support to his teammates & just enjoys being with 
the boys. Great to have you on board Lukey!

RILEY MOSS

What a great season Riley had. Mostly played in the 
outside backs and forwards, with such speed to burn Riley 
left the opposition in the dust when he got the ball hence 
scoring some terrific tries. His defence was just as good.

His goal kicking feats were something to watch. Very 
competitive young player and definitely knows how to 
play the game.

Awesome year Riley.

SAM PATTON

Was outstanding this year both in attack and defence. His 
experience and enthusiasm lifted the rest of his teammates 
both on and off the field rewarding him with Captaincy. His 
decisions to hit the line and do the hard yards or get into 
holes just showed his class. Probably one of the best front 
on defenders in the comp. Also has soft hands for some 
classy offloads.

Terrific slamming Sam.
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BAILEY PHILLIPS

Bailey was our teams Best and Fairest for season 2022. 
A very strong work ethic in the middle saw him tackle 
himself to a standstill in some games, taking away the will 
away from teams to carry the ball in his direction. When he 
took his head gear off, he meant business! Featured in the 
points in almost every game each week and is the receiver 
of the clubs prestigious Peter Green award for 2022.

Outstanding season Bailey! Congratulations on your 
awards, very well deserved.

JACK POWELL

Due to an ankle injury prior to the first round this kept JP 
out of action until the final 5 rounds of the competition. 
However, that didn’t hinder the quality he brought to this 
team. Played fullback on return.

His precision bullet passing, towering and general kicks 
in play was outstanding. Jack grew confidence with each 
run he had, and his defence didn’t miss a beat. Made some 
crucial game saving tackles in GF.

Awesome comeback JP.

ZACK REA

He is the old style no nonsense middle front row forward 
every team needs, and we had him thankfully! Knows his 
job and just gets on with it. Is tough as teak and never shy’s 
away from the tough stuff.

Unfortunately received early season injury then an end 
of season broken leg. But this still didn’t stop him from 
coming to every training session and games.

Ripper Zacko.

LACHIE SINFIELD

The team man you want in every team. Came off the 
bench for most of the season and when he got on the field 
was a handful for every team. Season was cut short with a 
dislocated knee cap and a knee injury but being the team 
man he is, attended every training session and game; 
leading the team warm ups and contributing to the team 
performance every week.

Great work Lachie!

COOPER SULLIVAN

Cooper played in our front row and didn’t take a backward 
step all year. His go forward attitude played a big role in 
our halves having time with the ball, Coopers defence was 
hard and at times brutal which had his opponents thinking 
twice about running in his direction. Deserved winner of 
runner up Best & Fairest.

Awesome congrats Coop.

PAT ST BAKER

Great team man! Played on the wing and always came 
into the middle to assist our forwards bringing the ball 
back off our own line. With speed to burn and a willing 
ability to learn, made him a very important asset each 
week. Unfortunately missed the last couple of games due 
to a head knock, but enthusiastically contributed to the 
team each week, assisting with warm ups. 

Awesome season Pat!

CHARLIE TE HIRA

Charlie had a fantastic season, forming a great 
combination with Pat out in the centres. His ability to stand 
up and beat defenders lead to him scoring some great 
long range tries. Always solid in defence and his versatility 
saw him playing some games in the back row. Scored the 
Grand Final winning try which no one will ever forget! 

Great season Charlie!

WILL WRIGHTSON

Will played as our left centre and was dangerous every 
time he got the ball in his hands, will scored some great 
tries this year and was solid in defence, Will formed a 
great combination with Fibbo this year which was getting 
stronger and stronger each game they played together . 
His line and hole running resulted in some awesome tries.

Ripper year Will!

BRANDON WOLKIEWICZ

Played in the front row and didn’t leave nothing in the tank 
when he was out there. Carried the ball strongly and only 
knew one way to run which bent the defensive line. Was 
very aggressive in defence and tried to be in play as much 
of the time when he was on the field. 

Good year Brandon.

We are so proud of all the boys 
and truly hope they all remember 
this epic year and what we all 
achieved together. 
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TEAM REPORT

This year we started training and had a big squad. Through trying to create an 18’s mixed team and from 3 guys pulling 
out a few weeks before the season started, we only started the season with 17 players. We trained hard and had high 
expectations for the season.

As the year progressed, we managed to pick up a few more players. We soon realised we were playing in a very hard 
competition and no games were going to be easy. We lost games this year we should have won from our silly mistakes and 
penalties. We managed to make the Building on last year where I think we should have gone better than we did but still 
had a good season.

In all I continually tell the guys they have something special that not many teams these days have, and that is a team of 
mates that have played at the same club their whole life and have a good social life and friendship together. I keep telling 
them stick together and your turn is just around the corner and when it happens with your mates it will be something you 
will always remember.

When I look back at playing and what I got out of it, yes winning premierships is a great feeling, but the best part was 
everything I had or still have that revolves around the game, lifelong friendship.

I would like to thank Simone for once again being a fantastic manager. To my number 1 trainer Steve, you are a legend and 
do so much for the club.

Thanks to Mick Robbo for helping as well. Thanks, Fats.

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Brodi Ballard

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Dane Courtney

COACHES AWARD

Troy Williams

MANAGERS AWARD

Kye Robson
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PLAYER PROFILES

TOM STROVER
Fullback was his position. He ad an injury affected year but 
was a safe player and dislocated his shoulder just to get 
off the nudie run. Loves fitness training. 

ZANE RYAN
Zane is one of the toughest and best centres in the game. 
He never missed a tackle and ran hard all the time.

MAX PETIT
Max is a great winger, safe under a high ball and a strong 
runner. Max is still standing on the sideline waiting for a 
high kick.

RYAN BARDEN
Ryan is a great halfback and has a great all-round game. He 
needs to back himself more as I think he has so much to give.

JUSTIN BROWN
Justin is a versatile player who can play plenty of positions 
well. He helped the team in different positions all year and 
was a safe fullback.

LOGAN MCKINLAY
Logan discovered alcohol this season and partied like a 
trooper. Maybe could cut back a bit before he plays though. 
In saying that he is still a great front rower and had a great 
season. I would have him in my front row all the time.

KYE ROBSON
Kye played up an age group at hooker and had an 
exceptionable season. I feel he was playing great footy 
towards the end of the season and was greatly missed 
after his ankle injury. A great clubman as well.

BRODI BALLARD
Brodi was our best player and one of the fittest this year. 
He has improved so much as a front rower over the years 
and is now one of the best in the comp. Great season mate.

LUKE BISHOP
Luke is starting second row and once again a great player. 
I would always have him in my pack as well. He played 
injured this year, but we needed him to be on the field as 
much as possible.

JAKE BONSER
Jake had a great year. He plays well above his weight 
and didn’t fall off tackles and carried the ball strong. Great 
season mate.

TROY WILLIAMS
Troy is one of our best players. Troy plays a lot of minutes 
and never misses tackles and is a strong ball carrier. 
Troy was also injured at the end of the year and played 
injured. I would always have Troy in my pack. 

JOSH GOLLER
Josh had a great season and did well filling in a hooker 
and lock when we needed him. You are still a great asset 
to the team. I’m sorry the season ended the way it did.

CONOR ROBSON
Conor surprised everyone this year. We were short of a 
front rower, and he put his hand up and didn’t let us down. 
He ran like a 110kg beast but only weighed 80kg. Strong in 
defence as well.

COOPER NOAKES
Cooper stopped playing but I managed to talk him in to 
coming back to help us out when we were short. You still 
have more to give and should keep playing. Thanks for 
the season. 

RYAN BOURKE
Ryan was a safe winger and a great goal kicker. 
Good season mate.

BLAKE BARDEN
Blake was injured early in the season playing centre. 
He came back only with a few weeks to go and played 
second row and did a great job. He surprised and played 
unreal. I think second row really suites his game and size. 
Great end to the season

BEN METCALFE
Ben is one of our younger players. I found last year he 
needed to show more maturity as a player. I had a talk to 
him at the start of the year explaining what I thought, and 
he played an excellent season. I feel he has come so far 
this season and will be a great senior centre and player.

JUSTIN LETTON
Justin is one of our younger players as well. It was hard to 
fit Troy and Juzza on the field at the same time. I had Juzza 
coming off the bench and he absolutely killed it. One of our 
best forwards this season.

ELI FERGUSON
Eli is a great player who can play so many key positions. 
He was consistent all year and the side really needed him. 
A great player all round. 

DANE COURTNEY
Dane came to early to mid in the season and what a 
pickup it was. As soon as he stepped onto the field our 
attack picked up and he caused chaos for other teams to 
contain him. A great player all round, also a leader and 
role model for our club in the future I hope.

JORDYN BROWN
We picked Jordyn up early to mid-season as well. Straight 
away I could see his potential and I had him starting 
second row after a few games. Great ability all round. 
I hope you stay at our club.

LIAM CLARKE
I got Liam back to help when we were short. Thanks, 
Liam, for your effort and helping us out. Maybe get there 
for pre-season and I think you will be a great asset to 
the team.
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TEAM REPORT

At the start of the year, it looked like the over 35 league tag were not going to get a side. After making a few phone calls 
and rallying up 26 Engadine legends to register, our season began. 

We were off to a good start, getting a victory in our first game. Unfortunately, from then on things didn’t go so well due to 
multiple games being cancelled due to the weather and many injuries throughout the side. The games we did manage to 
pull a side together, we were more than competitive and most of all enjoyed playing in each other’s company. 

Finishing sixth on the ladder, we somehow managed to sneak our way in to the finals which saw us go down and end our 
season there.

Great bunch of blokes and had a fun year together. Big thanks to our manager Birdy for helping out. Looking forward to 
bigger and better 2023 season.

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Matt Chapman

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Lincoln Hunt 

COACHES AWARD

Nathan Gale

MANAGERS AWARD

Ash Fraser
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GIRLS
LEAGUE 
TAG
T E A M  R E P O R T S
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AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Name

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Name

ENCOURAGEMENT

Club to insert name

MOST IMPROVED

Club to insert name

TEAM REPORT

It was such a pleasure to coach this team for the 2022 season.

Our phenomenal start to the season saw this team putting together games that had everyone on the sideline so 
proud to be a part of.

Due to this we were regraded into the gold competition going up against the best of the best and well and truly 
holding our own although fighting well above our weight class.

Watching this team improve game in game out was so rewarding to be involved in and such a good way to start a 
Sunday morning.

Massive thanks to Scotty & Sarah for all your help throughout the season.

Can’t wait to do it again next season team.

Ryan Phillips

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Remi Stein

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Aurora Johnston

ENCOURAGEMENT

Addison Schafer

MOST IMPROVED

Capri Millar
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PLAYER PROFILES

ADDISON SCHAFER

Proper pocket rocket. Size didn’t let Addy second guess 
her ability to find the try line. A dead set natural on the 
footy field & the determination that will see her as a 
future Jillaroo.

Go get ‘em Addy.

RILEY MIDDENDORF

Rags to riches. Riley found her love for this game and most 
importantly for this team midway through this season and 
was absolutely devastating with her straight running & 
phenomenal tag counts.

I knew you could do it Riley.

ISABELLA RELF

Absolutely fearless. Being the smallest out on the field 
didn’t deter this little weapon from taking the footy straight 
up into the defensive line time & time again.

Your brave beyond your years Issy.

SIERRA MILLAR

With skills to match the sass. Sierra is at home on the footy 
field, and it couldn’t be a more perfect place to harness 
her “I don’t give a hoot” attitude. One of my top players 
every week.

Give ‘em hell Sierra.

CAPRI MILLAR

Little champion. No one try’s harder than this kid. Giving 
100% effort in every area is the only way Capri knows how 
to do it ensuring her place as a very valuable member of 
this team.

Love your work Capri.

MADDISON WOOLLEY

Always a big smile on her face, Maddie was one of my top 
students and one of my top trainers. First season of footy 
for Maddie and I couldn’t be prouder of her achievements.

Pleasure to coach you Maddie.

JADA FIESS

Very impressive first season of footy. Jada ran with the ball 
like a pro straight into the defensive line bagging quite a 
few tries along the way and often bagging tag counts like 
she’d done it all before.

Footy for life Jada.

GEORGIE LOWES

One of my favourites. Georgie is a pleasure to coach and 
the type of player that everyone wants on their team. 
Always giving everything. 100% effort at training & on 
the field.

See you next season Georgie.

AURORA JOHNSTON

Wow, what a player. Rory is a game changer & without 
question a future athlete. From the very first game it was 
clear Rory is built different.

Just impressive Rory.

ALIRAH MEADOWS

Never gives up, Alirah is a coach’s dream. With a skill set 
well beyond her years and a love for the game that has 
Alirah giving 100% every second of the game.

Once again it’s been a pleasure, Alirah.

ELLIE PHILLIPS

What a gun, Ellie’s explosive speed with the ball in hand 
and determination to bag as many tags as she can makes 
Ellie a very valuable player in this team.

Keep loving what you’re doing Ellie.

REMI STEIN

Curly haired weapon, Remi’s drive and consistency in all 
areas of this game place her as our most valuable asset.

Born to excel on the sporting field Remi.

PIPPA WACKWITZ

Wacky Pip by name. Wacky Pip by nature. An absolute 
firecracker on the field who know only one way to play this 
game. Head first and at hundred miles an hour. Pippa is 
as tough as they come, putting her body on the line every 
game and training session.

Happy as a pig in mud. Literally.. Love your work Pip.

Watching this team 
improve game in 
game out was so 
rewarding to be 
involved in and such 
a good way to start 
a Sunday morning.
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TEAM REPORT

What a great season! All the girls were amazing and have significantly improved both on and off the field this year. 

At the start of the year, I was really excited to coach these girls knowing how much talent and enthusiasm they all have. 
I was amazed by the quality of football these girls produced and it really paid off, making it to the semi-finals this year. 
Our first year together with myself as their new coach was fun to say the least! Getting the girls to focus at training was a 
challenge at times as they see me as a big kid but without a doubt, we always had fun. When it came to game day, they 
never disappointed. I am so impressed by how much they have all grown as a team and individually and I am grateful to 
have been a part of the journey.

I would like to thank Dani and Drew for helping me this year, first time coaching wouldn’t have been easy without you two. 
The time and effort you put into the team doesn’t go unnoticed, myself and the parents are grateful for your contributions. 
I would also like to the thank the parents, for getting the girls to training and the game each week. We are so lucky to have 
such a friendly and supportive group of parents in the team. Hopefully we will see you all next year!

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Imogen Palmer

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Dylan Hamer

ENCOURAGEMENT

Evie Cousemacker

MOST IMPROVED

Mila Osmond
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PLAYER PROFILES

IMOGEN PALMER

Immi is an absolute natural at the game, she always 
grits her teeth and runs the mile. Her determination and 
knowledge that she carries really shows her passion for 
the sport. Immi’s defence is so strong, not many players 
could get past her and if they did, she always chases them 
down with her speed. So impressed by what this little girl 
can do at such a young age. Great season Immi.

DYLAN HAMMER

Dylan is another very naturally talented player, she can 
read the play very well and with her athleticism she can 
run around all day. Dylan also has great ball and tagging 
skills and helped me to teach the other girls these abilities. 
Dylan also discovered she could kick goals this year, with 
a big boot on her she was kicking goals from the 20m line. 
Another great season Dylan.

EVIE COUSEMACKER

Evie always amazes me, whatever I asked of her she 
delivered. Evie always finds ways to improve, and I am 
so impressed with her sportsmanship and contribution 
to the team. Evie plays first receiver exceptionally well, 
not only sharing the ball around to her teammates but 
her awesome passing technique. Love your passion Evie, 
another amazing season.

MILLA OSMAND

Milla was timid at the start of the year with only having 
a little experience of the game, but she really came out 
of her shell and found her confidence after a few games. 
Milla’s speed and determination at training really showed 
on the field scoring tries and running the length of the field 
every game. So impressed by your improvements Milla, 
awesome stuff.

HARPER REA

Harper is a quiet one but, on the field, she really shows 
her personality. Harper picked up dummy half really well 
this season, passing and scooting with every run. From 
previous seasons, Harper has improved in the quality of 
her footy. Harper had a really great year this year. Keep up 
the great work!

ADDISON DAVIES

Addison has a lot of passion for the game which really 
resonated on the field. Scoring many tries and tagging 
really well showed her enthusiasm and efforts throughout 
the season. I encourage her to continue playing Tag 
League in the future as I see some real skill in this girl. 
Well done!

AVA MCBRIDE

As this was Ava’s first year of tag league, she had a lot to 
learn about the game but being such an enthusiastic girl 
Ava picked up the basics of the game really well. By the 
end of the season Ava found her confidence on the field, 
running the ball and even kicking some goals. You should 
be very proud of your efforts Ava, keep up the good work.

JESS ROBSON

With Jess’ little experience, she really brought a lot of 
enthusiasm to the team. She was always happy and 
smiling no matter the outcome and always brought a smile 
to the other girls faces. Keep up the great work Jess!

ELLA FLEMMING

Ella is an all-rounder. Wherever I asked her to play 
she always exceeded my expectations. With her rising 
experience of the game, I see some real potential in this 
girl as she always has a great attitude no matter the 
outcome. Keep up the great work Ella.

MATILDA ALLEN

As this was Matilda’s first year of Tag League, she had a 
lot to learn about the game but being such a tenacious 
girl, Matilda adapted and picked up the basics of the game 
really well. By seasons end, Matilda was making some 
great runs and tagging really well. Well done Matilda!

I am so impressed 
by how much they 
have all grown 
as a team and 
individually and 
I am grateful to 
have been a part of 
the journey.
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TEAM REPORT

What a year of growth for the under 11 girls. 

After covid cutting last season short and many wet weekends this season, the 
growth I have seen from these girls is outstanding.

It was a tough comp with only 4 teams in our comp, but the girls showed up 
each week with a smile on their faces and gave it their all. The team spirit 
was high every week. The companionship and support the girls showed each 
other was special. All the girls should be proud of themselves, and I look 
forward to watching them develop and grow next year. 

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Zara Wood

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Sailor Gurney

ENCOURAGEMENT

Willow Dowling

MOST IMPROVED

Harper Chapman
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The 
companionship 
and support the 
girls showed each 
other was special. 
All the girls 
should be proud 
of themselves.
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TEAM REPORT

What a fantastic season girls! Most of you were returning for your second season of League Tag, whilst Ruby & Sophie were 
new to our team and the game. You all did so well! We had a tough draw both before and after the split and played against 
some much more experienced teams. You girls stayed positive and tried your best every week, always keeping things 
fun. I love this about coaching you! You were definitely our most improved team in the comp and you’re doing all the right 
things out there, now we just need to do it all faster! You’ve been a pleasure to coach, thank you.

Thank you also to Alex for being a wonderful Trainer, and to Emma for being all over the Manager role. You ladies make it 
so much more enjoyable, as do our friendly and supportive faces on the sidelines. See you all next season!

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Gemma Kemp

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Lilly Osmand

ENCOURAGEMENT

Charleigh Piper

MOST IMPROVED

Eva Nobbs
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You girls stayed positive 
and tried your best every 
week, always keeping 
things fun. I love this about 
coaching you! 

PLAYER PROFILES

CHARLEIGH

You are so fast down that sideline and you were our 
highest point scorer! You position yourself well and are a 
solid defender. Congrats on your season!

EVA

You are always full of enthusiasm and it shows on the field. 
Your ball control and tagging game has improved so much 
and you’re doing a great job out there. Well done!

GEMMA

You read the game well and your on-field communication 
is great. Your defence is solid and your kicking game has 
improved this season. Great work!

GRACE

You mix it between dummy half and the wing and you do 
it all so well. You are great at reading the play and you 
position yourself well. Great season!

IVY

You came into the dummy half position this year and did so 
well at it. Your game has improved a lot and it’s so good to 
see you make great runs regularly. Well done!

JEMMA

Your game has improved a lot and it was great to see some 
solid tagging and great runs this season. Great work!

KIARA

You are so fast and it was so exciting when you put in a 
great run. I can’t wait to see more of that! Your game has 
improved a lot, and I look forward to an injury free season 
for you next year!

LILLY

You are so full of energy and this shows in your game. 
You never stop running and you played well in every 
position this year. Congrats on your season!

MILLIE

You are super fast and made some great runs this year. 
You also have a great kick on you. Your game improved a 
lot this year and I’m excited for next season. Great work!

RUBY

You settled into league tag so quickly and you have 
excellent focus. You run, pass and tag very well and I’m 
excited for your second season. Well done!

SIENNA

You have great all-round skills and showed much 
improvement this year. You are a solid defender and you 
make some great runs. Great work!

SOPHIE

You made many exciting runs and I love how you’re always 
ready to receive a ball! Congrats on a great first season!
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TEAM REPORT

Firstly, what a super effort this year, Minor Premier and Premiers. Congratulations.

Placed in the Silver competition after regrading, following three or four narrow losses by just a try, you girls went about 
your business. Taking the skills you learnt at training, onto the field and improving week to week. What soon became 
evident is that we became the team to beat. Unbeaten post regrading. 

Quietly confident going into the finals, things were going to plan, making it to the Grand Final. After a great training session 
before the big day, you girls were ready. What I didn’t expect was Gymea came to play, scored early and converted. 
We soon hit back, scoring shortly after. With things not all going to plan or falling our way my confidence was slipping. 
Behind most of the game 6-4, you girls to your credit hung in there, fighting hard to score the winning try with minutes to 
go. What followed was the most nerve racking final minutes watching you fight to the end. The defensive effort and the 
never give up attitude that you showed was absolutely amazing. Well done!

Thankyou girls for the effort you all put in this year, it makes it a pleasure to coach you. I seriously believe you have all 
improved so much. Building the basic skills, moving forward, that will make you all play as a team. Thank you to all the 
parents for the support to Brooke, Renae, Daniel and I. I hope you all come back next year.

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Lacey Franks

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Zara Cook

ENCOURAGEMENT

Addison Owen

MOST IMPROVED

Charlee Chapman
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PLAYER PROFILES

LACEY FRANKS

A very well deserved award for Lace this year. Playing in 
the Dummy Half roll, Lace was always around the ball 
delivering great service to the first receiver and knowing 
the right moments to run the ball. And running the ball is 
what she does best, with speed to burn, scoring at least 
once a game. 

ZARA COOK

Zara returned to tag league after a year or two off and what 
a return it was. Starting the year as a runner, an opportunity 
at first receiver showed us how well she was at it. Zara is a 
natural and has one of the best passes in the team as well 
as possessing speed and was often able to pull us out of 
trouble with length of the field tries. Great effort.

CHARLEE CHAPMAN

I have to say Charlee’s all round game has improved so 
much, very consistent and reliable in every area of tag 
league. Regularly playing Dummy Half, a roll she does 
so well, showed by scoring the winning try in the grand 
final with a scoot from dummy half.

ADDISON OWEN

Addi received the encouragement award this year and 
was so well deserved. A pleasure to coach, always 
giving 100% effort. This showed in improving so much 
in all areas of her game. Her enthusiasm to move up 
in defence to make the first tag, noticeably showing 
this improvement. Always near the ruck and filling in at 
dummy half when needed. Keep it up Addi.

ZOLA JENKINS

Zola was unable to make all games due to her budding 
soccer career but was always a welcomed asset to our 
team. Super reliable tagging while running at speed, was 
and will always be difficult for the opposition team trying 
to stop or get past her. I hope you can still juggle your 
sporting endeavours and continue playing Tag League.

HALLE KIDD

Being the coach’s daughter, I may be a little harder on 
her, Halle doesn’t always get the credit or accolades 
she deserves. Playing first receiver Halle organises play 
superbly. Reliable in this position with a great kicking 
game. Also a very solid defender. Stay positive and you 
will get as far as you want to go.

TAYLOR MANN

Tay, I must say has the biggest motor in the team, she is 
everywhere, and doesn’t stop. Tagging and cover defence 
is her biggest asset. If she lets me put her in a ball playing 
roll, you could excel, you have all the skills and a massive 
kick as well. Believe in your ability, you’ll do awesome. 

GRACE MORANDO

I’ll dare say Grace is the fastest in our team. With a team 
full of speed demons, this is a massive asset. There is no 
stopping her at full speed and she scores tonnes of tries 
off the back of this. Focus on your running game and you 
can score a bunch more. None of this takes away from 
the number of tags she makes per game.

JASMINE ROBSON

Jasmine would be the happiest in the team, her smile 
and enthusiasm rubs off on everyone, well on me it 
does. The effort she puts in has really shown in her 
continual improvement. It’s pleasing to watch from a 
coaching aspect. One of the first up in defence, this has 
also highlighted a massive improvement in tagging. See 
you next year Jas.

RUBY SINCLAIR

Ruby, the Grand Final Captain, the honour I gave to her 
for the maturity I have seen in her this year, she has the 
respect from all. Another fantastic year, playing the first 
receiver roll, when called upon, well. Not always wearing 
the FR vest, Ruby knew the roll I gave to her and was 
always in position to direct the team around. As the game 
expands to a bigger field Ruby has the skills that will see 
her playing around the action in a ball playing position.

BELLE SINFIELD

Whether Belle runs around a team or through a 
team, the speed and elegance at which she does it 
is so good to watch. Her place in this team cannot be 
underestimated. The amount of field position Belle 
gains, especially when the team is in trouble, was a 
massive advantage when trying to get the upper hand. 
Usually defending out wider, there wasn’t many that 
could get past her. Great year Belle. M
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Taking the skills you 
learnt at training, 
onto the field and 
improving week 
to week. What 
soon became 
evident is that we 
became the team 
to beat. Unbeaten 
post regrading.
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TEAM REPORT

Well girls what a year it was in more ways than one!

With a stop start season due to horrific amounts of 
rain which did its best to derail our preparation for the 
year ahead. 

We just concentrated on skill based sessions which 
saw you girls improve out of sight, which reflected on 
the field out gunning the top teams and being crowned 
2022 PREMIERS!!

Great season to all of you, very proud of what you 
achieved and for showing how resilient and determined 
you all are. 

A big thanks for all involved for helping out through 
the year.

Thankyou to Anthea and Jackie for managing, Woody for 
training and Greg & Nic for stepping in when needed. 

Cheers, Corey

PLAYER PROFILES

AVA WOOD

Ava is our most dominate defender, who on several 
occasions was seen to defend a whole set of six herself 
and put constant pressure on the opposition.

Great year Ava!

TAMERAN EARNSHAW

Tameran was a new recruit to the Dragons, started the 
season playing outwide until her confidence grew & then 
we moved her in the middle. With a well balanced running 
style and plenty of speed we saw her create mayhem 
around the ruck.

Top year Tameran!

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Ava Wood

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Tameran Earnshaw

ENCOURAGEMENT

Zali Shobrook

MOST IMPROVED

Rylee Helm
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RYLEE HELM

Rylee was a shy and courteous player until she opened 
up and we found the best in her. With safe hands and 
agility Rylee was moved to fullback and killed it with 
some quality kick returns. 

Well done Rylee!

RYLEE WOOLLEY

Rylee was a late inclusion to the team but soon found 
herself at home with plenty of involvement in the middle, 
keen in both attack and defence. 

Good work Rylee!

KALEI HALL

Kalei is a long strided, free running player with plenty 
of enthusiasm, which paid off for her with plenty of long 
range runs, gaining metres & who can forget scoring the 
winning try in the grand final!

Great work Kalei!

AURORA DE SILVA-PECK

Rory is one of our less vocal girls on the field but that did 
not reflect her inclusion in the game, when she wanted to 
Rory proved difficult to stop on several occasions.

Great effort Rory! 

HAYLEY WOTTON

Hayley had another consistent season, which resulted in 
her ending up in the halves utilising her great ball playing 
skills, which made it easy for our team around her to 
dominate the opposition.

Well done Hayley!

CHLOE BELL

Chloe started off the season a little quiet but once we 
found her position on the edge, she cut the opposition 
to pieces with her speed and shut down plays with her 
faultless tagging.

Great effort Chloe!

BRONTE VISOR

Bronte had speed to burn this season which soon 
paid off for her and the team. Bronte got us out of 
trouble numerous times with determined runs and 
also saving tries by running down the opposition on 
several occasions. 

Great work Bronte!

KALARNI MARKHAM

Kalarni with plenty of time and practice saw her end up 
our dummy half for the year, using her accuracy and 
direction this helped the team gain plenty of momentum 
to create space for our attacking plays.

Good effort Kalarni!

ALANA BANSAN

Alana was a new member of the team which did not 
reflect in her willingness to get involved in most sets and 
always supporting her teammates. Plus who can not 
highlight that goal kicking!

Well done Alana!

NEVE GRINHAM

Neve is the energiser bunny of the team, we could always 
rely on Neve for her speed and determination, which 
resulted in her scoring tries and saving plenty more.

Well done Neve!

AMELIA MCCARTHUR

Amelia was a quieter member of the team but once she 
had the ball she would show her hidden speed to gain 
plenty of metres down the sideline.

Good effort Amelia!

CHARLI BOURKE

Charli was our little pocket rocket, with her elusive 
running style and speed she proved difficult to tag. Charli 
scored plenty of tries outrunning the opposition from one 
side of the field to the other.

Great work Charli!

TAHLIA KENCH

Tahlia is a quiet and courteous team member who 
could always be relied on when needed, she proved 
that tagging and running of the ball out wide wasn’t a 
problem for her.

Good work Tahlia!

ZAHLI SHOBROOK

Zahli is a natural ball player who landed herself in the 
halves, with a good set of skills and a killer kicking game 
saw Zahli turn games around and let her team play off 
the back of it.

Great year Zahli!
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Great season to all 
of you, very proud of 
what you achieved 
and for showing 
how resilient and 
determined you 
all are. 
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TEAM REPORT

We did it!

Within this champion team is a group of young ladies who, roughly 3 years ago, thought why the hell not! The thought was, 
yeah sure we’re either netball or soccer players, but how about we give this League Tag (Tag League?) thing a go.

Those little (at the time) legends (even more so now) proved how eagerness, willingness and teamwork can get you places. 
Season 1 (2020) – win first game, lose every other game thereafter despite improving every game and more often than not 
being the better team (pace, which we didn’t possess, was more often than not the match winner), smiles all around and 
new skills learned at every training session were the main outcomes. Season 2 (2021) – somewhat more curtailed due to 
Covid-19 implications, but the groundwork laid during 2020 started to pay dividends with a few wins, competitive matches 
versus those more experienced, but still the smiles that make it all the worthwhile.

To season 2022, a largely settled side, albeit with a few newbies who complemented our style of play (some having joined 
the year prior, others in understanding the vibe being generated …). Game 1 – wow, against a team we couldn’t get close to 
previously (and ended up playing in the GF), we looked like world beaters (off-season OzTag the catalyst?). Thereafter our 
draw proved to be a blessing (?), as come Round 6 when the competition was split, we’d already played the two standout 
teams in U14 GLT and found ourselves below the ‘ruled line’ to end up in the Silver competition (3-win, 2-loss record). I’ve no 
doubt we would have been competitive in the Gold competition, but “What do you want to do ladies?”, challenge yourselves 
in Gold but likely be also-rans, or step up to the plate and prove yourselves as the best team in Silver? The young ladies 
that we proudly call ‘our team’ decided the latter and didn’t we have fun and learn a lot along the way.

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Rhianna Karika

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Zara Loveday

ENCOURAGEMENT

Mia Inglis

MOST IMPROVED

Telina Adams
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PLAYER PROFILES

GEORGIE ABSALOM

Another of our players close to receiving the Most 
Improved Award, Georgie’s season got better and better, 
particularly as her offloading developed, so too her 
decision making in “when to go and when to throw”. Some 
great length of the field efforts in playing middle or edge 
and always keen to ask questions to better learn her craft. 
Well done Georgie on another great season.

TELINA ADAMS

What a debut season! For our first game Telina started 
on an edge and scored three amazing tries. Fast 
forward to even halfway through the season and Telina 
had quickly developed into one of our main attacking 
threats, possessing great balance, speed and positional 
awareness. Eventually moving into the fullback role, her 
attacking prowess combined with defensive nous proved 
how crucial her efforts were to the success of the team. 
Amazing season Telina, your 110% effort in everything you 
do will see great success in future years.

CLAIRE BAXTER

One of our edge players, Claire epitomised our team 
mantra of ‘play your role’. Defence is a speciality of Claire’s 
game, doing everything asked to keep the opposition at 
bay and shut down many attacking raids (e.g. umbrellaing, 
double tagging, maybe even the odd tackle …). When our 
middles saw opportunity out wide, Claire was on the end 
of some amazing ball movement, not a prouder coaching 
moment to see a sideline-to-sideline play with Claire 
scoring a try. Well done Claire for your efforts this year.

ERIN COOPER

Another of our edge players, Erin has always possessed 
great balance and speed. A finger injury momentarily 
halted Erin’s great combination with other right edge 
players but after a month-long overseas rehabilitation 
stint, Erin roared back into the team in readiness for 
finals and performed her role with aplomb with some 
great runs, excellent support play and defensive smarts. 
Well done Erin.

NEVE DENYER

Our Captain, first choice dummy half and all-round worker 
in the middle. Neve developed her game exceptionally 
well this year in better understanding the nuances of 
dummy half play and capably lead her teammates 
throughout the season. Neve’s play in both attack and 
defence was often without flair but always delivering 
exactly what was asked for in keeping the middle nice 
and tight. Great effort again this year Neve.

LACEY DUNCAN

If there was an award for consistency it would go to 
Lacey. Always a picture of focus at training and during 
games, Lacey plays her team role without fuss and 
always with a smile. A dependable edge player and one 
of our main goal kickers, many opposition coaches would 
ask why we’ve been blessed with such good goal kickers, 
and I happily explain that a few of our players prefer to 
use their feet rather than their hands, with Lacey being 
the head of that pack. Thanks for a great year Lacey, 
well done.

After the competition was split, we remained undefeated. Yes, we had our challenges, often when playing at home due 
to the distraction of our local supporters (thanks U14 Gold and Bronze), but we always found enough to get the job done. 
Our game plan was simple enough, players fell into roles of middle, left edge or right edge. Against particular teams we 
knew we could drive through the middle, for others we needed to spin it out wide. Similarly in defence, some teams would 
attack our middle, whilst others had pace out wide. Each player knew their role and together proved what a great team 
they are in adapting to whatever was thrown at them by drawing on their learnings from training and previous seasons.

Finals was a new experience, and whilst the two games played had flattering score lines, they were starkly different 
games. Our 54-4 Qualifying Final win was a drubbing, we absolutely dominated and took much confidence into the GF. 
However at nil all in the GF after 20min having made 5 errors with no obvious avenue to score due to most of the game 
being played in our half, we weren’t sure what was happening. Plenty of pressure had been applied to us and we were 
struggling, but we’d managed to keep our opposition to nil through a never-say-die attitude, testament to our team first 
mantra (defence wins finals matches!), then three moments of brilliance. First Bel with a 50m+ break down the sideline 
(her last play of the day unfortunately due to injury), then a through the middle 70m+ opportunity by Mia (converted try) 
and an opposition coach heartbreaker by Rhianna right on half time (another 70m+ under the post converted try). Without 
providing a full match review, we ended up winning our GF by 30-0, in what was a game of two evenly matched teams, 
the difference being we made our opportunities count and shut down all of theirs.

Ladies, we’re super proud of your efforts this year and love what we’re seeing on and off the field. Not only are you 
a great team that all of your week in week out supporters love to watch, but your friendships outside of the team 
environment showcase other aspects of sport that are so important.

To the award winners, congratulations. To all others, you each performed your team role exactly as asked, be proud of 
how you’ve contributed to our collective successes and wear your premiership jackets with pride. Well done on a great 
year, we’re looking forward to taking on Gold division in 2023, bring it on!

Matt, Sam and Laurie
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BEL HARRISON

Bel is one of our more versatile players, loves playing in 
the middle, but when playing out wide and given space, 
can absolutely motor along and leave opposition players 
clutching at thin air. Bel proved the catalyst in our GF win, 
and if not for an injury sustained during the game, would 
have no doubt continued to terrorise our GF opponents. 
Well done Bel on a great season.

MIKAYLA HENSON

Another of our no fuss players, Mikmok is one of our 
dependable midfield generals. As an avid defender and 
middle metre eater, Miki does the unflattering stuff that all 
teams need (e.g. straight runs off our line, quick play the 
balls, pressuring defence by getting all tags in a set etc). 
Always happy to do extra sets at training, Miki is a keen 
student of the game and always willing to learn the finer 
details to further improve her game. Well done Mikmok on 
another solid year.

MIA INGLIS

Mia is everything you want in a player, great listener, 
exemplary leader, attacking mindset, never say die 
attitude, all of it. Whilst Mia wasn’t able to make training 
due to rep soccer commitments, her efforts on game 
day were always an inspiration to the rest of the team. 
And to think that most games Mia played this year were 
immediately after a game of rep soccer, amazing effort. 
Congrats Mia, you’re a great player and true leader.

RHIANNA KARIKA

Rhianna is our most dynamic player, evidenced by 
averaging more than a try per game with exceptional 
timing and pace when attacking (and usually going 
through) the oppositions defensive line. Equally adept in 
our defensive line, a mid-season positional switch from 
fullback to middle brought Rhianna closer to the action 
resulting in a more cohesive team effort attributed to her 
clear communication and constant encouragement of 
teammates. A gifted athlete, Rhianna saved her best until 
last and was B&F in both finals games, congratulations 
Rhianna on a fantastic season.

ZARA LOVEDAY

New into the team for 2022 but not without a wealth of 
experience. Zara has phenomenal timing and formed 
some great combinations with our middle and inner edge 
players. A great back-up dummy half, the more often 
the ball was in Zara’s hands, the more often we knew 
something positive was going to happen. A tenacious 
defender (not uncommon to get all tags in a single set), 
Zara continued to find her groove within the team as 
the season progressed, particularly in the finals when 
Zara’s competitiveness shone through. Great effort this 
year Zara, so glad that you’ve chosen Dragons as your 
preferred home!

EMMA LYONS

Emma continues to amaze with her penchant for breaking 
a line despite three, four and five defenders hovering 
around unable to get her tag/s. A keen defender who 
always seems to pop up at the right time, Emma is 
another of our no fuss players who gets a job done as a 
key contributor to our teams’ successes. One of our inner 
edge players, Emma has all the skills to be able to play 
anywhere and at any level. Congrats on another great 
season Emma.

HAYLEY MOORCROFT

Another of our players close to receiving the Most 
Improved Award, Hayley is naturally a great defender 
(another who regularly gets most if not all tags in a 
defensive set) but it was her attacking skills that developed 
exceptionally well throughout the year. Always a keen 
learner, Hayley will become one of our key players in 
years to come. Great effort this year Hayley, a truly 
dependable player.

NAT WOOLBANK

One of the kindest souls off the field, on the field with ball 
in hand Nat terrorised opposing edge defenders when 
given the opportunity. A slightly hampered season due to 
injury, when fit Nat is an important part of our team owing 
to her versatility in playing middle or edge. A delight to 
coach and willing listener, Nat has it all in front of her. 
Thanks for the season Nat, great effort all round.

Not only are you 
a great team that 
all of your week in 
week out supporters 
love to watch, but 
your friendships 
outside of the 
team environment 
showcase other 
aspects of sport that 
are so important.
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TEAM REPORT

The girls returned this year after a couple of Covid effected years which was great to see.

The girls at this age have other commitments so we never really got to train as a team plus the weekly Wednesday rain 
didn’t help either.

Considering this, we still managed to put together a couple of good games at crucial times to get us into the GF.

I believe we could have won if we played to our plan but were perhaps a little surprised and nervous to be in the game and 
definitely did not play our best football.

A couple of cheap tries for the opposition and a couple of decisions didn’t go our way and the game was lost 14-12.

Still a good result considering our season.

Thankyou to all the girls and the parents for their time and effort.

All the best, 
Paul, Nath and Scott

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Brooke Campbell

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Sahara Ingram

COACHES AWARD

Brooke Collins

MANAGERS AWARD

Ella Bilsborough
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PLAYER PROFILES

BROOKE CAMPBELL

Brooke in my opinion is the most talented player in our 
comp. She has a running, kicking, defence and goal 
kicking game.

She is an allrounder that you can build a team around. 
We are lucky to have you in our team Brooke.

SAHARA INGRAM

Sahara has good skills and speed to be able to score 
tries and chase down the opposition. 

Sahara is vocal in the team and encourages the game 
and spirit. This is a great attribute for the team game.

BROOKE COLLINS

Brooke’s first year in the team and she brought great 
speed, dynamic tries and awesome enthusiasm. Some of 
Brooke’s tries had to be seen to be believed! Brooke is a 
pleasure to coach.

ELLA BILSBOROUGH

Ella’s first year in the team and her enjoyment and 
enthusiasm for the game was awesome. We gave Ella 
jobs to do and she did them well. She fits in well with all 
the girls and a pleasure to coach.

CASSY WALKER

Cassy contributed to the team when she was asked and 
tried hard. Hopefully she enjoyed the year. 

TAHLIA ROBERTSON

Tahlia is a big player in the team. It was unfortunate we 
missed her a lot due to her netball commitments. 

INDI ROBERTSON

Indi came through with some great plays through the 
year which were awesome for team moral at critical 
times. In the best game we played through the year I 
knew we would win when I saw Indi sprinting back to a 
kick off after the opposition had scored a try. 

ELLA ROBERTS

Ella has good game experience and skills to match. Two 
tries in the GF nearly got us the win we deserved. 

ELLIE DARLO

Ellie loves to play footy and is awesome at lifting the 
team spirit with her upbeat attitude. 

FREYA SCULLY

Freya was missed by the team with an injury playing 
another sport.

Hopefully she gets back to 100 percent and keeps 
scoring tries for us.

JAMISON BALLARD

Jam is a fierce competitor and doesn’t like losing. She is 
great for the team. Thanks for your effort Jam.

LAUREN ATKINS

Loz played 9 for the year and scored and set up some 
awesome tries. Loz has really good skills and plays very 
relaxed and with ease.

GEORGIA VISSER

Georgia missed a fair few trainings and games so I 
believe we didn’t get the best out of her. With a solid 
commitment she could be a good finisher.

LARISSA KING

Larissa is key to our team, hard working and committed. 
She put her body on the line plenty of times and saved 
us. Has great hands and a pleasure to be around. 

MATILDA HARVEY

Matilda Is also a successful netballer and can catch and 
pass the ball. Once she has a couple of years experience 
of playing league she will be even better for it. 
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Thankyou to 
all the girls and 
the parents for their 
time and effort.
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TEAM REPORT

2022 has been another enjoyable year with these young ladies!

It has also been a challenging season – both COVID and the weather playing another huge part. We were only able to 
training a few times before the season even started and nearly every week we had to try and come up with different 
training sessions to accommodate the weather.

Our team welcomed 5 new players, and some of them had never played Tag League before. They all slotted in really well 
and I was so impressed with their natural ability to play footy. We had to learn and gel with the new players on the run, and 
that we did. 

Being undefeated premiers in 2020 and then 2021 season being abandoned, there was a lot of pressure on the girls to be 
successful again this year. This pressure definitely didn’t come from me or from the parents, but I know the girls themselves 
want to succeed every year and they put a lot of pressure on themselves to be the best they can be. 

We started the season strong and dominated the competition as expected. As the season progressed, we faced injuries to 
some girls in key positions so we had to shuffle the team around and at some stages we had to call upon other Dragon’s 
teams to help us out. Thank you to the 14s GLT and the 16s red GLT for helping us out throughout the year. 

The girls finished the normal season undefeated which is another huge achievement and a testament to all the hard work 
and dedication they put in throughout the year.

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Brydie Kadziela

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Jada Karika

COACHES AWARD

Phoebe King

MANAGERS AWARD

Ava Lavender
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The heartbreak that felt when 
that full-time siren went will 
only make them stronger and 
they will be better players for 
it in the long run.

The Prelim final saw us come up against the other Engadine team. This game was definitely a mental test for us. We went 
set for set and threw everything we had at them but unfortunately it didn’t end in our favour. I am so proud of the girls 
because they didn’t give up right to the very end. 

Unfortunately, that’s is the way footy goes. Sometimes it just isn’t your day. I do think that the girls will learn a lot from 
this season. They will take away so much from that prelim loss. The heartbreak that felt when that full-time siren went 
will only make them stronger and they will be better players for it in the long run. I also tell them that footy is as much a 
mental game as it is a physical game. 

I would personally like to thank Drew for his help and support with the coaching this year. Tash, our manager, who keeps 
us informed and organised each week, you did an awesome job again this year THANK YOU!

I also would like to thank the parents for all their support throughout the season. 

To all the girls…. THANK YOU! Thank you for allowing me to coach you again this season, it has been an absolute 
pleasure. I hope you had as much fun as I did and have learnt a few things along the way. You are a great bunch of 
young ladies and I am excited to see what 2023 brings. 

Cheers, 
Mat M
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TEAM REPORT

We started the season with approx 18 players, however at this age 
many of the team balance other higher priority commitments like 
work & study thus making it not easy to get solid numbers week in 
week out. That said in the games we had good numbers we were 
highly competitive, either winning or losing by a small margin. Some 
washout games also robbed us of some chances to win games against 
weaker teams.

The crazy weather meant training was near impossible, so we pretty 
much went through the season with no training.

Considering all this, the girls performed and combined really well, 
and played some great entertaining footy. Most importantly the girls 
turned up each week and enjoyed themselves, even the 9am winter 
morning games at Anzac including getting sleepy heads out of bed for 
ground set-up.

One of the most pleasing things about this group is that they are a highly 
respectful group, and represented the club in really well positive way.

AWARDS

BEST & FAIREST

Sienna Robertson

BEST & FAIREST R/UP

Lindsay Healey

COACHES AWARD

Chali Peak

MANAGERS AWARD

Lyla Smart
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One of the most 
pleasing things 
about this group 
is that they are a 
highly respectful 
group, and 
represented the 
club in really well 
positive way.
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